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ABSTRACT 

Electrophoresis of solutes was studied in aqueous two

phase systems, concentrating on the special behavior in the 

interfacial region. Moving boundary electrophoresis was 

examined in a free fluid U-tube apparatus. Zone electro

phoresis was investigated in two-phase' systems which were 

gelled by the addition of acrylamide, which was subsequently 

polymerized. The size and nature (concentration or dilution) 

of polarizations which were found to occur was found to depend 

on the magnitude of the equilibrium partition coefficient of 

the solute in the two-phase system, as well as the direction 

of migration across the interface. These polarizations are in 

addition to those commonly known to occur near regions where 

electrophoretic flux changes radically, such as near inter

faces. They can be a direct result of the requirement for 

equilibrium across the interface, as demonstrated by our 

experiments. Models were constructed to numerically simulate 

this behavior, which accounted for unsteady state electro

phoresis and diffusion of multiple proteins or other am

photeric solutes. Two cases were explored, one requiring 

instantaneous solute equilibration across the interface, the 

other allowing for a resistance to mass transfer here. All 

models demonstrated a characteristic noted in experimental 

studies, concentration at interfaces when electrophoresis is 
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from equilibrium preferred phase towards non-preferred phase 

in moving boundary electrophoresis. Furthermore, the 

equilibrium model correctly predicted the complex relationship 

between partition coefficient, direction of migration, and 

moving boundary or zone electrophoresis, which causes 

differences in the polarizations observed in these various 

systems. The simulation could also quantitatively estimate 

the width of the polarized region to within an order of 

magnitude, in comparison with experimental results, although 

it is hampered by a lack of mobility data for solutes in 

solutions containing polymers. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In his treatise on dielectrophoresis, Pohl (1978) points 

out the importance of interfacial polarizations in dielectro-

phoresis, the migration of overall neutral species in response 

to a non-uniform applied electric field: 

When ... charges or carriers are impeded in 
their motion in various ways, this hinderance of 
their motion appears to the experimenter as a 
polarization. The carriers may be impeded by 
trapping at impurity centers, or at interfaces, or 
because they cannot be freely discharged or 
replaced at an electrode. When this happens, space 
charges appear. This space charge produces 
distortion of the macroscopic field which appears 
to the external observer as polarization ... 

Interfacial polarization occurs rather more 
often than is generally appreciated. It is an all 
to frequent reminder of the way in which real 
matter behaves in real fields. Interfacial 
polarization in materials is generally quite 
negligible at low field strengths. On the other 
hand, in materials that consist of more than one 
phase or a mixture of materials, this type of 
polarization can become quite large. 

This idea has yet to make its impact in the study of 

electrophoresis, the migration of charged species under the 

influence of an applied, uniform electric field. This 

dissertation reports on the observance of polarizations in 

electrophoretic systems, near the interface present in an 

aqueous two-phase system. Two-phase electrophoresis is 

demonstrated in both free fluid and in phase systems which 

have been gelled by the addition of acrylamide. Little, if 

any, previous mention of this phenomenon has been made in the 
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literature. A large body of work has been done on electro

phoretic transport across organic-organic interfaces, starting 

with the work of Maxwell (1892). Transport at aqueous-organic 

interfaces has also been thoroughly explored, beginning with 

Nernst (1902). In both of these cases, the solutes cannot 

dissociate to any large extent in the organic phase. This 

dominates the electrophoretic behavior. Since both phases are 

aqueous in the work reported here, ionization occurs through

out, and behavior is dominated by the presence of the inter

face. Also, the conditions under which electrophoretic 

migration takes place in the aqueous system are much more 

complex. Solutes can be completely or partially dissociated. 

They can also demonstrate amphoteric behavior. Proteins 

behave as ampholytes, and in addition, their mobility is a 

function of ionic strength. The pH plays an important role in 

aqueous solutions. Because of these factors, many interesting 

effects can occur. 

A model is presented to simulate behavior of ionizable 

species as they undergo both electrophoresis and diffusion 

near the interface in aqueous two-phase systems. An earlier 

version of this model has been shown to reproduce the wide 

variety of behavior which these species undergo in aqueous 

single phase electrophoretic systems (Bier et aI, 1983). It 

has now been extended to two-phase systems. This is the first 

time that an attempt to model these processes has been 
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undertaken. 

These aqueous two-phase systems provide an excellent, 

relatively easy to study model for more complex occurrences 

where electrophoretic transport of solutes takes place at 

aqueous phase interfaces. For example, in electrochroma

tography, a solute is transported by an applied electric field 

across the interface between a mobile and a stationary phase. 

In fact, the stationary phase is often Sephadex, which is a 

commercially available cross-linked Dextran. Dextran is one 

of the most commonly used polymer constituents of aqueous two

phase systems, demonstrating further the similarity between 

the two-phase and the electrochromatography system. Some of 

the results of electrochromatography experiments which cannot 

be explained by previous theory may be better understood by 

taking into account the special properties of interfacial 

transport. 

There are other systems in which interfacial electro

phoretic transport may play an important part. Movement of 

vital solutes into and out of living cells takes place in the 

presence of an electrical potential gradient, and the portion 

of the cell membrane through which this transport occurs is 

aqueous in nature. Discontinuous gel electrophoresis takes 

place in a gel consisting of two sections which differ in 

composition. Solutes must cross the transition between the 

sections. Iontophoresis, a process by which drugs are 
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electrophoresed across the skin into the body also results in 

transport across aqueous membranes. In short, there are 

numerous examples where this sort of phenomenon takes place. 

This research must also be seen in the light of the 

continuing development of biotechnology as a method of premier 

importance in the production of pharmaceuticals, enzymes, and 

other specialty chemicals. The problem of separating the 

mixture of desired and undesirable products produced by 

biological processes remains an 

endeavor. Purification is by 

important concern in this 

far the most expensive 

production cost in these processes. The need for improved 

preparative separations has fueled interest in further study 

of such techniques as electrophoresis and aqueous two-phase 

partitioning. Electrophoresis is highly valued for its 

excellent resolution and its compatibility with biological 

solutes. Aqueous phase systems are also noted for biological 

compatibility, as well as the ease with which separations may 

be scaled to the size required for production. It is hoped 

that this work, by furthering understanding of basic phenomena 

associated with both these methods, will aid in their 

application to other problems. 
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BACKGROUND 

This chapter describes some basic concepts necessary to 

understand the material described in the experimental and 

modeling sections of this dissertation. First, the 

thermodynamic nature of an aqueous two~phase system will be 

described. Partitioning of added solutes within these systems 

is then explained. Next, I report previous work on the 

diffusion of solutes within these systems, as well as in 

similar phase systems. Then, the phenomenon of 

electrophoresis is briefly described. Electrophoresis is 

commonly used to separate multiple components from a mixture 

by a number of different methods. I review these various 

electrophoretic modes. The model of Bier et al. (1983) for 

electrophoresis in a single-phase system is covered in detail, 

as it is the basis for the models of two-phase systems 

presented in this dissertation. Finally, a review is made of 

other research which has involved combining electrophoresis 

with two-phase systems. 

Aqueous Two-Phase Systems 

Aqueous two-phase systems were first studied in detail by 

Albertsson (1956a,1956b), who obtained such a system by 

"mistake" (Albertsson, 1985) during the course of an 

experiment by mixing a concentrated salt solution with an 
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aqueous solution of polyethylene glycol (PEG). The mixture 

spontaneously separated into two distinct liquid phases. 

Further experimentation demonstrated that two-phase systems 

could also be created by mixing aqueous solutions of two 

hydrophilic polymers as well as by aqueous mixtures of salt 

and polymer. Similar results had been reported earlier by 

Beijerinck (1896,1910) who had obtained two-phase systems by 

mixing gelatin and agar or gelatin and starch, all of which 

are hydrophilic polymers. Dobry, alone (1948), and in 

collaboration with Boyer-Kawenoki (1947), had also reported 

that formation of distinct phases often occurred when polymer 

solutions were mixed when the solvent was either aqueous or 

organic. However, none of these earlier reports aroused much 

further interest in the phenomenon. It remained for 

Albertsson to demonstrate that these systems were useful for 

the separation of biological mixtures, as described below. 

The Thermodynamics of Phase Separation 

Classical thermodynamics provides a rational for the 

spontaneous separation of a mixture of two partially miscible 

liquids into a two-phase system. As described by Prausnitz 

(1969), the thermodynamically stable state for a given 

temperature, pressure, 

minimum Gibbs energy. 

and composition is that which has a 

A I iquid mixture spl its into two 

discrete phases if by doing so, it can lower its overall Gibbs 
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energy. Consider a mixture of two liquids, 1 and 2. Its 

composition is completely described by the overall mole 

fraction x" as shown in Figure 2.1. The molar Gibbs energy 

of mixing at constant temperature and pressure is shown by the 

heavy line. If the composition of the mixture is given by 

X1*, then its Gibbs energy of mixing is given by (a). 

However, if the mixture splits into two phases of compositions 

x', and x"" then the Gibbs energy of mixing is given by (b). 

The lighter line represents the energy of a system which 

divides into two phases. It gives the lowest possible Gibbs 

energy that the mixture of a given composition may obtain at 

the specified temperature and pressure. The two-phase system 

is therefore spontaneously formed. 

It is apparent from this graph that in order for a second 

liquid phase to yield a lowering of the Gibbs energy, the plot 

of free energy of mixing versus concentration must be concave 

downwards over some concentration range. The condition for 

instability in a binary liquid mixture about to form two 

distinct phases is therefore; 

( 
allgmixing) = 0 

ax T,P 

(1) 
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Figure 2.1 Free Energy of Mixing for a Binary system 
(after Prausnitz) 

The heavy line corresponds to the free energy of a single 
phase. The light line is for the two-phase mixture which 
actually forms, in the concentration range between x'l 
and XII,. The minimum free energy which a system of 
composition x*, may obtain is given by point (b). 
Therefore, the system of point (a) does not form. 
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(2) 

or 

( 
agmixture) = 0 

ax T,P 

(3) 

(4) 

where x can be either x1 or x2• The excess Gibbs energy of a 

mixture, relative to a mixture ideal in the sense of Raoult's 

Law, is now introduced: 

This may be substituted into the equation above for gmixture to 
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yield: 

(6) 

since for an ideal solution gE = 0 and for any solution x, and 

x2 must be between zero and one, this equations demonstrates 

that an ideal solution can never fulfil the condition for 

instability. An ideal solution, therefore, cannot 

spontaneously form multiple phases. 

Polymer-salt or polymer-polymer solutions are not, 

however, ideal solutions in the general case. The definition 

of an ideal solution states that interactions between like 

molecules and unlike molecules in the solution must be equal. 

This is not generally true for mixtures. 

Flory-Huggins Theory 

A model which accounts for the general features of a two 

phase system consisting of at least one polymer was developed 

independently by Flory (1941) and Huggins (1941). It accounts 

for the observed fact that, all else being equal, phase 

separation occurs at lower polymer concentrations for longer 

chained polymers (more repeating units). It also predicts the 

compositional asym!l1etry in the phase diagrams of these systems 
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(Brooks, Sharp, and Fisher, 1985). 

The model is based upon the idea that the free energy of 

mixing of can be expressed as the sum of an enthalpy and an 

entropy term: 

(7) 

where T is the absolute temperature. The polymer solution is 

modeled as a lattice of sites which may be occupied either by 

a solvent molecule or a segment of the polymer chain. This 

accounts for the fact that polymers are usually much larger 

than a solvent such as water. Each lattice site contacts z 

other lattice sites across a "face" of the lattice site. The 

simplest case consists of a single polymer combined with one 

solvent. The enthalpy of mixing is given by the sum of the 

enthalpy changes occurring when lattice faces between polymer 

and solvent are formed during mixing as lattice faces between 

polymer-polymer and solvent-solvent are broken. The energy 

change per new contact, ~w12' is therefore: 
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(8) 

where w11 and W22 are the energies associated with the contact 

of like lattice sites and w'2 is the energy associated with the 

contact of unlike lattice sites. 

The individual energies are positive for repulsive 

contacts and negative for attractions. Multiplying this 

quantity to account for all possible interactions on the 

lattice gives the enthalpy of mixing for a solution of polymer 

(component 1) and solvent (component 2): 

(9) 

where n, is the number of solvent molecules on the lattice and 

¢2 the fraction of lattice sites occupied by polymer segments. 

This is often written in the form: 

where k is Boltzmann's constant and X = zAW'2/kT is the Flory 
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interaction parameter. It is equal to the maximum energy that 

a solute molecule could have, in units of kT, if it were 

surrounded on all lattice faces by solvent. 

The entropy of mixing is calculated by the fundamental 

statistical mechanics relationship: 

(11) 

Where W is the number if distinguishable ways of arranging 

solvent molecules and polymer segments on the lattice. The 

correct configurational count leads to the expression for 

entropy of mixing on the lattice: 

(12) 

Combining the expressions for enthalpy and entropy of 

mixing, the Flory-Huggins expression for free energy change on 

mixing is: 

(13) 
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from this expression, the critical conditions for phase 

separation can be calculated. Also, this analysis can be 

extended to cover cases involving two polymers and a solvent 

(a polymer-polymer phase system) or a polymer, a salt, and a 

solvent (a polymer-salt phase system). In the case of a 

polymer-polymer system, this analysis implies that if the 

interaction between segments of the differing polymers is only 

slightly repulsive, phase separation will result because of 

the high number of sites which are occupied by the polymers 

due to their large size. This explains the observation that 

most mixtures of polymer solutions do indeed result in phase 

separation. 

Al though the Flory-Huggins theory is very useful in 

providing a qualitative description of phase partitioning, it 

fails to provide a good quantitative picture. other theories, 

such as the isobaric-isothermal osmotic virial expansion for 

the chemical potential of Hill (Cabezas, Evans, and Szlag, 

1990; Cabezas, Kabiri-Badr, and Szlag, 1990) or the UNIQUAC 

model (Kang and Sandler, 1988) yield values which are in 

better agreement wi th experimental data for polymer 

concentrations. These theories are related by concentration 

expansions to the Flory-Huggins theory, which is most useful 

in painting a simple, qualitative picture of the two-phase 

polymer system. 
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Partitioning in Phase Systems 

One reason that Albertsson's work with aqueous phase 

systems aroused such interest, while earlier reports had 

failed to, was that Albertsson recognized the ability of the 

systems to partition an added substance between the phases 

(Albertsson, 1956a, 1956b). That is to say that, at 

equilibrium, the concentration of the added sUbstance in one 

phase can be quite different from the concentration in the 

other phase. In Albertsson's experiment described above, the 

substance he added to the salt-PEG system was a solution of 

chloroplasts, a plant organelle which contains high 

concentrations of chlorophyll. This gives the solution a 

bright green color. Albertsson was surprised to find that 

after addition of this solution to the phase system, when 

equilibrium was once again reached, almost all of the green 

color (and therefore most of the chloroplasts) was in the 

upper phase. The concentration of chloroplasts at equilibrium 

was much higher in the top phase than in the bottom one. 

Furthermore, he found that different added substances would 

partition within a phase system to a differing extent 

(Albertsson, 1956a, 1956b). This indicated that phase 

partitioning is a selective method and could be useful in 

purifying components out of a complex mixture. Aqueous phase 

systems have since been found to be especially suitable for 

separations involving biological components, because of the 



high water content (often over 85%) 
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of both phases 

(Albertsson,1986). This eliminates the harmful denaturation 

which occurs if other phase forming liquids, such as aqueous

organic or organic-organic mixtures, are used. 

Added SUbstances partition in aqueous phase systems for 

much the same reasons explained above that polymer-polymer and 

polymer-salt mixtures form phase systems. 

Diffusion of Solutes in Two-Phase Systems 

Several authors have published studies of diffusion of 

solutes across the interface of various two-phase systems. 

These are important in the context of this work, in that they 

provided the basis for the treatment of transport across the 

interface, in systems with both diffusion and electrophoresis. 

In addition, certain of the models for diffusion only in these 

systems can be solved analytically. They provide a valuable 

check for limiting cases of the numerical model derived here 

for electrophoresis and diffusion. 

A pioneering work in the area of di.ffusion across 

interfaces was published by Davies (1950). For salts which 

ionized in both phases of a two-phase systems consisting of a 

mixture of water and nitrobenzene, he demonstrated that the 

flux of ions across the interface obeyed the equation; 
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F i , interface=kf , iCi, a - kr, iCi,b (14) 

where Fi is the flux of species i across the interface 

(mole/m2-sec.) and k is a mass transfer coefficient (m/sec.), 

either in the forward direction, from phase a to b or the 

reverse from b to a. Concentration is c in either phase a or 

b (mole/m3). Davies also pointed out that for any species for 

which the partition coefficient was not 1, the mass transfer 

coefficients for the forward and reverse directions must be 

different. Davies likened these mass transfer coefficients to 

rates of reaction for a substance in the case of an actual 

chemical reaction. In this case, the "reaction" is the change 

in the hydration of the ion, as it crossed the interface. The 

molecule requires a certain amount of energy to undergo this 

reaction because, to cross, it is necessary to break the 

solvation bonds between ion and solvent. Then, upon entering 

the other phase, solvation bonds between ion and its new 

solvent are formed. 

Extending the idea of a chemical reaction-like 

phenomenon, Davies used collision rate theory to determine a 

free energy of activation (~g*, kcal/mole) for solutes 

crossing the interface; 
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(15) 

where M is the molecular weight of the substance. 

A similar study (Ting, Bertrand, and Sears, 1966) used 

the same transport expression as equation (14) to study 

diffusion of salts across the interface between butanol and 

water. This equation was also shown to describe the diffusion 

of various proteins at pH values near their isoelectric points 

in an aqueous two-phase system by Shanbhag (1973). Mass 

transfer coefficients of the type described by Davies were 

calculated for transport in either direction across the 

interface. The results of Shanbhag's study are reproduced as 

Table 2.1. 

Analytical Solution of the Diffusion Equation for Two Phases 

A complete, analy·tical solution to the unsteady state 

diffusion equations completely describing behavior in a two-

phase system is given by Crank (1975). The system is 

described by two partial differential equations (PDEs) for 

unsteady state diffusion, one for each phase a or b; 



Table 2.1 Mass Transfer Coefficients and Partition 
Coefficients for Solutes (Data from Shanbhag) 

Solute k f (10) 6 kr (10) 6 
(em/sec) (em/sec) K 

Phenylalanine 67.60 66.20 1. 02 

vitamin B" 48.30 35.70 1. 36 

Ribonuclease A 15.20 26.00 0.62 

Myoglobin 12.20 24.40 0.50 

a-Chymotrypsin 34.20 29.50 1.16 

human stripped 
Met-Hemoglobin 9.00 22.40 0.40 

human unstripped 
Met-hemoglobin 9.01 22.00 0.41 

pig stripped 
Met-Hemoglobin 5.71 28.50 0.20 

Phycoerythrin 7.57 16.10 0.47 

Overall phase system composition; 7% (w/w) Dextran 
T-500, 4.4% PEG (M.W. 8000), 0.1 M NaCI, and 0.01 M 
buffer. The buffers were appropriate for 
maintaining isoelectric pH for proteins; glycine
NaOH pH 9.5 for ribonuclease, Tris pH 8.3 for a
chymotrypsin, and sodium phosphate pH 6.8 for all 
others. K = CtlCa' T = 20 ± 1°C. 

38 
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(16) 

and 

(17) 

where D is Fick's diffusion coefficient for the substance i in 

phase a or b. The system is infinite in extent of either side 

of the interface, which is located at x = o. Phase a extends 

over the region where x is less than 0, phase b where x is 

greater than o. Time is represented by t. 

The required initial conditions are; 

(18) 

(19) 
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Four boundary conditions are needed. In all cases, the 

concentration of i is held at zero infinitely far away on the 

negative side. An infinite reservoir is located infinitely 

far away from the interface on the positive x side; 

(20 ) 

(21) 

Furthermore, in all cases, total flux must match on 

either side across the interface. That is, no material is 

allowed to accumulate in the interface; 

ac· ac. b 
D· ~=D. --~'-
~,a ax ~,b ax @ x=O (22) 

For the final boundary condition which is needed to 

define the system, a choice can be made. One choice is that 

instantaneous equilibrium can be assumed to exist across the 

interface. In this case, the boundary condition is the 

expression for the partition coefficient K; 



C· b 
K=-~'-

Ci,a 
@ 
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x=o (23) 

The other choice for a boundary condition at the 

interface is to assume that there is some resistance to 

transfer of mass across the interface, and that equilibrium is 

not achieved instantaneously. Conditions at the interface are 

then best described by a mass transfer expression of the form; 

@ x=o (24) 

The solution to these equations, assuming equilibrium at 

the interface (equations (16) - (23» can be obtained by a 

Laplace transform. As given by Crank, they are; 

C. = Q erfc Ixl 
~,a K 2JD

i
.
a

t 
x<o (25 ) 
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Ci ,b=Q[1+ ~J ~i,a)1/2 erf x 1 
K\ i,b 2VDi,b t 

x)O (26 ) 

where 

(27 ) 

It should be noted here that the solutions reported here do 

not appear identical in form to those published in Crank's 

text. This is due to a difference in notation. Crank defines 

K as equal to c2/c1, which is equal here to ca/cb. In this 

manuscript, K is defined as c~ca. 

difference. 

Hence, the apparent 

For the case of mass transfer resistance (equations (16) 

- (22), with equation (24) SUbstituted for equation (23», 

Crank solved the equations only for partition coefficient 

equal to 1. Davies and Wiggill (1960) generalized the 

solution to cover any value of K. It may be written; 
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(28) 

[
erfC Ixl -exp (qaX+q:Di at) erf~ Ixl +qa.fJ):t)] 2 ~ '2 f]'5":"t V~i,a"" 

V~i,a"" V~i,a"" 

for 

x < a (29 ) 

or 

for 

x > a (31) 

where 
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(32) 

and 

qb=~[l+( D~'b)il 
D~.b D~.a 

(33) 

Again, because of the difference in the definition of K noted 

above, the solution forms reported here do not look identical 

to those in Davies and Wiggill. 

A complex analytical solution has also been obtained for 

the case where the reservoirs at either end of the solution 

space can be considered to be a finite distance from the 

interface, with mass transfer resistance at the interface 

(Scott, Tung, and Drickamer, 1951). 
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l.fore on Diffusion in Two-Phase Systems 

Some further consideration of the models for diffusion at 

interfaces will be given in the following section. First, the 

relationship between the work of Davies and the analytical 

solutions to the diffusion equation will be examined. The 

equation for the equilibrium boundary condition is then shown 

to be a special case of the mass transfer equation boundary 

condition. Finally, I briefly discuss some studies in the 

related field of membrane transport. 

Davies Work and the Diffusion Equation 

The analytical solutions to the diffusion equation can be 

linked to Davies' work by noting the following. Davies 

studied only the transport across the interface. The phase 

out of which ions diffused had a large concentration of ions, 

in comparison with the other phase. This allowed the 

approximation to be made that ion concentration in the 

originating phase was constant. The liquid in the other phase 

was stirred, so that ionic concentration was uniform 

throughout. Therefore, because of these two considerations, 

Davies experiments were essentially measuring the transport 

across the interface. 

In contrast, the solution of the diffusion equation 

provided by Crank is not predicated on essentially uniform 

concentrations throughout the bulk phases, and in fact, is 
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used to predict the variations in concentration across the 

bulk phases. Davies' equation for transport across the 

interface enters this model as one of the boundary conditions 

at the interface. This is easily seen by noting that 

equations (14) and (24) are equivalent. starting with the 

formulation for transport across the interface given by Crank, 

equation (24); 

(34) 

the right hand side of the equation is expanded; 

Fi , interface=a iKCi, a -a iCi,b (35) 

Comparing this with Davies' formulation, equation (14); 

it is obvious that k f . = a.K and k . = a.. Therefore, the idea 
,I 1 r, 1 1 

of transport across an interface being in some respects like 

a chemical reaction, and the idea of a mass transfer 
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coefficient for the same situation are mathematically 

equivalent. 

Equilibrium and Mass Transfer Boundary Conditions 

It can be shown that the boundary condition for equil-

ibrium across the interface is actually a special case of the 

mass transfer equation boundary condition (Glyn o. Roberts, 

personal communication). This can be demonstrated by defining 

a new quantity, Yj' equal to the reciprocal of mass transfer 

coefficient a j • The mass transfer boundary condition is then 

given by; 

(37) 

This can be rewritten as; 

(38) 

As mass transfer coefficient a approaches infinity, Y goes to 

zero. Therefore; 
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(39) 

This is equivalent to the equilibrium boundary condition; 

(40 ) 

Therefore, the two boundary conditions are equivalent when 

mass transfer can be considered infinitely fast. 

Related Work with Membranes 

It should be noted here that other theories have been 

developed to predict concentrations of electrolytes and 

proteins as they diffuse across membranes, both with and 

without an externally applied field. However, these theories 

concentrate on elucidating behavior within the membrane, and 

de-emphasize the liquids on either side (See, for example, 

Cussler, 1984) . This approach is related to the question of 

treatment of the interface as a separate, third phase, with 

its own distinct properties (Slattery, 1990). As we are 

concerned here with solute concentration throughout the 

system, descriptions which treat the interface as a three 

dimensional region are inappropriate. Here, the interface is 

defined as a plane dividing regions throughout which each 
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constitutive equation or description of material behavior 

applies uniformly. 

Electrophoresis 

Electrophoresis may be defined as " The motion of charged 

particles, especially colloidal particles, through a relative

ly stationary liquid under the influence of an externally ap

plied electric field provided, in general, by immersed elec

trodes. " (American Heritage Dictionary, 1985). Electro

phoretic phenomena were first described at the end of the 

nineteenth century in pioneering studies by Lodge (1886) and 

Kohlrausch (1897) among others. Since that time, a 

bewildering number of electrophoretic techniques have been 

developed. In its many forms, electrophoresis has become one 

of the most commonly used techniques in laboratories through

out the world. 

Classically, most of the methods by which electrophoresis 

is applied can be divided into one of four subgroups, which 

will be briefly described in the paragraphs that follow. 

Moving boundary electrophoresis (MBE) , first introduced 

by Tiselius (1937) describes methods where a relatively large 

sample volume is applied against a background of a continuous 

buffer system. Different components in the sample migrate at 

different velocities in response to the applied electric 

field. Since the electrophoresis chamber is largely filled 
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with sample, only a small portion of the fastest and slowest 

species are resolved into pure fractions. All remaining 

solute, including everything of intermediate mobility, will be 

mixed together in a large central fraction. It is important 

from a historical perspective, due to Tiselius' use of this 

method to isolate five distinct fractions from human blood 

serum. This ushered in the era of electrophoresis as a high 

resolution analytical and preparative separation technique, as 

well as leading to a Nobel Prize for Tiselius. Also, all 

other forms of electrophoresis go through a moving boundary 

type step for short times after the field is applied. 

Finally, the free fluid electrophoresis work reported in this 

dissertation is a variant of MBE. 

Zone electrophoresis (ZE) differs from MBE in that the 

volume of the sample applied is much smaller, which yields a 

narrow sample band in the midst of the buffer continuum. 

Because of the thinness of the sample with respect to the 

separation space, under the influence of the applied field, 

the sample can be totally resolved into all its components on 

the basis of their differing mobilities. No steady state is 

reached in ZE, and given a long enough separation space, the 

components will continue to migrate indefinitely, with 

increasing amounts of buffer separating them. DNA sequencing 

gels, which are used for gene mapping in projects such as the 

Human Genome Initiative, are a zone electrophoresis technique, 
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as are the two-phase gels reported on later here. 

Isoelectric focusing (IEF) depends on the formation of a 

stable background pH gradient, in which sample components will 

migrate to their characteristic isoelectric point (pI), the pH 

at which their net charge is reduced to zero. It is the only 

electrophoretic technique in which such a time independent 

steady state is reached. The pH gradient may be established 

by use of mixtures of ampholytes with pIs covering the desired 

pH range, by other carefully selected mixtures of amphoteric 

constituents, or by the use of irnrnobilines. IEF is capable of 

the highest resolution of any electrophoretic technique. 

Components which differ in pI by as little as 0.001 pH unit 

may be separated in gel media (Pharmacia Fine Chemicals, 

1982) • 

Isotachophoresis (ITP) differs from the other methods 

mentioned above in that the background buffer system must be 

discontinuous, with the sample inserted between leading and 

terminating electrolytes. These electrolytes must have, 

respectively, a larger and a smaller mobility then the desired 

component which is to be separated from the sample. After 

application of the field, a steady state will eventually be 

formed in which all components migrate at the same velocity, 

in the order of their net mobilities. While not employed with 

the frequency of the three methods above, ITP holds great 

promise for future applications because of its many useful 
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properties such as attainment of a steady state, simple buffer 

requirements, and formation of distinct, self-sharpening 

zones. 

Modeling of Electrophoresis 

until recently, theoreticians had addressed these various 

modes of electrophoresis individually with varying degrees of 

success. Bier and his associates (Bier et al., 1983, Saville 

and Palusinski, 1986, Palusinski et al., 1986, Mosher et al., 

1989, Mosher, 

first general 

Saville, and Thormann, 1992) 

model for electrophoresis 

constructed the 

based on first 

principles, which was able to describe all four modes in a 

unified context. By varying boundary and initial conditions 

appropriately, a single set of equations was shown to 

accurately predict the behavior of all four. The next section 

will describe this complete model for single-phase systems, as 

it forms the basis for the model of electrophoresis across the 

interface of a two-phase system. 

Complete Model for Electrophoresis in Single-Phase Systems 

The complete model for single phase systems consists of 

a set of mass balance equations, one for each species 

comprising the system. These equations are unsteady state, 

parabolic, partial differential equations (PDEs) with 

appropriate terms describing diffusion, electrophoresis, and 
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generation. For a single species i: 

act 
__ 1 =-V.f' +R'. at' 1 ~ 

(41) 

where t' represents time (sec), f' is the flux of species i 

(mole/m2-sec), and R' specifies the rate of generation of i 

(mol/m3-sec). The symbol (') superscripting a quantity is a 

reminder that the quantity is dimensional. The flux term can 

be defined as; 

f'.=-z.Q'.c'.Vrk'- RTQ,.Vc'. 
~ ~ ~ ~ 't' e ~ ~ 

(42) 

where z is the charge of species i, n' is mobility factor 

(m2/v-sec), iii the field strength (V), and e the molar charge, 

which is also referred to as Faraday's constant (96,500 

Coulombs/mole). This definition of flux explicitly ignores 

all convection terms other than electrophoresis. Therefore, 

it cannot describe bulk convection effects such as 

electroosmosis or applied counterflow for isotachophoresis. 

Also, electrophoresis is considered to be taking place in a 

well thermostated system, so isothermal behavior is assumed, 
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and effects due to Joule heating of solutions from the passage 

of current are ignored. 

Conjoined to these PDEs are sets of non-linear algebraic 

relationships. One set consists of the equilibria equations 

which interconnect the behavior of the various charged states 

that the ionic species can assume. For example, for a weak 

acid in solution, the equilibrium reaction; 

(43) 

occurs, and the concentrations of these species must obey; 

, , 
K' = C H+ C A

a C' 
HA 

where c' indicates species concentration (mole/m3). 

(44) 

K' is the a 

ionic equilibrium constant, and in this case its units are 

also (mole/m3 ). 

By assuming mass action kinetics, the rate of production 

of a component A- is, for example; 
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R ' =k' c' -k' c' c' A- f HA I H+ A- (45) 

where k' is either a forward or a reverse reaction rate 

constant with units of (sec- 1). A similar equation must be 

written for each ionic solute, as well as an equation 

describing the ionic behavior of water. 

In addition, the concentrations of charged species on a 

local level must obey the requirement for local 

electroneutrality. This is stated mathematically as; 

(46) 

where the summation is performed over all species i. 

Finally, no charge is gener.ated anywhere in the system, 

except at the electrodes. In other words, current is 

conserved. This can be seen by noting that certain elementary 

components of the system preserve their identity. For 

example, in the equilibrium reaction above, the species A can 

exist in the negatively charged form A - or associated with 

the hydrogen ion as HA. But overall, A can neither be created 

or destroyed. Therefore, the sum of the rates of production 

for all species of A must be o. A similar equation is written 
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for each component. All these equations are weighted by the 

charge of each species, the molar charge, and then summed; 

(47) 

Combining this with the individual species balances, as well 

as the electroneutrality equation above, one obtains; 

yr''Eezif'i=O (48) 
i 

as an equation for the balance of current. This equation is 

not, however, independent of the species balance equations, 

and must be used to replace one of them. In this model, it 

replaces the balance for hydrogen ion. 

Boundary Conditions 

Adding the associated boundary and initial conditions, 

the model is now completely defined. It can now predict the 

behavior corresponding with all four of the classical modes of 

electrophoresis described above. For example, a Gaussian peak 

distribution of a single component can be specified within the 
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separation space (the initial condition). We then specify all 

concentrations as remaining fixed at both ends of the 

separation space. This is approximately the case 

experimentally when buffer reservoirs are large in comparison 

with the separation space. This gives us two more necessary 

boundary conditions. The model will then correctly predict 

the salient features of zone electrophoresis. 

Changing the initial condition from a Gaussian peak in 

the concentration of a single component to a step change in 

its concentration, the model will correctly predict moving 

boundary electrophoresis. 

Again changing the initial condition to a series of zones 

containing different components, isotachophoresis will result. 

Finally, uniform distributions of all components are 

specified as the initial condition. Only hydrogen and 

hydroxyl ions are allowed free permeability in or out of the 

separation space. 

enter or leave. 

All other components are not allowed to 

with these boundary conditions, behavior 

corresponding to isoelectric focusing will be demonstrated. 

Non-Dimensionalization 

In order for the model to be able to solve this problem 

numerically, it is necessary to first put the equations into 

dimensionless form, to provide the proper physical scaling. 

starting with the species balance, we non-dimensionalize the 
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concentrations in terms of the concentration of the initial 

concentration of one of the species, c' ch in moles/m3 • A 

characteristic length, x'ch (m) is obtained from the initial 

or boundary conditions. The reference mobility, n'Ch' is the 

mobility of the fastest component in the mixture. The 

characteristic rate of production, R'ch' is the product of the 

reference concentration and a reference forward reaction rate; 

R ' -k' c' ch- ch ch 

The characteristic potential is given by; 

4>' h= RT 
C e 

Finally, the reference time may be calculated; 

, 2 
t' = ex ch 

ch RTD.' 
ch 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

This allows the species balance, equation (41) to be 
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transformed to its non-dimensional form; 

ac. 
--~ =-V'f .+a -lR. at ~ ~ 

(52) 

where this a is the non-dimensional group RTO' ch/exP Ch2k' ch and 

the non-dimensional flux is; 

fi=-z iOiCi V<j>-Oi 'Vci (53) 

obtained from non-dimensionalizing equation (42). 

Equation (45) for rate of production of an ionic species 

is made dimensionless by dividing through by the reference 

concentration C' ch and a reference forward reaction rate k' ch; 

k' c' -k' c' .c' -R _= tHAI H A 

A k" chC ch 

(54) 

Once again, similar equations must be written for each ionic 

species, including water. 

The electroneutrality equation (46) is simply divided 
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through by reference concentration C'ch and molar charge ei 

L 
i 

I z·e i 
I =0 

I e ch 

to yield the non-dimensional form. 

(55) 

Finally, equation (48), for balance of current, is 

rendered dimensionless by dividing it by the characteristic 

flux f' ch and molar charge e. 

(56) 

The appropriate boundary conditions are made non-

dimensional in an analogous manner. 

Solution of the Complete Model for Electrophoresis in a Single 
Phase 

Because the model consists of a set of non-linear partial 

differential equations and algebraic relationships , it is 

necessary to employ a numerical method for solution. A finite 

difference scheme was employed, replacing the spacial 

derivatives with central difference approximations. This 
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yields a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs), with 

time as the independent variable. Bier's group investigated 

a number of different methods for integrating this set of 

ODEs, including Euler's, Heun's (modified Euler's), Runga

Kutta-Merson, and Runga-Kutta-Fehlberg (Palusinski et al., 

1986). The version of the model upon which the two-phase 

model is based utilizes the last method mentioned. 

The non-linear algebraic relationship which results at 

every grid point is normally solved by an iterative Newton 

scheme, which usually converges very quickly, since good 

ini tial values are obtained form the previous time steps. For 

the solution of this equation for the initial condition, an 

inverse interpolation and bisection method is utilized. This 

scheme is also called upon if Newton's method fails to 

converge. 

Significance of the Complete Model for single Phase Systems 

In the context of this dissertation, the complete model 

for single phase systems forms the basis for treatment of 

electrophoresis of solutes in aqueous two phase systems. 

Beyond that, however, it demonstrated that the multitude of 

electrophoretic methods could be described by varying initial 

and boundary conditions for a single set of unifying equations 

which describe transport within the solution space. This 

dissertation demonstrates the versatility of the model once 
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again. By adding to it appropriate boundary conditions for 

the interface, electrophoretic phenomena in two phase systems 

are described. This is achieved despite the fact that these 

phenomena were unknown at the time the single phase model was 

written. 

It should also be noted here that this model accounts for 

the collection of phenomena known as "Donnan equilibria", 

which occur! for example, when two electrolyte solutions 

contact each other through a membrane permeable to some, but 

not all, of the constituent ions (Donnan, 1924). These 

effects also occur in the ultracentrifuge, and in aqueous 

phase systems as well, where ion distribution may be 

constrained by the partitioning behavior. The basis for these 

equilibria is the requirement for electroneutrality within the 

system. Since the complete model incorporates an equation for 

electroneutrality, the resulting Donnan equilibria which occur 

by introducing partitioning into the model are calculated 

automatically. 

other Studies Involving Electrophoresis and Phase Systems 

Other workers have investigated various aspects of the 

combination of electrophoresis and phase systems. In 

particular, Clark (1991) has constructed devices which employ 

an applied electric field to aid in separation of proteins 

from a mixture partitioned in an aqueous two-phase system. 
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others have studied transport of solutes across 

interfaces, similar to the work reported in this dissertation. 

All of these studies have been done in mixtures of aqueous and 

organic liquids or in organic mixtures which form two-phase 

systems. Because of this, there are several important 

differences between this dissertation and the earlier 

research. 

Electrophoresis across the Interface between an Aqueous and an 
Organic Phase 

For aqueous-organic mixtures, the concentrations of ions 

which are available for electrophoresis in the organic phase 

are much smaller than that of the aqueous phase. Therefore, 

conductance is much lower, leading to higher voltage gradients 

in the organic phase. This will tend to increase 

electrophoretic velocity in this phase. Thus, the resulting 

flux will be the product of a small concentration and a large 

velocity. Any presence of differing fluxes between t\Vo phases 

is of itself enough to lead to polarization effects whether or 

not an interface is present. In contrast, when both phases 

are aqueous, conductivities, voltage gradients, and fluxes can 

be very similar, and little polarization by this mechanism 

should occur. This simplifies study of the influence of the 

interface. 

Furthermore, in systems where both phases are aqueous, a 

wide variance in ionization behavior of molecules is 
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understood to affect electrophoretic behavior. Substances can 

be fully dissociated (strong acids or bases) or partially 

dissociated, with the degree of dissociation varying with pH 

and pK (weak acids and bases). Amphoteric molecules can be 

overall positively charged, negatively charged, or neutral, 

depending again on pH and the pKs of their ionizable groups. 

peptides and proteins demonstrate even more complex ionization 

behavior, since they are composed of long chains of amphoteric 

sUbunits. While analogs to this rich variety of behavior 

exist in organic liquids, it has not yet been explored 

experimentally nor treated theoretically by investigators 

working in the area of organic-aqueous or organic-organic 

interfaces. It is a key feature of the model presented here 

for aqueous two-phase systems. 

The history of study of electrophoretic behavior at 

aqueous-organic interfaces is almost as old as that of 

electrophoresis itself. It has been investigated by some of 

the most famous names in science. The first report in this 

area is attributed to Nernst, with his co-worker Riesenfeld 

(1902). A single, completely dissociated 1:1 salt was 

studied, which was assumed to transfer across the interface 

quickly enough to maintain equilibrium at the interface. 

Therefore, equation (23) serves as one boundary condition at 

x = o. The other necessary boundary condition here was 

assumed to be equivalence of fluxes across the interface, from 
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phase a to phase b (equivalent to equation (22) here). 

Initial conditions were that the system was at its equilibrium 

concentration throughout, and infinitely far away from the 

interface on either side, the equilibrium concentrations were 

maintained. 

Nernst and Ries~nfeld then made the simplifying 

assumption that since no other electrolyte was added to the 

system besides the 1:1 salt, all current must be carried by 

it. Furthermore, the fluxes of the two ions must be coupled. 

This allowed the flux equation (42) to be combined with 

electroneutrality to obtain the simplified form; 

ac. I 
f .=-D_.l + Z . t .-

.1 ax.l.l e 
(57) 

D is Fick's diffusion coefficient for the "salt", obtained by 

taking the harmonic average of the diffusion coefficients for 

the positive and negative ions; 

(58) 

ti is the transference number for the individual ion in bulk 
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solution. It gives the fraction of current density I carried 

by the ion in the phase and may be calculated by; 

D. t =-___ -
• D. +D_ 

(59) 

or 

(60) 

Equation (41) may then be analytically solved by a 

Laplace transform. This was done for to yield an expression 

for the interfacial concentrations at x = 0; 

(61) 

Work continued on these systems. Gustalla (1956,1957) 

observed that the surface tension at the interface changed 

when a current was passed through a two-phase mixture of water 
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cetyltrimethylamrnonium bromide (CTAB). 
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active solute 

He named this 

phenomena "electroadsorption" or "electrocapillary 

adsorption". Blank and Feig, in 1963, published their 

observation of accumulation of surface active agents at the 

interface of water-nitrobenzene phase systems undergoing 

electrophoresis. They attributed it to two mechanisms 

depending on the solute, either electrocapillary adsorption or 

an interfacial barrier to transport resistance. In 1966, 

Blank explained the changes in surface tension at the 

interface on the basis of the theory of Nernst and Riesenfeld. 

Melroy and his co-workers (1981) expanded the approach of 

Nernst and Riesenfeld to cover other scenarios for transport 

across the interface in these systems. Of particular 

importance to this dissertation are their results for a system 

similar to that analyzed by Nernst and Riesenfeld, with the 

difference being the presence of a single supporting 

electrolyte. Since this sUbstance was present in great excess 

over that of the partitioned salt, it was assumed to carryall 

of the current. The electrophoretic term of the flux equation 

for the partitioned salt was therefore set to zero. It was 

then possible once again to obtain an analytical solution by 

Laplace transform. At x = 0; 
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(62) 

and 

2 IKc_, a, -",fE 
C =c -------------~~~--------,b -,b,'" ( ~ r;n---) 

e Kc_, a, -"'VD-,b +C+,b, cx>V D+, a 

(63) 

This solution is further limited to cases where positive ions 

move from phase a at low concentration to a high, nearly 

constant value in phase b. 

A complete review of work in this area of aqueous-organic 

phase electrophoresis was made in 1988 by Marecek, Samec, and 

Koryta. Vanysek and Buck (1984) also reviewed this area, 

concentrating on more recent developments. 

Independently, Mustacich and Weber (1978) noted that the 

rate of protein electrophoresis from water to butanol across 

an interface increased by two orders of magnitude as the 

partition coefficient of the protein was increased to 1. The 

proteins studied were bovine serum albumin (BSA) or lysozyme 

at pH 2.4 in 55 roM phosphate buffer. Their partition 

coefficients were modified by the addition of sodium p-toluene 

sulfonate, which acts as a ligand to preferentially partition 
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the proteins into the butanol phase. They also suggested that 

this phenomenon could account for a gating mechanism, by which 

a cell could regulate ion transfer across the water-

phospholipid interface at its outer membrane. In this case, 

the electric field is the transmembrane potential. A cell 

supplying ligand to the phospholipid layer would then provide 

the sensitive, on-off switchable nature, required for the 

gating mechanism. 

In a follow up study, Mustacich and Weber (1980) observed 

similar results for BSA and lysozyme which had been esterified 

or guanidated or both. By making this change, they were able 

to perform the experiments at higher pH (up to 7.1) or to 

employ octanol in place of butanol as the organic phase. 

Application of Electric Fields across the Interface between 
Two organic Phases 

Many investigations into the behavior of organic-organic 

phase systems have also been conducted. These systems differ 

greatly from those in the current work, on account of their 

low conductivities in both phases. However, interfacial 

polarizations also occur here, as first described by Maxwell 

(1892). A theory of the dipolar loss which occurs in these 

systems was published by Debye (1929). A comprehensive review 

of this work was made in 1967 by van Beek. 
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Demixing Aqueous Two-Phase Systems by Electrophoresis 

Another body of work in a subj ect related to this 

dissertation has been done on using electrophoresis to 

disengage emulsions of droplets of one phase in the other. 

These form upon the initial production of the two-phase system 

from its constituent components, or whenever the resulting two 

phases are mixed thoroughly. Electrophoresis is being 

explored as an alternative method to separate these emulsions, 

which usually demix because of differences in phase density 

under the influence of gravity or applied centrifugation. 

Demixing phases by the application of an electric field 

has been studied by Todd and his group (Rao, stewart, and 

Todd, 1990; Rao, stewart,and Todd, 1991). Both PEG-Dextran 

and PEG-Maltodextrin two-phase systems were found to demix 

more rapidly under the influence of an electric field plus 

gravity than under gravity alone. 

Brooks and his group (1979) demonstrated that certain 

cell subpopulations, impossible to purify in aqueous phase 

systems on earth, were separable by electrophoresis in a 

microgravity environment. This vias due to their size, which 

lead to aggregation and precipitation under unit gravity, 

instead of the desired fractionation within the phase system. 

In contrast, in a microgravity environment, isolation of the 

subpopulations is possible. The phases are then most easily 

demixed by electrophoresis. 
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Brooks and co-workers (1984) also measured the 

electrophoretic mobility of droplets of one phase in the other 

for a 4 % polyethylene glycol 8000 (PEG) 5 % Dextran T-500 

aqueous two-phase system, containing various concentrations of 

potassium sulfate. They found that electrophoretic mobility 

increased linearly with drop size and with increasing sulfate 

concentration. 

Surprisingly, top phase droplets migrated towards the 

anode, and bottom phase towards the cathode, the opposite 

direction which was expected from measured potential dif

ference between the phases. This has generated some 

theoretical discussion since the observation was made, but no 

consensus on its significance has been reached. Levine (1982) 

proposed a partial theory of the electrokinetic properties of 

the phase droplets, in order to try to explain these results. 

A dipole is assumed at the interface, which is oriented in the 

opposite direction of that of the bulk phase potential. The 

observed direction of mobility of the droplets is in agreement 

with this theory. However, it is not possible to calculate 

the magnitude of the zeta or the dipole potential from this 

model. 
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF ELECTROPHORESIS IN AQUEOUS TWO-PHASE 

SYSTEMS 

The experimental methods used in the course of this study 

and the results of these experiments are detailed in this 

chapter. First presented is a characterization study of the 

two phase system used in the free fluid experiments. This 

defines the physical and chemical environment in which the 

experiments took place. The free fluid U-tube apparatus is 

described next. I then present results from moving boundary 

type experiments in this device, for both proteins and smaller 

molecular weight substances. Complementary to these studies 

were electrophoresis experiments conducted in 

systems gelled by the addition of acrylamide, 

two-phase 

which was 

subsequently polymerized. These will be presented, to 

demonstrate that the phenomena observed in free fluid are not 

restricted to that medium. Also, gels provide a convenient 

method for performing experiments under zone electrophoresis 

conditions. 

Two appendices to this dissertation also discuss 

experimental results peripheral to the main body of work. 

Appendix 1 outlines a set of experiments where the free fluid 

Dextran-rich phase was replaced by a highly crosslinked 

Dextran gel (Sephadex). Sephadex is commonly used as a 

support for chromatography columns. Through these 
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experiments, it is possible to demonstrate that an effect 

similar to that noted in free fluid electrophoresis in aqueous 

two-phase systems may also occur within an electro

chromatography column, especially when the resin phase is 

Sephadex. Appendix 2 discusses the attempt made to quantify 

solute concentration measurements in free fluid systems as a 

function of position and time using the Tiselius electro

phoresis apparatus. Here I present the problems encountered 

and the various methods which were tested for correcting them. 

Characterization of Two-Phase System for Free Fluid Experiment 

In this section, the materials used in the free fluid 

experiments will be presented. Next, I explain the procedure 

for forming the two-phase system. The methods of analysis 

will then be described, followed by the results which give the 

important physical and chemical properties of the systems. 

Materials 

Polyethylene glycol, molecular weight 8000, was from 

Sigma Chemical Co., st. Louis, MO (lot no. 18F-0033). Dextran 

T-500, was from Pharmacia Fine Chemicals, Uppsala, Sweden (lot 

nos. NC 03572, NK 05164, 01 06905, and QC 11346). Additional 

analysis of the polymers, including molecular weight dis

tributions as well as weight average and number average 

molecular weight for Dextran is contained in Appendix 3. This 
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information was provided by the manufacturers. Acetic acid 

was "Baker Analyzed" grade, from J.T. Baker, Phillipsburg, NJ. 

Dibasic sodium phosphate was from E M sciences, Cherry Hill, 

NJ. 

Human hemoglobin was prepared from red cells obtained by 

venipuncture of the author. Approximately 50 ml of blood was 

collected into a tube containing 3 ml of a 19 mg/ml solution 

of trisodium EDTA. This was centrifuged for 10 min., 7000 

RPM, in a Sorval SS-34 rotor at 4°C, and the plasma fraction 

aspirated off. The cells were then washed 6 times in an equal 

volume of 0.15 M NaCI and finally lysed in an equal volume of 

water. The hemoglobin obtained was then purged for 2 min. 

with carbon monoxide and stored at 4°C. 

Whale myoglobin and bovine albumin were obtained from 

u.s. Biochemicals, st. Louis, MO. The albumin (lot no. 46622) 

was prepared as a 100 mg./ml. stock solution in 0.4 

bromphenol blue, which binds to the protein and stains it. 

Myoglobin (lot no. 9825) was diluted to 5 mg./ml. in water. 

All other chemicals were analytical reagent grade, from 

Mallinckrodt, Inc., Paris, KY. Water was deionized by ion 

exchange. 

Preparation of Phase Systems 

All systems were prepared by weighing out aliquots of 

stock solutions of known concentration. Buffer was always 
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Protein was 

added if required, to a final overall concentration of 1 

mg./ml., which was sufficient to deeply color the preferred 

phase. The solutions were then mixed together on a vortex 

mixer. The resulting emulsion was centrifuged 5 min. at 5000 

RPM in a Sorval SS-34 rotor at 4°C in a test tube calibrated 

for volume. The top phase was then aspirated off, to within 

about 5 rom of the interface. Material from the interface was 

then discarded, isolating the bottom phase. Besides 

separating the phases, this has the added benefit of removing 

any macroscopic contaminants, 

collect at the interface. 

such as dust, which tend to 

The two phases were stored 

separately at 4°C. The temperature of 3-4°C was chosen for 

all experiments, unless noted otherwise. This temperature is 

optimal for electrophoresis in u-tubes. 

Methods for Characterization of Phase Systems 

Two of each duplicate phase systems were made up for 

phase volume measurements, in sealed 25 mI. graduated 

cylinders instead of centrifuge tubes. They were held for 24 

hours in a constant temperature bath at 2°C. Percent volume of 

each phase was then calculated from the position of the 

interfaces in the cylinder. 

The polymer compositions of the individual phases were 

calculated by the method described in Bamberger et ale (1985). 
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The index of refraction was measured by a Bausch and Lomb Type 

33-45-58 refractometer. optical rotation was determined by a 

Perkin Elmer Model 241 MC. It was necessary to dilute the 

bottom phase approximately 1:10 by mass in water, in order to 

reduce the viscosity enough to enable the cell in which 

rotation was measured to be filled. 

Kinematic viscosity was determined by the use of Ostwald 

type viscometers, in a glass walled thermostat bath at 2°C. 

The apparatus constants were provided by the manufacturer. 

The values obtained were converted to dynamic viscosity by 

multiplying by the densities obtained below. 

Conductivity measurements were made on a YSI model 35 

conductivity meter equipped with a model 3403 conductivity 

probe. The probe constant is given by the manufacturer as 

1.0/cm. All measurements were made in a water bath at 3.0 ± 

1.5 ° C, and were allowed sufficient time to reach thermal 

equilibrium, as indicated by the conductivity reaching a 

constant value for 1 minute. 

pH was measured by a Radiometer Copenhagen PHM 62 

standard pH meter equipped with a Cole Palmer pH probe, 

calibrated daily against reference buffer solutions. All pH 

measurements were made at room temperature. 

Density was determined by a Mettler-Paar DMA 60 

densitometer equipped with a DMA 512 high pressure measuring 

cell at 2°C. 
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Results for the Characterization of Phase Systems 

The values obtained in the characterizations studies are 

summarized in Tables 3.1 to 3.10. The low Dextran concen-

tration phase system had a measured overall composition of 2.8 

% Dextran T-500, 9.9 % PEG (M.W. 8000), and 10 rnM buffer. 

High Dextran phase systems were overall 9.3 % Dextran, 9.9 % 

PEG, and 10 rnM buffer by weight. The amount of polymer 

assayed in each phase was totaled and compared with the known 

overall concentration by doing a mass balance. The calculated 

amount of PEG measured ranged between 94% and 113% of the 

actual amount. For Dextran, between 79% and 101% of the 

actual amount was found in the total measured in the two 

phases. 

Partition Coefficient Measurement for Hemoglobin in Ammonium 
Acetate Buffer 

Partition coefficients for systems containing hemoglobin 

at pH 5 or 11.5 in ammonium acetate buffer were determined by 

removing weighed aliquots from each phase, diluting each into 

10 rnM ammonium acetate at the appropriate pH, and measuring 

the absorbance. AS40 nm was used in all cases except for lower 

phase at pH 11.5, where the low concentration of HbG and the 

small volume made it more practical to utilize the larger 

extinction coefficient at 419 nm. 

Calibration curves were made for these phases by taking 

a known amount of hemoglobin, adding an appropriate amount of 
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Table 3.1 Characteristics of Low Dextran Concentration Phase 
System - 10 roM Ammonium Acetate Buffer, pH 5 

Top Phase Bottom Phase 

Phase Volume (%) 88 ± 0.5 12 ± 0.5 

PEG (g/100 g) 11 ± 0.5 2.1 ± 0.08 

Dextran (g/100 g) 0.031 ± 0.004 20. ± 0.5 

Viscosity (cP) 13 ± 0.5 1500 ± 50 

Conductivity (S/m) 0.033 0.025 

pH 5.3 5.3 

Density (g/cm3 ) 1.02 ± 0.005 1.12 ± 0.005 

Table 3.2 Characteristics of High Dextran Concentration Phase 
System - 10 roM Ammonium Acetate Buffer, pH 5 

Top Phase Bottom Phase 

Phase Volume (%) 69 ± 0.5 31 ± 0.5 

PEG (g/100 g) 15. ± 0.8 0.83 ± 0.01 

Dextran (g/100 g) 0.010 ± 0.005 26. ± 0.5 

Viscosity ( cP) 19. ± 1.8 1400 ± 50 

Conductivity (S/m) 0.046 0.037 

pH 4.9 4.9 

Density (g/cm3 ) 1. 02 ± 0.005 1.12 ± 0.005 
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Table 3.3 Characteristics of Low Dextran Concentration Phase 
System - 10 roM Sodium citrate Buffer, pH 6.5 

Top Phase Bottom Phase 

Phase Volume (%) 87 ± 0.5 13 ± 0.5 

PEG (g/100 g) 12 ± 0.5 2.5 ± 0.10 

Dextran (g/100 g) 0.023 ± 0.002 20 ± 0.5 

Viscosity (cP) 14 ± 1.3 1500 ± 50 

Conductivity (S/m) 0.057 0.047 

pH 6.8 7.0 

Density (g/cm3 ) 1.03 ± 0.005 1.12 ± 0.005 

Table 3.4 Characteristics of High Dextran Concentration Phase 
System - 10 roM Sodium citrate Buffer, pH 6.5 

Top Phase Bottom Phase 

Phase Volume (%) 69 ± 0.5 31 ± 0.5 

PEG (g/100 g) 16 ± 0.8 0.067 ± 0.01 

Dextran (g/100 g) 0.014 ± 0.003 25. ± 0.5 

viscosity (cP) 18 ± 1.8 1400 ± 50 

Conductivity (S/m) 0.11 0.079 

pH 6.8 6.8 

Density (g/cm3 ) 1. 03 ± 0.005 1.12 ± 0.005 
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Table 3.5 Characteristics of Low Dextran Concentration Phase 
System - 10 roM Sodium Phosphate Buffer, pH 7 

Top Phase Bottom Phase 

Phase Volume (%) 88 ± 0.5 12 ± 0.5 

PEG (g/100 g) 12 ± 0.5 2.0 ± 0.07 

Dextran (g/100 g) 0.012 ± 0.012 20. ± 0.5 

viscosity (cP) 13 ± 1.3 1500 ± 50 

Conductivity (S/m) 0.033 0.029 

pH 7.2 7.2 

Density (g/cm3
) 1.03 ± 0.005 1.12 ± 0.005 

Table 3.6 Characteristics of High Dextran Concentration Phase 
System - 10 roM Sodium Phosphate Buffer, pH 7 

Top Phase Bottom Phase 

Phase Volume (%) 68 ± 0.5 32 ± 0.5 

PEG (g/100 g) 16 ± 0.8 0.17 ± 0.01 

Dextran (g/100 g) 0.0075 ± 0.003 26. ± 0.5 

Viscosity (cP) 17. ± 1.8 2000 ± 50 

Conductivity (S/m) 0.046 0.039 

pH 6.8 6.8 

Density (g/cm3 ) 1.03 ± 0.005 1.12 ± 0.005 
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Table 3.7 Characteristics of Low Dextran Concentration Phase 
System - 10 roM Tris Buffer, pH 8 

Top Phase Bottom Phase 

Phase Volume (%) 87 ± 0.5 13 ± 0.5 

PEG (g/100 g) 12 ± 0.5 2.2 ± 0.05 

Dextran (g/100 g) 0.022 ± 0.002 21 ± 0.5 

viscosity (cP) 13 ± 1. 3 1500 ± 50 

Conductivity (S/m) 0.021 0.019 

pH 7.9 7.9 

Density (g/cm3 ) 1. 02 ± 0.005 1.12 ± 0.005 

Table 3.8 Characteristics of High Dextran Concentration Phase 
System - 10 roM Tris Buffer, pH 8 

Top Phase Bottom Phase 

Phase Volume (%) 69 ± 0.5 31 ± 0.5 

PEG (g/100 g) 17 ± 0.8 0.83 ± 0.01 

Dextran (g/100 g) 0.012 ± 0.003 24 ± 0.5 

Viscosity (cP) 21 ± 1.8 2000 ± 50 

Conductivity (S/m) 0.030 0.020 

pH 7.7 7.6 

Density (g/cm3 ) 1. 03 ± 0.005 1.12 ± 0.005 
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Table 3.9 Characteristics of Low Dextran Concentration Phase 
System - 10 roM Ammonium Acetate Buffer, pH 11.5 

Top Phase Bottom Phase 

Phase Volume (%) 88 ± 0.5 12 ± 0.5 

PEG (g/100 g) 12 ± 0.5 2.1 ± 0.08 

Dextran (g/100 g) 0.026 ± 0.002 20 ± 0.5 

Viscosity (cP) 13 ± 1.3 1500 ± 50 

Conductivity (S/m) 0.033 0.045 

pH 10.9 10.8 

Density (g/cm3 ) 1. 03 ± 0.005 1.12 ± 0.005 

Table 3.10 Characteristics of High Dextran Concentration 
Phase System - 10 roM Ammonium Acetate Buffer, 
pH 11. 5 

Top Phase Bottom Phase 

Phase Volume (%) 70 ± 0.5 30 ± 0.5 

PEG (g/100 g) 17 ± 0.8 0.053 ± 0.01 

Dextran (g/100 g) 0.014 ± 0.003 27 ± 0.5 

Viscosity (cP) 22 ± 1.8 1900 ± 50 

Conductivity (S/m) 0.047 0.045 

pH 11. 0 10.9 

Density (g/cm3 ) 1. 02 ± 0.005 1.12 ± 0.005 
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phase solution without HbG, and making dilutions into 10 roM 

ammonium acetate as with the unknowns. The calibration curves 

are shown as Figure 3.1. The partition coefficient (K) was 

then calculated from these curves. 

For pH values intermediate between 9.5 and 11.0 in 

ammonium acetate buffer, hemoglobin partition coefficients 

were estimated from the ratio of the absorbance of each phase 

as the solution was titrated. 

These partition coefficients for hemoglobin in the low 

Dextran concentration phase system, with 10 roM ammonium 

acetate buffer, are given in Table 3.11. They are plotted in 

Figure 3.2, and a cubic spline is used to evaluate the pH at 

which the partition coefficient is approximately 1. A value 

of 10.9 was estimated. 

Electrophoretic Mobility Measurements 

The apparent electrophoretic mobility of hemoglobin in 

low Dextran concentration phase system was measured by two 

methods. The first involved visually observing the distance 

the protein migrated while timing it in a single phase in the 

moving boundary apparatus described below. The second method 

used an LKB Tachophor 2127 capillary electrophoresis device to 

measure the migration velocity of the protein. These methods 

gave comparable results. Apparent mobility could then be cal

culated from the measured current and the conductivity of the 
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0.5 

Hemoglobin 

Absorbance was measured at 540 nm for all cases except bottom 
phase, pH 11.5, where the low concentration of HbG and small 
volume of solution available made it necessary to measure at 
419 nm. 



Table 3.11 
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Partition Coefficient of Human Hemoglobin in 
Low Dextran Concentration Phase System - 10 roM 
Ammonium Acetate Buffer 

pH Part~.tion Coefficient 

5.0 0.134 ± 0.006 

9.5 0.30 

10.0 0.24 

10.5 0.44 

11. 0 1.2 

11.5 4.25 ± 0.13 

Partition coefficients at pH 5 and 11.5 were calculated from 
hemoglobin concentrations derived from absorbance data. 
Values for intermediate pH were estimated from the ratio of 
the absorbance in each phase as the solution was titrated. 
Only one measurement was made for these intermediate cases. 
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pH 

Parti tion Coefficient of Hemoglobin versus pH 
in Low Dextran Concentration Phase System -
10 roM Ammonium Acetate Buffer 

Partition Coefficient versus pH data from Table 3.11 are 
plotted. A cubic spline is used to approximate the pH at 
which the partition coefficient equals 1. A value of pH 10.9 
was estimated. 
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phases. Due to the high viscosity of the lower Dextran-rich 

phase (over 1000 cP), it was difficult to make accurate 

measurements of electrophoretic velocities. To circumvent 

this problem, a series of dilutions of the bottom phase was 

made into 10 roM ammonium acetate at the appropriate pH, and 

the mobility results extrapolated to 100 % concentration (zero 

dilution). The extrapolation for pH 5 lower phase is shown in 

Figure 3.3. Values for pH 11.5 lower phase are presented in 

Figure 3.4. Because all the mobility measurements are made in 

rather viscous solutions, their accuracy is not as high as is 

usually expected in this type of experiment. 

The electrophoretic mobility of hemoglobin measured in 

the low Dextran concentration phase system, with 10 roM 

ammonium acetate as the buffer at pH 5 or 11.5, is reported in 

Table 3.12. 

Moving Boundary Electrophoresis U-tube Apparatus 

The moving boundary electrophoresis apparatus is shown in 

Figure 3.5. It is a simple vertical U-tube, permitting 

simul taneous observation and photography of ascending and 

descending boundaries. The legs of the U-tube and the 

reservoirs were constructed of glass. Each leg is 235 mm long 

with an inner diameter of 4 mm. Each reservoir holds 

approximately 15 mI. The anode is always located in the left 

hand reservoir. The entire apparatus is suspended in a 
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Figure 3.3 Estimation of Hemoglobin Mobility in Lower 
Phase at pH 5 

A second order polynomial is used to estimate the mobility in 
an undiluted system. Buffer and diluent is 10 roM ammonium 
acetate, pH 5. The value estimated for the undiluted phase is 
+8.5 (10)-10 m2/V-sec. 
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20 40 60 80 100 

Concentration of Lower Phase (%) 

Estimation of Hemoglobin Mobility in Lower 
Phase at pH 11.5 

A second order polynomial is used to estimate the mobility in 
an undiluted system. Buffer and diluent is 10 roM ammonium 
acetate, pH 11.5. The value estimated for the undiluted phase 
is -1.98 (10)-9 m2/V-sec. 



Table 3.12 

Upper Phase 

Lower Phase 
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Electrophoretic Mobility of Hemoglobin In Low 
Dextran concentration Phase System with 10 roM 
Ammonium Acetate Buffer. 

Electrophoretic Mobility 
(m2/V-sec. ) 

10 roM NH"OAc pH 5 10 roM NH"OAc pH 11.5 

+2.49(10)-9 -2.51(10)-9 

+8.50(10)-10 -1.98(10)-9 
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o 
Figure 3.5 The Moving Boundary Electrophoresis Apparatus 

(A) U-tube, (B) reservoirs, (C) interface between phases, (D) 
valve for filling or draining, (E) scales, (F) electrodes 
introduced here. 



plexiglass water bath thermostated at 3±1.5°C. 
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At this 

temperature, water is at its maximum density and its change in 

density with temperature is at a minimum. This facilitates 

moving boundary electrophoresis experiments, since convection 

due to Joule heating is minimized. 

The use of this device is facilitated by the sharp 

boundaries formed spontaneously between the two phases. 

Two-phase systems are introduced into the u-tube via a bottom 

port and the phase volumes adjusted so that the interface is 

located midway in the vertical legs of the u. The reservoirs 

are filled with the same phase as the top portion of the legs. 

Platinum wire electrodes are suspended in the liquid filling 

the reservoirs and are connected to a power supply. 

After filling the apparatus, the system was allowed to 

stand at the experimental temperature for approximately 30 

minutes, to ensure that interface height was stabilized. As 

the equilibration was carried out at comparable temperature, 

no concentration changes were expected to occur around the 

interface, and none were seen. The height in both legs was 

then recorded, and a photograph was taken of the apparatus. 

The current source was then swi tched on, and its output 

controlled at 1 mAo At regular time intervals, voltage, 

power, and temperature was noted and photographs of the 

apparatus taken, thus registering any change in the phase 

boundary height as well as the migration of the colored 
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solute. 

Moving Boundary Electrophoresis of Solutes in Polymer Systems 

Control experiments performed in single phase polymer 

systems are described first, to demonstrate that no unusual 

properties are associated with the bulk phases. Then, I 

present the results for two-phase systems, first for proteins, 

then for a number of small molecular weight dyes. 

Single Phase Experiments 

In single phase systems, the migration of hemoglobin 

proceeds normally. Hemoglobin was dissolved in only the 

bottom phase of a two phase system, comprised of Dextran, 

polyethylene glycol, and 10 mM ammonium acetate. An aliquot 

of the same bottom phase, hemoglobin free, was overlaid. The 

initial boundary (at approximately 5.7 cm in either leg) was 

stabilized by adding sucrose to the hemoglobin solution to a 

final concentration of 200 mg./ml. (Fig. 3.6 A). When a 

current of 1 rnA was applied, a field of approximately 40 V/cm 

acted upon the protein. After 2 hours (Fig. 3.6 B), the 

protein has migrated towards the anode as expected (down to 

about 3.5 cm in the descending, right hand leg and up out of 

the picture in the left hand leg) due to its negative charge 

at pH 11.5. Similar behavior was observed for hemoglobin 

suspended in top phase at pH 11.5. At pH 5, the protein 



Figure 3.6 
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Hoving Boundary Electrophoresis of Hemoglobin 
in a Single Phase of a Polymer System 

(A) Initial condition. Hemoglobin is dissolved in the lower 
phase of a 10 roM pH 11.5 system. Sucrose is added to 200 
mglml to stabilize the initial boundary. Protein free bottom 
phase is overlaid. (B) After 2 h application of 1 rnA 
(approximately 4000 Vim), the hemoglobin has migrated toward 
the anode in the left hand leg as expected. 
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migrates visibly towards the cathode because of its positive 

charge in either the top or bottom phase. The results of 

these three additional control experiments are not shown. 

Taken together, they demonstrate that hemoglobin behaves as 

normally expected in a single phase of these polymer systems. 

Two-Phase Experiments with Hemoglobin as Solute 

In a complete two-phase system the behavior of hemoglobin 

under the influence of an external electric field is markedly 

di fferent. The hemoglobin readily migrates from the low 

affinity to the high affinity phase, but not in the reverse 

direction. The transport can be controlled by the magnitude 

of the partition coefficient between the phases. A comparison 

of the electrokinetic and partitioning behavior of the protein 

at various pH values (and therefore different partition 

coefficients and charges) is shown in Figures 3.7, 3.8, and 

3.9. In all three cases, photo (A) shows the phase system 

prior to the application of an external electric field. The 

corresponding photo (B) shows the same system after the field 

has been applied for approximately 2 hours. Current was 

controlled at 1 rnA in each case. This yielded a field 

strength of about 40 V/cm in either phase, the same as in the 

single phase experiment described in the previous section. 

The exact field strength varied slightly with the pH of the 

ammonium acetate buffer used, as the conductivities of the 
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MBE of Hemoglobin in Low Dextran 
Concentration Phase System at pH 5 

(A) Initial condition. The protein is strongly partitioned 
into the bottom phase, with the interface at about 5.3 cm. 
(B) After application of the same current as in previous 
figure, for the same time, migration across the interface in 
the right hand leg is much smaller than migration in the bulk 
phase. This causes concentration of HbG under the interface 
in the right hand leg. Migration in the left hand leg appears 
unaffected by the interface, and a descending boundary of HbG 
can be seen. 
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A 

B 

MBE of Hemoglobin in Low Dextran 
Concentration Phase System at pH 11.5 

(A) Initial condition. The protein is strongly partitioned 
into the top phase, with the interface at 4.6 cm, in the left 
leg and 3.2 cm. in the right leg. (B) After application of 
the same current as in the previous two figures for 1 h, 40 
min., migration across the interface in the right leg is much 
smaller than in the bulk phase. This causes concentration of 
HbG above the interface. There is no corresponding 
concentration in the left leg. The appearance of the clear 
zone above the left interface is discussed in the text. 
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MBE of Hemoglobin in Low Dextran 
Concentration Phase System at pH 10.9 

At this pH, the protein's affinity for either phase is 
approximately equal. (A) Initial condition. HbG added to the 
bottom phase only. The interface is at 5.4 cm. (B) After 
application of the same current as the previous three figures 
for 2 h, a large amount of protein can be seen to have crossed 
the interface in the left, ascending leg. Depletion of HbG 
can be seen below the interface in the right leg, leading to 
a descending boundary. 
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systems were not equivalent. It is important to keep in mind 

when observing these two-phase experiments, that at the inter

face in one leg of the U-tube, the electric field tries to 

transport solute from preferred to non-preferred phase. 

S imul taneously , in the other leg, the field is trying to 

transport solute from the non-preferred to the preferred 

phase. 

At pH 5, the positively charged hemoglobin is partitioned 

strongly into the bottom phase. The interface between the 

phases is seen at approximately 5.3 cm in either leg (Fig. 3.7 

A). When the field is applied (Fig. 3.7 B), the protein can 

be seen migrating away from the interface, which remains 

relatively stationary at 5.3 cm, toward the cathode to about 

3.4 cm in the descending, left hand leg. It is difficult to 

tell if any hemoglobin crosses from top phase to the bottom 

one in this leg, since the initial concentration of protein is 

so low in the top phase. However, in the ascending, right 

hand leg the transport of the hemoglobin appears to be greatly 

slowed or stopped at the interface at approximately 5.2 cm. 

It can be seen concentrating underneath the interface. Small 

wisps of HbG migrate into the un favored phase. The change in 

the interface height of about 1 mm which takes place over the 

2 hour time period is due to small droplets of one phase which 

are mixed into the other phase. As they settle or rise out, 

the interface height changes slightly. This occurs to some 
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extent with all two phase systems in any apparatus of this 

type. 

Analogous behavior is observed in the next set of 

experiments at pH 11.5. Under this condition, the protein is 

partitioned strongly into the top phase. The interface can be 

seen at 4.6 cm in the left hand leg and at 3.2 cm. in the 

right hand leg. The height difference between the two legs in 

this photo was due to the initial loading of the apparatus 

(Fig. 3.8 A). When the field is applied (Fig. 3.8 B), protein 

transport toward the anode is retarded or stopped when the 

hemoglobin tries to cross the interface into the unfavored 

phase. This causes a concentration at the interface in the 

descending, right hand leg above the 3.2 cm mark. Migration 

occurs upward away from the interface towards the anode in the 

left hand leg in the upper phase. It is also apparent that 

hemoglobin is crossing the phase interface from the bottom 

phase into the top, preferred phase, as no concentration can 

be seen below the boundary on this side. Instead, a clear 

zone of very low protein concentration appears and grows with 

time above the interface. The growth of this zone is due to 

the higher electrophoretic velocity of the hemoglobin in the 

top phase compared with the bottom one, as explained below in 

the section on bulk phase mobility effects. This difference 

in velocity is due to the higher viscosity of the Dextran 

phase. The effect of partitioning on interphase transport was 
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therefore the same at pH 11.5 as seen at pH 5. 

In the last set of photos, the above experiment is 

repeated at pH 10.9, where it was expected that the protein 

would prefer neither the top nor the bottom phase. In this 

case, hemoglobin is initially added to only the bottom phase. 

The interface can be seen at approximately 5.5 cm in either 

leg (Fig. 3.9 A). A previous experiment (results not shown) 

indicated that transport across both interfaces occurred very 

slowly by diffusion only. 

field was applied (Fig. 

However, when an external electric 

3.9 B), a large amount of protein 

(above 5.5 cm) migrated rapidly across the interface (now at 

about 4.7 cm) toward the anode in the ascending left hand leg. 

The clear zone above the interface here is also due to the 

difference in electrophoretic velocity between upper and lower 

phase. 

Two-Phase Experiments with Proteins (Including Hemoglobin) 

To ascertain that the observed behavior is not dependent 

on the buffer or protein chosen, similar experiments were 

carried out in the U-tube apparatus with other proteins and 

buffer systems. Hemoglobin (pI - 6.8), albumin (pI - 4.9), 

and myoglobin (pI - 7.0) were utilized as model proteins in 

these experiments. The buffers included citrate, pH 6.5, 

phosphate, pH 7, and Tris, pH 8 buffers, as well as ammonium 

acetate at pH 5 or 11.5. A 1 rnA current was applied for a 
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minimum of 1 hour. The results from this 15 experiment matrix 

are summarized in Tables 3.13 to 3.15. The value of the 

partition coefficient estimated from a ratio of absorbance 

peak heights in top and bottom phase is given. Under the 

column labeled "Electrophoresis", the direction of migration 

is noted as (+) for motion toward the cathode or (-) for 

movement towards the anode. The notation "stationary" here 

indicates that little or no motion was observed over the 

course 0 f the experiment, as elaborated on below. The 

"Interfacial Behavior" column reports on 

phenomena near the interface of the system. 

explained in greater detail below. 

polarization 

This is also 

The most important entry in these tables is "corresponds 

with eg. (equilibrium) model". It describes the behavior of 

five out of fifteen systems containing proteins which were 

studied. The equilibrium model is fully developed and 

exercised in the next two sections. Here, I will only 

describe the features this model predicted that were used to 

categorize experimental behavior. First, concentration was 

predicted to increase greatly near the interface in the 

preferred phase, as electrophoresis attempted to move solutes 

from preferred to non-preferred phase. Secondly, on the other 

side of this interface, in the non-preferred phase, 

concentration should increase, but not to as great an extent 

as in preferred phase. Finally, a very small dilution may 



Table 3.13 

10 mM NH40Ac 
pH 5 

10 mM 
Na3Citrate 

pH 6.5 

10 roM 
NaPhosphate 

pH 7 

10 mM Tris 
pH 8 

10 mM NH40Ac 
pH 11.5 

Behavior of Hemoglobin in 
Concentration Phase System 

Partition 
Coefficient Electrophoresis 

0.13 (+) 

0.095 stationary 

0.12 stationary 

0.15 stationary 

4.3 (-) 
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Low Dextran 

Interfacial 
Behavior 

corresponds 
with e9. 

model 

----

----

----

corresponds 
with eq. 

model 

All partition coefficients except those at pH 5 and 11.5 are 
estimated from the AS40 top phase!AS4Q , bottoll) phase· Values for pH 5 
and 11.5 are calculatea as explalnect ln Table 3.11. 

·See the text for a full explanation of this term. 



Table 3.14 

10 mN NH40Ac 
pH 5 

10 roM 
Na3citrate 

pH 6.5 

10 roM 
NaPhosphate 

pH 7 

10 roM Tris 
pH 8 

10 roM NH40Ac 
pH 11. 5 
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Behavior of Albumin stained with Bromphenol 
Blue in Low Dextran Concentration Phase System 

Partition Interfacial 
Coefficient Electrophoresis Behavior 

2.5 stationary ----

3.6 stationary ----

corresponds 
4.1 (+) with eq. 

model 

5.4 stationary ----

corresponds 
3.2 (-) with eq. 

model 

All partition coefficients are estimated from the 
A600 , top phase! A600 , bottom phase· 



Table 3.15 

10 roM NH40Ac 
pH 5 

10 roM 
Na3Citrate 

pH 6.5 

10 roM 
NaPhosphate 

pH 7 

10 roM Tris 
pH 8 

10 roM NH40Ac 
pH 11. 5 

Behavior of Myoglobin in 
Concentration Phase System 

Partition 
Coefficient Electrophoresis 

0.26 stationary 

0.31 stationary 

0.29 stationary 

0.26 stationary 

1.6 (-) 
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Low Dextran 

Interfacial 
Behavior 

----

----

----

----

corresponds 
with eq. 

model 

All partition coefficients are estimated from the 
A410, top phase! A410, bottom phase' 
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occur at the other interface, where electrophoresis propels 

solutes from non-preferred toward preferred phase. These 

features are exemplified by Figure 3.8 for hemoglobin at pH 

11.5. Experimental systems which displayed all three of these 

features were cataloged as behaving in correspondence with the 

equilibrium model. 

Proteins are uncharged at their isoelectric pH. There

fore, we expected that little or no electrophoresis might be 

observed over some pH range centered on the pI. Arbitrarily, 

I have selected 1.5 pH units higher or lower than the pI to 

encompass this region. Within this span, the electrophoretic 

behavior is always noted here as "stationary". This describes 

8 of the protein systems studied. However, even here, some 

polarizations were noted, specifically, concentrations at one 

or both interfaces. Because of the low molecular charge under 

these conditions, these can possibly be attributed to de

natured protein precipitating and partitioning into the 

interface region. This idea was suggested by the fact that 

myoglobin, in the pH 7 buffer, precipitated throughout the 

entire two-phase system. It is reasonable to expect that 

smaller amounts of precipitated protein would concentrate at 

the interface, as this is the usual behavior of macroscopic 

sized materials in these systems. 

There are two remaining experiments 

described by this picture of interfacial 

which are not 

electrophoresis. 
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Myoglobin, in the pH 5 buffer, displayed little or no change 

anywhere in the system after 78 minutes with a current greater 

than 1 mAo It's electrophoretic behavior at this pH is 

therefore also labeled as "stationary". This result is sur

prising, since the closely related hemoglobin exhibited large 

polarizations under similar conditions. The pH is two full 

uni ts IOvler than the pI for both proteins, and both have a 

comparable positive charge. Myoglobin is smaller than 

hemoglobin. Their amino acid sequences are quite al ike. 

These small differences make it difficult to offer any good 

explanation for the myoglobin behavior. 

The second problematic result is presented by albumin at 

pH 7. In two separate carefully controlled runs, the brom

phenol blue stained protein appeared to be migrating towards 

the cathode at pH 7, two full pH units above its isoelectric 

point where it should be negatively charged. It is unlikely 

that I was observing the migration of unbound dye, as this 

will be shown to be driven toward the anode under these 

conditions. Possibly, specific binding of one of the polymers 

to this protein might cause the isoelectric point of the 

protein to be different than that of albumin in solutions not 

containing polymer. This could be determined by performing 

bulk phase experiments to check the direction of migration. 

Perhaps zone electrophoresis in gels would provide the most 

unambiguous test of this theory. 
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Two-Phase Systems with Small Molecules as Solute 

Experiments identical to those reported above with 

proteins were repeated using low molecular weight dyes as 

solutes. Results for the smaller molecules are summarized in 

Tables 3.16 to 3.21. The information is presented in the same 

fashion as for the proteins. 

Nineteen out of twenty six systems with these smaller 

molecules met the criteria described above to be labeled 

"corresponds with equilibrium behavior". Cresol Red B in pH 

6.5 buffer met all the standards listed for equilibrium 

behavior, except that no dilution was detected at the inter-

-face where electrophoresis was from non-preferred toward 

preferred phase. I suspect that dilution does actually occur 

here, and could be detected with a better observation system. 

Five out of twenty six systems behaved quite differently 

from the equilibrium model. Instead of solute concentration 

at the interface where electrophoresis was from preferred 

toward non-preferred phase, a dilution effect occurred here. 

This happened with Bromphenol Blue and Cresol Red B in Tris 

buffer at pH 8, as well as with Neutral Red at pH 5, 6.5, and 

7. Figure 3.10 displays this type result in the right hand 

legs of the two U-tubes, one containing Cresol Red B at pH 8, 

the other containing Neutral Red at pH 6.5. This sort of 

result is indicated in the tables by the notation "dilution @ 

P ~ NP interface". A possible explanation for this dilution 



Table 3.16 

10 roM NH40Ac 
pH.5 

10 roM 
Na3Citrate 

pH 6.5 

10 roM 
NaPhosphate 

pH 7 

10 roM Tris 
pH 8 

10 roM NH40Ac 
pH 11. 5 
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Behavior of Coomassie Blue Dye in Low Dextran 
Concentration Phase Systems 

Partition Interfacial 
Coefficient Electrophoresis Behavior 

corresponds 
3.9 (-) with eg. 

model 

corresponds 
0.50 (-) with eg. 

model 

corresponds 
3.6 (-) with eg. 

model 

corresponds 
0.85 (-) with eg. 

model 

corresponds 
4.7 (-) with eg. 

model 

All partition coefficients are estimated from the 
A600,top phase!'A600 ,bottom phase· 



Table 3.17 

10 roM NH40Ac 
pH 5 

10 roM Na3 
citrate 
pH 6.5 

10 roM 
NaPhosphate 

pH 7 

10 roM Tris 
pH 8 

10 roM NH40Ac 
pH 11. 5 
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Behavior of Congo Red Dye in Low Dextran 
Concentration Phase Systems 

Partition Interfacial 
Coefficient Electrophoresis Behavior 

corresponds 
29. (-) with eg. 

model 

corresponds 
26. (-) with eg. 

model 

corresponds 
53. (-) with eg. 

model 

corresponds 
27. (-) with eg. 

model 

corresponds 
80. (-) with eg. 

model 

All partition coefficients are estimated from the 
AS10,top phaselAS10,bottom phase' 



Table 3.18 

10 roM NH40Ac 
pH 5 

10 roM Na3 
citrate 
pH 6.5 

10 roM 
NaPhosphate 

pH 7 

10 roM Tris 
pH 8 

10 roM NH40Ac 
pH 11. 5 
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Behavior of Bromphenol Blue Dye in Low Dextran 
Concentration Phase Systems 

Partition Interfacial 
Coefficient Electrophoresis Behavior 

corresponds 
7.1 (-) with eq. 

model 

corresponds 
12. (-) with eq. 

model 

corresponds 
3.1 (-) with eq. 

model 

dilution @ 
1.7 (-) P ~ NP 

interface * 

corresponds 
5.3 (-) with eq. 

model 

All partition coefficients are estimated from the 
!590,toP phasel'A590 ,bottom phase (pH 5 and 6.5) or 

595, top phasei' A595 , bottom phase· 

* This term is explained in the text. 



Table 3.19 

10 mM NH40Ac 
pH 5 

10 mM Na3 
citrate 
pH 6.5 

10 mM 
NaPhosphate 

pH 7 

10 mM Tris 
pH 8 

10 mM NH40Ac 
pH 11. 5 
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Behavior of Cresol Red B Dye in Low Dextran 
Concentration Phase Systems 

Partition Interfacial 
Coefficient Electrophoresis Behavior 

corresponds 
9.4 (-) with eq. 

model 

amasses @ 
12. (-) P ~ NP 

interface * 

corresponds 
3.2 (-) with eq. 

model 

dilution @ 
2.5 (-) P ~ NP 

interface 

corresponds 
3.0 (-) with eq. 

model 

All partition coefficients are estimated from the 
A435 ,top phase!A435 ,bottom phase' except pH 11.5, estimated from 
A475 , top phase!A475 , bottom phase· 

* This result is explained in the text. 



Table 3.20 

10 roM NH40Ac 
pH 5 

10 roM Na3 
citrate 
pH 6.5 

10 roM 
NaPhosphate 

pH 7 

10 roM Tris 
pH 8 

10 roM NH40Ac 
pH 11. 5 
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Behavior of Phenolphthalein Dye in Low Dextran 
concentration Phase Systems 

Partition Interfacial 
Coefficient Electrophoresis Behavior 

--- --- ---

--- --- ---

--- --- ---

--- --- ---

corresponds 
1.6 (-) with eg. 

model 

The partition coefficient is estimated from the 
A553 ,top,phaselA553,bottom phas~. Phenolphthalein is colorless in 
experlments except at ph 11.5. 

all 



Table 3.21 

10 roM NH40Ac 
pH 5 

10 roM Na3 
citrate 
pH 6.5 

10 roM 
NaPhosphate 

pH 7 

10 roM Tris 
pH 8 

10 roM NH40Ac 
pH 11. 5 
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Behavior of Neutral Red Dye in Low Dextran 
Concentration Phase Systems 

Partition Interfacial 
Coefficient Electrophoresis Behavior 

dilution @ 
2.6 (+) P ~ NP 

interface 

dilution @ 
6.0 (+) P ... NP 

interface 

dilution @ 
3.1 (+) P => NP 

interface 

3.4 stationary ---

corresponds 
6.2 (-) with eq. 

model 

All partition coefficients are estimated from the 
AS40, top phasel'AS40 ,bottom phase (pH 5), or otherwise from 
A46S, top phasei' A46S, bottom phase· 
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Moving Boundary Electrophoresis Demonstrating 
Dilution Moving from Preferred towards Non
Preferred Phase 

An example is presented in each U-tube, Cresol Red B at pH 8 
on left and Neutral Red at pH 6.5 on right. (A) Initial 
condition. Both dyes are strongly partitioned into the upper 
phase. (B) Time = 20 min. Dye crosses with dilution at the 
interface in the right hand leg for Cresol Red B (5.5 cm) and 
in the left hand leg for Neutral Red (5.5 cm). 
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is a change in bulk phase mobilities, causing concentrations 

to decrease near the interface to a greater extent than the 

interfacial effect causes it to rise. 

The final result in these electrophoresis experiments 

with low molecular weight dyes which is left to be explained 

concerns Neutral Red at pH 8. In two separate experiments, no 

migration was detected after over 1 rnA current had been 

applied for 40 minutes. At this time, the pH change which 

occurs at the anode had spread to reach the interface, turning 

the dye there pink colored and making further interpretation 

of the experiment difficult. It was therefore discontinued. 

Fluorescein Green, Methylene Blue, and Methyl Red were 

also examined in the low Dextran concentration phase system, 

and were all found to partition approximately equally between 

the phases. No electrophoresis work was performed with these 

dyes. 

Bulk Phase Mobility Effects 

The higher viscosity of the Dextran-rich bottom phase 

should impede the migration velocity of large proteins much 

more than that of small buffering ions. As a result, the 

conductivity of the two phases is comparable, while the 

hemoglobin mobility is significantly lower in the Dextran 

phase. This is demonstrated by the measurements shown in 

Tables 3.1 to 3.10 and Table 3.12. The mobility of hemoglobin 
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in the top phase was found to be significantly higher than in 

bottom phase. since the voltage gradient in each phase is 

approximately equal, on account of the similar conductivities, 

one could expect that any hemoglobin migrating from bottom to 

top phase would not form a clear boundary, but would rapidly 

migrate away from the interface undetected. We tried to 

exclude the possibility that the observed phenomenon was due 

to this artifact, i. e. differences in the electrophoretic 

velocity of the protein in different phases. 

To exclude this possibility, another set of experiments 

was undertaken to slow down the migration of the protein in 

the top phase. This was accomplished by increasing the buffer 

concentration in only the top phase, thus decreasing the field 

strength. This lowered the voltage gradient, which was 

measured. Electrophoretic mobility was also measured. The 

velocity in both phases was then calculated from these data. 

During these experiments, the velocity in the top phase was 

decreased to less than one fifth of that in the bottom phase. 

The results for the pH 5 system are depicted in Table 3.22, 

where the resulting ratio of the electrophoretic velocity in 

the top phase with the bottom is calculated. Table 3.23 

displays the same data and calculations for the pH 11.5 

system. None of these systems exhibited a moving boundary of 

hemoglobin, which continued to accumulate at the interface. 

We therefore eliminated differences in electrophoretic 
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Table 3.22 Electrophoretic Velocity of Hemoglobin in 
Modified Low Dextran Phase Systems at pH 5 

Top Phase Bottom Phase 

Voltage Voltage 
Gradient Mobility Velec Gradient Mobility V~ec) (Vjm) (m2jV-s) (mjs) (Vjm) (m2jV-s) (m s 

3230 +2.513-9 8.1e-6 3910 +8.5e-10 3.3e-6 

1390 +2.5e-9 3.4e-6 3950 +8.5e-10 3.4e-6 

1230 +2.5e-9 3.0e-6 3740 +8.5e-10 3.2e-6 

841 +2.6e-9 2.2e-6 3990 +8.5e-10 3.4e-6 

427 +2.5e-9 1.le-6 1990 +8.5e-10 1.7e-6 

247 +2.5e-9 6.3e-7 4070 +8.5e-10 3.5e-6 

System Number Velocity TOQ Phase 
(from above) Velocity Bottom Phase 

1 2.42 

2 1. 02 

3 0.952 

4 0.635 

5 0.629 

6 0.181 

Buffer concentration was increased in the upper phase only, to 
decrease the voltage gradient and therefore the velocity in 
that phase. Top phase velocity was decreased to approximately 
one fifth of the bottom. In all cases, directional reduction 
in the transport across the interface still occurred. 
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Table 3.23 Electrophoretic Velocity of Hemoglobin in 
Modified Low Dextran Phase Systems at pH 11.5 

Top Phase Bottom Phase 

Voltage Voltage 
Gradient Mobility V~ec Gradient Mobility V~ec 

(Vim) (m2/V-s) (m s) (Vim) (m2/V-s) (m s) 

2540 -2.5e-9 6.4e-6 2870 -1. 98e-9 5.7e-6 

1660 -3.3e-9 5.4e-6 2760 -1.98e-9 5.5e-6 

1270 -2.6e-9 3.3e-6 2760 -1. 98e-9 5.5e-6 

878 -2.1e-9 1. 8e-6 2760 -1. 98e-9 5.5e-6 

608 -2.0e-9 1. 2e-6 2760 -1. 98e-9 5.5e-6 

System Number Velocity TOQ Phase 
(from above) Velocity Bottom Phase 

1 1.12 

2 0.993 

3 0.597 

4 0.336 

5 0.220 

Buffer concentration was increased in the upper phase only, to 
decrease the voltage gradient and therefore the velocity in 
that phase. Top phase velocity was decreased to approximately 
one fifth of the bottom. In all cases, directional reduction 
in the transport across the interface still occurred. 
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velocity as a possible cause for the phenomenon of reduced 

migration across the interface. 

The effect of this phenomenon can be seen in the clear 

zone which develops above the interface in the left hand leg 

of the pH 11.5 system (Fig. 3.8 B). As conductivity was in

creased in the top phase only of this system, the length of 

the clear zone above the interface decreased (result not 

shown) . This is due to the decreasing electrophoretic 

velocity in the upper phase. 

Effect of pH Changes at the Interface 

Large variations in pH at the interface were also con

sidered as a possible cause for the observed reduction in 

transport. A series of pH indicators was added to phase 

systems with appropriate buffer solutions. The systems were 

loaded into the U-tube apparatus and voltage was applied. No 

cases were found where a pH change, indicated by a color 

change in the indicator, occurred originating at the 

interface. The only pH changes observed were those expected 

near the electrodes. Experiments were discontinued if the 

region of pH change associated with the electrodes spread to 

the interface region. This happened long after polarizations 

were noted at the interface. The pH indicators and the 

buffers that were employed in are listed in Table 3.24. 

Therefore, it is unlikely that pH changes at the interface are 
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Table 3.24 Indicator Dyes and Buffer Solutions Employed 
for Detecting pH Changes at the Interface 

pH Indicator Color Change Test 
Dye Interval Buffer(s) 

Congo Red pH 3.0 - 5.0 10 roM NH"OAc pH 5 

Bromphenol Blue pH 3.0 - 4.6 10 roM NHl,.OAc pH 5 

Phenolphthalein pH 8.5 - 9.0 10 roM Tris pH 8 
10 roM NH"OAc pH 11.5 

Cresol Red B pH 7.2 - 8.8 10 roM Na3citrate pH 6.5 
10 roM NaPhosphate pH 7 

10 roM Tris pH 8 

Neutral Red pH 6.8 - 8.0 10 roM Na3Citrate pH 6.5 
10 roM NaPhosphate pH 7 

10 roM Tris pH 8 
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responsible for the phenomenon of interfacial polarization. 

Two-Phase Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis 

Electrophoresis experiments were also conducted in two

phase polymer systems which were gelled by the addition of 

acrylamide which was subsequently polymerized. There are two 

distinct reasons for performing experiments in this medium. 

The first is to demonstrate that the principles of electro

phoresis of solutes in aqueous two-phase systems operate in a 

medium other than the free fluid phase, as demonstrated in the 

experiments above. A second reason is that gels are con

venient for performing zone electrophoresis experiments. The 

model developed can be tested with the proper boundary con

ditions for ZE, and its predictions compared with the results 

from the gels. 

Materials 

Premixed electrophoresis purity acrylamide/BIS (29:1) was 

obtained from Bio-Rad, Richmond, CA. The acrylamide/BIS was 

prepared by making a 30 % overall by weight stock solution in 

water. N,N,N',N'-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) was from 

Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY. All other chemicals are 

described in the materials section for free fluid electro

phoresis. 
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Preparation of Gels 

Gels were made by forming an aqueous two-phase system 

containing overall by weight 4.5 % PEG (MW 8000),10 % Dextran 

T-500, 5.8 % acrylamide, 0.2 % Bis-acrylamide (BIS) , and 0.05 

% TEMED in 10 roM ammonium acetate, pH 5. After thorough 

mixing, the system was centrifuged at 5000 RPM for 5 minutes 

in a Beckmann SS-34 rotor at room temperature, to form two 

distinct phases of approximately equal volume. The phases 

were disengaged by aspiration. Forty J.1.1 of 10 % ammonium 

persulfate was mixed with a 7.5 g aliquot of the bottom phase, 

and quickly poured into a gel mold. One hour was allowed for 

polymerization, and the process was then repeated for the top 

phase. 

Zone Electrophoresis Experiments in Polyacrylamide Gels 

Figure 3.11 shows pictures of a gel which has 3 wells 

punched into the lower phase for sample loading, approximately 

3 mm. from the interface. Ten J.1.1 each of 90 mg./ml. HbG, 50 

mg./ml. HbG, and 25 mg./ml. HbG in 10 roM ammonium acetate, pH 

5 was loaded into the wells. The gel wass connected on either 

side by filter paper wicks to electrode reservoirs, each 

containing approximately 0.5 1. 100 roM ammonium acetate, pH 5. 

Figure 3.11 A is at zero time, before an electric field was 

applied. 250 V was then applied across the 0.06 m gel, 

yielding a current of 14.6 rnA and consuming 3.7 W, causing the 
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A 

B 

Gel Electrophoresis of Hemoglobin from 
Preferred into Non-Preferred Phase 

A. Time = 0; 10 ~l each of 25 mg./ml. HbG, 50 mg./ml. HbG, 
and 90 mg./ml. HbG are loaded into wells - 0.01 m from the 
interface in the lower, preferred phase of a gelled two-phase 
system. B. After 250 V have been applied for 3 hours, the 
HbG is crossing the interface. The composition of the gel is 
reported in the text. 
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HbG to migrate towards the upper, non-preferred phase. Figure 

3.11 B shows the same gel, after 3 hours. The HbG has crossed 

the interface, but the concentration in the non-preferred 

phase is significantly lower. The partition coefficient for 

this system was estimated as 0.234 by adding HbG prior to 

polymerization and taking the ratio of the AS40, top to the 

AS40, bottom· This is approximately equal to the factor by which 

the hemoglobin concentration is reduced at the interface. 

In Figure 3.12, the same system is studied, but the 

direction of electrophoresis across the interface is reversed. 

This necessitated a small change in the experimental pro

cedure. Making a well in the upper phase of the two-phase gel 

proved difficult, as the soft walls of the hole would collapse 

in on themselves. Therefore, the gel was loaded by dropping 

1 ~l aliquots of solute onto the surface of the top phase. 

Three samples containing 90 mg./ml. HbG, 50 mg./ml. HbG, and 

25 mg./ml. HbG were loaded about 0.015 m from the interface, 

as depicted in Figure 3.12 A. Once again, 250 V were applied 

over the 0.06 m length of the gel, yielding a current of 14.3 

rnA and consuming 3.6 W. This caused the samples to migrate 

toward the lower, preferred phase. Figure 3.12 B shows the 

same gel after 3.5 hours. The samples have concentrated into 

sharp bands about 0.005 m before reaching the interface. 

Migration in the bulk phase was normal, in the sense that the 

zones did not concentrate until nearing the interface. 



Figure 3.12 
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A 

B 

Gel Electrophoresis of Hemoglobin from Non
Preferred towards Preferred Phase 

A. Time = 0; 1 ~l each of 10 mg./ml HbG, 25 mg./ml. HbG, 50 
mg./ml. HbG, and 90 mg./ml. HbG are dropped onto the surface 
of the upper non-preferred phase of a gelled two-phase system, 
- 0.015 m from the interface. B. After 250 V have been 
applied for 3.5 hours, the HbG has been concentrated into a 
thin band - 0.005 m before reaching the interface. The 
composition of the gel is reported in the text. 
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE MODELS FOR ELECTROPHORESIS IN TWO-PHASES 

This chapter details the models developed to simulate the 

behavior of solutes undergoing electrophoresis in aqueous two

phase systems. All ultimately are based on the model for 

single phase 

section. As 

electrophoresis described in the background 

suggested by earlier work on diffusion at 

interfaces, 

explored. 

two separate cases of interfacial behavior are 

In one, instantaneous phase equilibration of 

solutes across the interface governs local transport behavior. 

The second case explores the effect of a mass transfer 

resistance at the interface. For each of these cases, both a 

simple and a more complete model was developed. The simple 

simulations for electrophoresis in two phase systems consider 

only diffusion, electrophoresis, and the interface, for a 

single component. The equations which form the basis for 

these simulations of moving boundary type electrophoresis in 

two-phase systems are presented. Numerical solution of the 

simple models is shown to closely agree with the analytical 

solutions for limiting cases in which only diffusion is 

allowed to take place across the interface. Then, I explain 

the assumptions made in implementation of the complete model. 

Complete models for electrophoresis in two-phase systems are 

next introduced, which include effects in addition to the 

factors considered in the simple models. These further 
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complications are multiple components and their interactions, 

ionization behavior, electrophoretic velocity dependance on 

conductivity, electroneutrality, and conservation of charge. 

Resul ts from these complete models are compared with the 

simple ones. Changes in initial and boundary conditions 

necessary to adapt the complete model are given for 

simulations of zone electrophoresis. Some calculations are 

presented to demonstrate that the models are providing 

reasonable results. Finally, stability and convergence of the 

simulations are briefly discussed. 

Simple Equilibrium Model for Electrophoresis in Two-Phase 
Systems 

The treatment of behavior at the interface with the 

equilibrium boundary condition was first implemented in a 

simple model. This allowed the validity of the approach to be 

tested. Also, the simple computer program written for this 

test provides numerical simulations which should best agree 

with the available analytical solutions for diffusion only, 

since neither the analytical solution nor the simple numerical 

one allow for the additional complexities of multiple 

components, electroneutrality, and so forth. 

The simple equilibrium model begins with the single phase 

model. The flux expression, equation (42), is applied in 

abridged form. Only one component, i, is allowed for, so the 

subscript is dropped. Its electrophoretic velocity is 
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expressed as a simple constant, the product of charge, a 

mobility factor, and a voltage gradient. The diffusion 

coefficient calculated for use in the simple simulation was 

obtained from the mobility value used in the complete 

simulation by way of the Stokes-Einstein equation 

Therefore, equation (42) becomes 

ae' f'= -v le'-D'_ 
e ax' 

where VIe is the electrophoretic velocity (m/sec.). 

(64) 

(65) 

Equation (65) is now substituted into the mass balance, 

equation (41). Since no interconversion between charged and 

neutral molecules is allowed, R I is set equal to zero, 

resulting in 

(66) 

This equation is written for each phase. 

Boundary conditions are required in order to complete 
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this description of the system. The text of Crank (1975), 

discussing a problem involving diffusion only across the 

interface of two-phase systems, suggested the assumption of 

instantaneous solute equilibration across the phase interface. 

If the two-phase system is considered infinite in extent with 

the interface at x, = 0; 

c' 
K=--±.:.E. , 

C i,a 

@ x'=r) (67) 

where K is the equilibrium partition coefficient of solute i. 

The second boundary condition at the interface states 

that all mass flowing out phase a must flow into phase b. The 

fluxes across the phase boundary must match; 

f ' - f' . - . b l,a ~, 
@ x'=o (68) 

To continue the description of the two phase system, the 

remaining boundary conditions must be stated. Since this 

model describes MBE in the U-tube apparatus; 

@ x'=-oo (69) 



C ' - C' i.b- i. + ... 
@ x'=+oo 
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(70) 

Lastly, initial conditions to account for MBE are added; 

@ t'=O (71) 

@ t'=O (72) 

The problem is solved by a numerical method. The new 

boundary conditions at the interface must be substituted into 

the finite difference approximations for the PDEs at the 

appropriate spacial grid points, as suggested by the method 

outlined in Carnahan, Luther, and Wilkes (1969). For example, 

consider an illustrative 50 point grid. Concentrations are 

estimated at the grid points from fluxes, which are calculated 

between grid points. The interface is located at the center 

of the grid, between points 25 and 26. The flux associated 

with transport across the interface is defined as flux 25. 

All concentrations in the model, except those on either 

side of the interface (25 and 26) are calculated by taking the 
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finite difference approximation to equations (65) and (66); 

where the subscript i now refers to position in the grid. The 

prime (') now indicates a quantity being calculated at the 

next time point in the simulation from current time point 

data. Primes indicating the dimensional nature of the 

quantities have been dropped here for clarity. The flux 

expression of equation (65) is represented here simply by f, 

to shorten the equations. 

Equation (73) must be written for grid points 25 and 26; 

(74 ) 

(75) 

By use of the boundary condition given by equation (68), the 

common flux 25 is eliminated between equations (74) and (75). 
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The equilibrium expression across the interface, equation 

(67), is then used to sUbstitute for the new concentration at 

grid point 26; 

Ax ( _ I ) f - Ax (I ) f At C 25 C 25 + 24 - At Kc 25- C 26 + 26 (76) 

This can be solved for the new concentration at point 25; 

(77) 

The equilibrium equation is then used once more to obtain 

(78 ) 

These last two equations replace equation (66) at grid 

points 25 and 26 for simulations where instantaneous 

equilibrium is assumed across the interface. Calculation for 

concentration values at all other spacial grid points are made 

by the finite difference approximation (equation (73» to 
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equation (73). In the simple model, these equations were 

integrated by the Euler method. The initial and boundary 

conditions reflecting MBE are given by equations (67) to (72). 

The Fortran code written to carry out this simple simulation 

of solute MBE in a two-phase system with equilibrium at the 

interface is named EQUAL. FOR. A copy of the code is in'cluded 

as Appendix 4. 

Results from the Simple Model for Electrophoresis with 
Equilibrium at the Interface 

Results from this model were compared with the analytical 

solution for diffusion only given by equations (25), (26), and 

(27). Since only diffusion is accounted for in the analytical 

solution, ve is set equal to zero in the numerical simulation. 

Two cases are presented, Figure 4.1 which shows a con-

centration profile where K is less than 1, and Figure 4.2, 

where K is greater than 1. The concentrations of solute near 

the interface from these solutes are reported in tabular form 

in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Agreement between the analytical 

solution and the numerical solution is quite good, with the 

values near the interface matching within 1.5 %. The dif-

ference is probably due to the approximate nature of all 

finite difference techniques. 

The concentrations calculated for the grid points on 

either side of the interface by the program are related to 

each other by the value of K, as expected. This is true for 
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•••• Initial Condition 8 Analytical Solution 
Numerical Solution 

Q 
. 

0: 

0.000 0.075 

2 
(10 ) Distance from Interface (m) 

comparison of Analytical and Simple Numerical 
Simulations with Equilibrium B.C.; Diffusion 
Only, K < 1 

Solution domain = 0.01 m, dx = 5.0(10)-5 m3 t = 1000 sec., dt 
= 0.1 sec., c,. a -0) = 0, c

l
' b 0) = 0.2 mole/m, K = 0.41, D. = 

) 
-7 2" , , -7 2 ',a 

3.45(10 cm/sec., D. b = 6.9(10) cm/sec. 
I, 
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Table 4.1 Comparison of Simple Numerical and Analytical 
Solutions for Diffusion Only - Equilibrium Boundary 
Condition with K < 1 

Analytical 
Distance from Numerical Solution Solution 

Interface Concentration Concentration 
(102) m ( 102) mole/m3 (102) mole/m3 

Phase a 

-0.050 0.997 1. 020 

-0.040 2.224 2.288 

-0.030 4.411 4.537 

-0.020 7.800 7.993 

-0.010 12.353 12.594 

0.000 17.651 17.903 

Phase b 

0.000 7.237 7.340 

0.010 9.929 10.027 

0.020 12.440 12.527 

0.030 14.619 14.691 

0.040 16.377 16.435 

0.050 17.698 17.743 

~olution domain = 0-,,01 m, dx ~ 5.0(10)-5 m3 t = _1000 sec., d:: 
- 0.1 sec., c j a -Ul - 0, c j b Ul - 0.2 mole/m, K - 0.41, 0

1
" a -

( ) -7 2/ ' , , , -7 2/ ' 3.45 10 cm sec., OJ b = 6.9(10) cm sec. , 
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(10 ) Distance frOIn Interface (m) 

comparison of Analytical and Simple Numerical 
Simulations with Equilibrium B.C.; Diffusion 
Only, K > 1 

Solution domain = 0.01 m, dx = 5.0(10)-5 m, 
= o. 1 sec., c j a -co = 0, c j b co = O. 2 mole/m3

, 
3.45(10)-7 cm2/sec., Dj,b ='6'.9(10)-7 cm2/sec. 

t = 1000 sec., dt 
K = 2.439, Dj a = , 
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Table 4.2 Comparison of Simple Numerical and Analytical 
Solutions for Diffusion Only - Equilibrium Boundary 
Condition with K > 1 

Analytical 
Distance from Numerical Solution Solution 

Interface Concentration Concentration 
( 102) m ( 102) mole/m3 ( 102) mole/m3 

Phase a 

-0.050 0.363 0.362 

-0.040 0.807 0.813 

-0.030 1.596 1. 611 

-0.020 2.812 2.838 

-0.010 4.440 4.472 

0.000 6.325 6.357 

Phase b 

0.000 15.428 15.505 

0.010 16.385 16.459 

0.020 17.280 17.346 

0.030 18.060 18.115 

0.040 18.691 18.734 

0.050 18.947 19.198 

~olution domain = ~. 01 m, dx :: 5.0 (10) -5 m3' t =_ 1000 sec., d~ 
- 0.1 sec., c i a -al - 0, c i bal - 0.2 mole/m, K - 2.439, 0

1
• -

( ) -7 2/" '';J )-7 2/ ,a 3.45 10 cm sec., D. b = 0.9(10 cm sec. 
1, 
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all simulations which make use of the equilibrium boundary 

condition. 

Simple Model for Electrophoresis with Mass Transfer Resistance 
at the Interface 

Alternative to the equilibrium boundary condition model, 

one may assume there is mass transfer resistance at the 

interface, not instantaneous equilibration. This was 

suggested by Davies work (1950) as well as the text of Crank 

(1975). The mass balance for the simple model is the same as 

used in the section above, that is equations (65), (66), and 

(73). A new boundary condition must replace the equilibrium 

expression, equation (67). To model interfacial transport 

resistance, a mass transfer expression best defines the flux 

fj at the interface; 

f.=a (Kc. -c· b) 
~ ~.a~. 

@ x=o (79 ) 

where a is the mass transfer coefficient (m/sec.). The other 

initial and boundary conditions for MBE, equations (68) 

through (72) remain unchanged. 

To model this case, the mass transfer expression, 

equation (79), is substituted for equation (65) for the flux, 

f 25 , at the interface. Equation (65) is retained to calculate 

fluxes between all other grid points. A simple model based on 

these equations was constructed for this case also, for the 
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same reasons as in the equilibrium case. The resulting ODEs 

were integrated by the Euler method. The Fortran code written 

to perform these simulations for the simple model for moving 

boundary electrophoresis of solutes in two-phase systems with 

mass transfer resistance at the interface is named RESIST. FOR. 

A copy of the code is included as Appendix 5. 

Results from the Simple Model for Electrophoresis in Two-Phase 
Systems with Mass Transfer Resistance at the Interface 

Results from this model were compared with the analytical 

solution for diffusion only given by equations (28) through 

(33). Here also, ve was set equal to zero, so the numerical 

solution would consider only diffusion. Two cases are 

presented, Figure 4.3 which shows a concentration profile 

where K is less than 1, and Figure 4.4, where K is greater 

than 1. The concentrations of solute near the interface from 

these solutes are reported in tabular form in Tables 4.3 and 

4.4. Agreement between the analytical solution and the 

numerical solution is not as good as with the equilibrium 

boundary condition case. The values for the point directly to 

the left of the interface differ by almost 20 % for the 

simulation where K is less than 1. This was the largest 

discrepancy found between the solutions. The inconsistencies 

are most probably inherent in the finite difference technique, 

when the exact differentials are replaced with finite 

difference approximations. Overall, however, the 
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Comparison of Analytical and Simple Numerical 
Simulations with Mass Transfer B.C.; 
Diffusion Only, K < 1 

Solution domain = 0.01 m, dx = 5.0(10)-5 m, t = 1000 sec., dt 
= O. 1 sec., c; a -0) = 0, c; b 0) = 0.2 mole/m3

, K = 0.41, k f = 
9.389(10)-6 cm/sec., k( = 2'.29(10)-5 cm/sec., D; a = 3.45(10)-7 
cm2/sec., D; b = 6.9(10)-2. ' , 



Table 4.3 Comparison of Simple Numerical 
Solutions for Diffusion Only 
Boundary Condition with K < 1 

Distance from Numerical Solution 
Interface Concentration 

( 102 ) m (102 ) mole/m3 

Phase a 

-0.050 0.395 

-0.040 0.966 

-0.030 2.107 

-0.020 4.107 

-0.010 7.176 

0.000 11. 301 

Phase b 

0.000 11. 771 

0.010 13.936 

0.020 15.754 

0.030 17.182 

0.040 18.230 

0.050 18.950 
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and Analytical 
Mass Transfer 

Analytical 
Solution 

Concentration 
( 102 ) mole/m3 

0.555 

1. 331 

2.821 

5.303 

8.920 

13.523 

10.438 

12.801 

14.848 

16.506 

17.759 

18.643 

Solution domain = 0.01 m, dx = 5.0(10)-5 m, t = 1000 sec., dt 
= 0.1 sec., c j a -CD = 0, c j b CD = 0.2 mole/m3

, K = 0.41, k f = 
9.389(10)-6 cm/sec., k( = 2'.29(10)-5 cm/sec., Dja = 3.45(10)-7 
cm2/sec., Dj b = 6.9 (10) -2. I 

I 
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25 
Initial Condition 

8 Analytical Solution 
Numerical Solution 

20 

15 

10 

5 

o~~~~~--~~------~~~ 
-0.075 0.000 0.075 

'l 

(10-) Distance from Interface (m) 

comparison of Analytical and Simple Numerical 
Simulations with Mass Tramsfer B.C.; 
Diffusion Only, K >1 

Solution Domain = 0.01 m, dx = 5.0(10)-5 m, t = 1000 sec., dt 
= 0.1 sec., c i -0) = 0, c i bO) = 0.2 mole/m3

, K = 2.439, k f = 
2.29(10)-5 cm/s;:6., k = 9:389(10)-6 cm/sec., D

1
" a = 3.45(10)-7 

2 r -7 2 ' cm /sec., Di b = 6.9 (10) cm /sec. , 



Table 4.4 Comparison of Simple Numerical 
Solutions for Diffusion Only 
Boundary Condition with K > 1 

Distance from Numerical Solution 
Interface Concentration 

( 102 ) m ( 102 ) mole/m3 

Phase a 

-0.050 0.155 

-0.040 0.377 

-0.030 0.818 

-0.020 1.583 

-0.010 2.745 

0.000 4.285 

Phase b 

0.000 16.882 

0.010 17.688 

0.020 18.372 

0.030 18.914 

0.040 19.314 

0.050 19.591 
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and Analytical 
Mass Transfer 

Analytical 
Solution 

Concentration 
( 102 ) mole/m3 

0.197 

0.473 

1. 002 

1.883 

3.167 

4.802 

16.605 

17.444 

18.171 

18.759 

19.204 

19.518 

Solution Domain = 0.01 m, dx = 5.0(10)-5 m, t = 1000 sec., dt 
= 0.1 sec., c i a -co = 0, c i b co = 0.2 mole/m3

, K = 2.439, k f = 
2.29(10)-5 cm/sec., k = 9;389(10)-6 cm/sec., Dia = 3.45(10)-7 

2 r -7 2 ' cm/sec., Di b = 6.9(10) cm/sec. , 
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concentrations still match quite closely, as shown by visual 

inspection of Figures 4.3 and 4.4. 

Assumptions Made for the Complete Two-Phase Electrophoresis 
Models 

In addition to the assumptions discussed for the single-

phase model, some simplification was required for the two-

phase simulations. It was decided that as a first 

approximation, the entire system would be considered 

electrically neutral. This treatment was also made in the 

single phase model. It takes on added importance in two-phase 

systems because these models therefore do not account for any 

electrical double layer which may occur at the interface. 

This assumption is reflected in equation (55), where the right 

hand side of the equation is set to zero. In order to account 

for these phenomena, it would instead be necessary to solve 

the complete form of the balance between charge and potential, 

Poisson's equation; 

(80) 

with {3 = €RT/(exch)2cch. € is the permittivity of the solvent 

(c/v-m). This would greatly increase the complexity of the 

model. 

A second assumption made in the two-phase modeling 

concerns the effect of the interface on the reaction term R in 
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equation (52) for the partitioned solutes. Because the 

parti tioned components are ei ther present in low concen-

trations (proteins and dyes) or have partition coefficients 

close to 1 (buffer salts), it is neglected. This only impacts 

the calculation of the pH at the interface from the electro-

neutrality condition. The models calculate a pH as if no 

interface is present. This greatly simplifies the required 

coding for simulations. 

Both these simplifications are further justified by the 

fact that even the simple model will be shown to demonstrate 

polarizations of the type observed in our experiments. The 

effects ignored here are secondary to this phenomenon. 

Complete Model for Moving Boundary Electrophoresis with 
Equilibrium at the Interface 

The solution of the complete models for two phase systems 

follows easily from the simple model. The simple expression 

for the solute flux, equation (65), is replaced with the non-

dimensional more complete version, equation (53), for each 

component to be simulated. The non-dimensional mass balance, 

equation (52) is then written for each component in each 

phase. In order to define the reaction term R, the non-

dimensional electroneutrality expression, equation (55) is 

combined with non-dimensional equilibrium expressions of the 

type of equation (54). The non-dimensional charge balance, 

equation (56), is integrated to yield 
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where e is the dimensionless current. This allows all the 

complexities of multiple components, electrophoretic velocity 

dependance on conductivity, electroneutrality, conservation of 

charge, and ionization behavior back into the problem. The 

definition of the problem is completed by specifying initial 

and boundary condition equations (67) through (72) for MBE for 

systems with equilibrium at the interface. 

The treatment of the problem follows the original single 

phase model. An initial component distribution is input into 

the simulation package. Concentrations for ionizable species 

and pH are obtained from equilibrium expressions and the 

requirement for electroneutrality. Conductivity can then be 

calculated, which when combined with the applied current, 

yields the gradient in the potential between pairs of grid 

points. Fluxes for species are then figured from equation 

(53). The finite difference approximation (equation(73» to 

equation (52) is finally solved to obtain concentrations at 

the new step forward in time, except at the grid points on 

either side of the interface. Here, equations (77) and (78) 

are substituted. The Runga-Kutta-Fehlberg method is used for 

integration of the complete model. The process is then 
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essentially repeated, until the simulation time is finished. 

complete details regarding the solution are available in the 

previously cited references for the single phase model (Bier 

et al., 1983, Saville and Palusinski, 1986, Palusinski et al., 

1986, Mosher et al., 1989, and Mosher, saville, and Thormann, 

1992) . 

A flow chart outlining the operation of the complete 

numerical code for the simulation with the equilibrium 

boundary condition is presented as Figure 4.5. It is based on 

the GENTRANS version 7 electrophoretic modeling package, which 

is the most recent development of the computer code for single 

phase electrophoresis by Bier's group. The subroutines which 

were altered from the GENTRANS package in order to simulate 

behavior in the two-phase systems are marked with an asterisk 

(*). The integration of the ODEs takes place in subroutine 

INTRGX. Equations (77) and (78) must be substituted at the 

interface for the usual finite difference approximations. 

This is accomplished by the simulation when the value of the 

position counter indicates that the new concentrations being 

calculated are at the grid points either immediately to the 

left or the right of the interface. Returning again to the 

example of a 50 grid point simulation, these would be grid 

points 25 and 26. In order to be able to use equation (77), 

it is necessary to know the fluxes calculated for flux 24 and 

flux 26. These are calculated by subroutine DIFEQ1 and held 
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with 

Copies of subroutines marked with an (*) are in Appendix 6 
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in storage variables in the common area of the program. The 

user interface of the program, subroutine INITAL, was modified 

so that the additional variable needed for simulation, the 

partition coefficient, can be input. The three modified 

subroutines, INTRGX, DIFEQl, and INITAL, along with the 

modified common area GLOBALS.CMN are included as Appendix 6 of 

this dissertation. 

Complete Model for Moving Boundary Electrophoresis with Mass 
Transfer Resistance at the Interface 

The complete model for MBE in systems with interphase 

transport resistance is developed from the same equations as 

the complete equilibrium boundary condition model. The only 

change necessary is to replace the equilibrium boundary 

condition, equation (67), with the mass transfer expression 

for interphase transport, equation (79). 

The method of solution is similar to that of the complete 

model with equilibrium. Instead of using modified finite 

difference formulas at the interface, all that is needed is to 

sUbstitute the non-dimensional form of mass transfer equation 

(79) for the expression for non-dimensional flux in the bulk 

phases, equation (53), between the proper gridpoints. 

A flow chart is presented as Figure 4.6, which briefly 

outlines the logical scheme of the GENTRANS version 7 package 

for electrophoresis simulation, as modified to account for the 

interface with mass transport resistance. Subroutine DIFEQI 
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Subroutine 

RESIST is then selected if the interfacial flux is needed, and 

equation (79) is used. In the bulk phase, subroutine CLCFLX 

is selected, and equation (53) is employed. The user 

interface with the program, subroutine INITAL, also had to be 

modified in order to be able to input the additional variables 

needed for simulation for interface transfer resistance, the 

partition coefficient and the mass transfer coefficients. 

These are held in the common area of the program. The files 

containing the FORTRAN code for these three modified 

subroutines, INITAL, DIFEQ1, and RESIST, along with the 

modified common area GLOBALS.CMN, are included in this 

dissertation as Appendix 7. 

Comparison of the simple and Complete Models 

These two versions of the models for electrophoresis were 

compared, as one test to establish that the complete model was 

giving reasonable results. It cannot be expected that the 

results will be exactly equivalent, since the complete model 

includes the effects of additional components, accounting for 

pH, electrophoretic velocity dependence on conductivity, 

conservation of charge, and electroneutrality. However, in 

order to minimize these effects and make the comparison as 

close as possible, the following strategy was employed. The 

partitioned component was chosen to be a strong base, so that 
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its ionization behavior is unaffected by local pH changes. 

Furthermore, it is present at a concentration of less than 

1/4000 of that of the next most dilute component. Therefore, 

any spacial fluctuations in its concentration have little 

effect on the pH or conductivity of the system. The 

electrophoretic velocity for the simple model was obtained 

from the product of the electrophoretic mobility and the 

applied voltage gradient. Also, the buffer used was 0.01 M 

cacodylate-Tris, pH 7, to minimize the effects of hydrogen and 

hydroxyl ions. 

Figure 4.7 compares the simplified and complete models 

for a simulation in which both electrophoresis and diffusion 

occur with equilibrium at the interface. The initial 

concentration distribution is the static equilibrium. The 

applied electric field is attempting to move the strong base 

from the equilibrium preferred phase into the non-preferred 

phase. Two important features of this simulation should be 

noted. Material tends to concentrate at the interface in both 

the simple and complete models. This indicates that even the 

simple model, which only accounts for electrophoresis and 

diffusion of a single component with equilibrium at the 

interface, is enough to produce the kind of polarizations 

noted in the experiments. Secondly, the results from the two 

models are quite similar. This is emphasized in Table 4.5, 

which reports concentrations obtained from both models at 
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Initial Condition 

D 8 Simplified Model 
Complete Model 

-0.075 0.000 0.075 
.-, 

(10-) Distance from Interface (m) 

Comparison of Simple and Complete Models for 
MBE with Equilibrium Boundary Condition 

Solution Domain = 0.005 m, dx = 2.5(10)-5 m, t = 60 sec., dt 
= 0.1 sec. ~Simplified Model), c j a -co = 0.2 mole/m3

, c j bco = 
0.082 mole/m, K = 0.41, cll j = ~j 'b' = 1(10)-8 m2/v-sec. ' 'The 
parameters for the 10 roM Trfs-cacodylate pH 6.89 buffer are 
given in Table 5.2. 
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Table 4.5 Comparison of Simple Numerical and Complete 
Numerical Simulations for Moving Boundary 
Electrophoresis - Equilibrium Boundary Condition 

Distance from Simplified Model Complete Model 
Interface Concentration Concentration 

(10) 2 m (10)2 mole/m3 (10)2 mole/m3 

Phase a 

-0.0125 20.647 21. 319 

-0.0100 21.366 22.376 

0.0075 22.871 24.250 

-0.0050 26.005 27.550 

-0.0025 32.514 33.327 

0.0000 45.991 43.482 

Phase b 

0.0000 18.856 17.828 

0.0025 18.660 17.467 

0.0050 18.432 17.104 

0.0075 18.171 16.700 

0.0100 17.864 16.261 

0.0125 17.539 15.789 

Solution Domain = 0.005 m, dx = 2.5(10)-5 m, t = 60 sec., dt 
= 0.1 sec. ~Simplified Model), c j a -CD = 0.2 mole/m3 , c j bCD = 
0.082 mole/m, K = 0.41, O. = 01.'b'= 1(10)-8 m2/V-sec. ' 'The 

1,jJ , 
parameters for the 10 roM Tr1s-cacodylate pH 6.89 buffer are 
given in Table 5.2. 
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equivalent times for spacial points near the interface. It 

can be seen that the results disagree by 6 % in the most 

extreme case. 

Figure 4.8 makes the same comparison of simple and 

complete models, but with the mass transfer resistance 

boundary condition at the interface. The methodology of the 

previous simulation is repeated, to make the comparison of 

simple and complete models as close as possible. Again, the 

partitioned strong base is predicted to concentrate at the 

interface in both simulations. The results from the two 

models are within 2 %, as demonstrated in Table 4.6. 

Modeling Zone Electrophoresis in Two-Phase Systems 

Initial and boundary conditions appropriate for zone 

electrophoresis were substituted into the complete model, to 

simulate the ZE experiments performed in gels. only 

equilibrium conditions at the interface were examined by using 
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comparison of Simple and Complete Models for 
MBE with Mass Transfer Boundary Condition 

Solution Domain = 0.005 m, dx = 2.5(10)-5 m, t = 30 sec., dt 
= 0.1 sec. (simplified Model), c i a -0) = 0.2 mole/m3

, c i bO) = 
0.082 mole/m3, K = 0.41, k f = 9.389(10)-4 m/sec., kr = 2.29(1'0)-3 
m/sec, wi a = ~ i b = 1 (10) -8 m2/V-sec. The parameters for the 10 
roM Tris-cacodylate pH 6.89 buffer are given in Table 5.2. 
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Table 4.6 Comparison of Simple Numerical and Complete 
Numerical Simulations for Moving Boundary 
Electrophoresis - Mass Transfer Boundary Condition 

Distance from Simplified Model Complete Model 
Interface Concentration Concentration 

(10) 2 m (10)2 mole/m3 (10)2 mole/m3 

Phase a 

-0.0125 21. 309 21. 320 

-0.0100 23.152 23.171 

-0.0075 27.464 27.496 

-0.0050 37.409 37.458 

-0.0025 60.062 60.121 

0.0000 111.098 111.106 

Phase b 

0.000 1.479 1.460 

0.0025 1.572 1.555 

0.0050 1. 749 1.734 

0.0075 2.021 2.008 

0.0100 2.389 2.379 

0.0125 2.847 2.839 

Solution Domain = 0.005 m, dx = 2.5(10)-5 m, t = 30 sec., dt 
= 0.1 sec. (Simplified Model), c j a -co = 0.2 mole/m3, c j bco = 
0.082 mole/m3, K = 0.41, k f = 9.389(10)-4 m/sec., kr = 2.29(1'0)-3 
nt/sec, nj a = nj b = 1 (10) -8 m2/v-sec. The parameters for the 10 
mM Tris-cacodytate pH 6.89 buffer are given in Table 5.2. 
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equations (67) and (68). Boundary condition equations (69) 

and (70) become 

c· =0 @ x=+oo 
~.a 

(82) 

(83) 

The initial conditions, equations (71) and (72) are replaced 

with the initial zone sample distribution. For example, in 

phase b, an approximation to a Gaussian curve 

(84) 

where a is the standard deviation and, in this equation only, 

~ is the mean, would represent the sample zone concentration 

distribution. This would form one initial condition. The 

remaining initial condition would then be 

c· =0 @ t=O 
~.a 

(85) 

other initial distributions, such as the delta function, could 

also be employed. 
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Demonstration of the relationship between equilibrium and 
transfer models 

In Chapter 2, it was demonstrated analytically that in 

the limit of no resistance to mass transfer, the mass transfer 

model becomes mathematically identical to the equilibrium 

model. This is demonstrated by the computer simulations 

presented in Figure 4.9, which compares an equilibrium 

simulation to equivalent mass transfer models. For the three 

mass transfer simulations, the mass transfer coefficient is 

successively increased by 100 fold each time. The low mass 

transfer case concentration profile is quite different than 

that of the equilibrium case. The medium and high transfer 

cases are quite similar to the equilibrium one, and 

furthermore, there is not much difference between the medium 

and high case. Thus, as the transfer coefficient approaches 

infinity and resistance decreases to zero, the mass transfer 

boundary condition behavior behaves like that of the 

equilibrium boundary condition as predicted analytically. 

Further Mathematical Analysis of the Two-Phase Problem 

The sUbsections which follow discuss some simple 

mathematical analysis which further illuminate the discussion 

of electrophoretic solute transport near interfaces. The 

first one checks on the validity of the numerical solution by 

examining a limiting case. The next analysis examines the 

question of why the requirement of solute equilibration across 
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comparison of Equilibrium and Mass Transfer 
B.C. simulations of MBE as a Approaches 
Infinity - One Component Partitioned 

a = 2.29 (10)-7 m/sec. for low mass transfer case 2.29 (10)-5 
m/sec. for medium mass transfer, and 2.29 (10)-3 m/sec. for 
high mass transfer. output is at 1 min. 200 grid points over 
a 0.005 m column, with 20 A/m2 constant current applied. K = 
0.41. The parameters for the 10 roM ammonium acetate pH 5 
buffer are given in Table 5.2. 
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the interface leads to polarization effects here. This 

requires solving the equilibrium model equations for fluxes 

instead of concentrations, and examining the results. Lastly, 

I discuss the energy requirements for a molecule of solute to 

cross the interface. 

Estimating t.he Effect of a Limiting Case - No Transport across 
the Interface 

A simple check can be made on the validity of the 

numerical solutions to the problem of transport across the 

interface. One can estimate what would happen if instead of 

an interface allowing' a limited amount of transport being 

present, there was instead an impermeable wall in its place. 

In this case no solute would be transferred to the adjacent 

phase, and all of it would concentrate next to the wall. The 

mass transport resistance model simulation presented in Table 

4.6 shows the largest concentration next to the interface of 

all simulation runs made. It is therefore the most stringent 

test and will be compared with the estimate for the 

impermeable wall. The amount of solute which concentrated 

next to the interface in this simulation should be less than 

the amount which piles up next to the impermeable wall. 

The simulation in Table 4.6 takes place over a total 

length of 0.005 m., and the simulation package calculates the 

total voltage drop over this length as 2.652 V. The voltage 

gradient is then approximately 530 Vim. everywhere in the 
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simulation, at all times. The electrophoretic mobility of the 

solute is 1 (10)-8 m2/v-sec., so the electrophoretic velocity 

is 5.304 (10)-6 m./sec. The grid point spacings in the 

simulation are 2.5 (10)-5 m. and the simulation runs for 30 

seconds. Ignoring diffusion, the concentration at the last 

grid point before the wall should increase by a factor of 

(5.304 (10) -6m. /sec.) (30sec.) =6.36 
(2 . 5 (10) -5 m. ) 

(86) 

at the most. The concentration starts at 0.2 mol/m3 , so it 

can go as high as 1.3 mOI/m3 • The maximum value returned by 

the simulations is 1.111 mOI/m3 • since in the simulation 

diffusion is accounted for and the interface is not 

impermeable, some solute goes through. The value obtained by 

the simulation looks quite reasonable by this test. 

Flux Interpretation of the Equilibrium Model 

It is relatively easy to understand why solute can 

polarize at the interface if local resistance to transport 

exists there. If flux at the interface from equation (79) has 

a different value than that obtained in the bulk phases on 

either side from equation (53), polarization must occur. 

The reason for polarization occurring in the equilibrium 

boundary condition model is more subtle. I will first present 

a physical argument to account for this, which leads to a 
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mathematical explanation. 

Solutes are carried to and from the interface by 

electrophoresis in a conventional fashion in the bulk phases. 

At the interface, the solute is acted upon by the special 

requirement of phase equilibrium, that is, the concentrations 

on either side of the interface must conform with the 

partition coefficient. 

equilibrium. 

They are "locked together" by the 

Looking at the problem mathematically, imposing 

equilibrium between two grid points on either side of the 

interface requires the flux across the interface to be 

attenuated so that the equilibrium is maintained. It is 

obvious that not just any fluxes on either side will result in 

this condition being upheld. The necessary flux can be 

calculated by solving equation (74) for the flux across the 

interface, f25 in this example, yielding 

(87) 

Substituting in the equilibrium relationship, equation (67), 

for the new concentration at grid point 25, followed by the 

finite difference approximation for the new concentration at 
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grid point 26, equation (75), one obtains after rearrangement 

as the required flux across the interface. Since this value 

for f25 is not generally equal to the fluxes f24 and f 26 , 

concentration polarizations usually occur at the intermediate 

gridpoints. Furthermore, if K = 1, then 

for K=l (89) 

since c 24 equals c 26 for this special case of moving boundary 

electrophoresis. The interface has no effect on transport. 

Energy Required for Electrophoresis 

Another argument based on physical reasoning can be made 

to explain why the electric field is not strong enough to 

drive a protein across the interface. Our everyday experience 

with electricity is that it is a very strong force. However, 

if we compare the energy that a molecule has from Brownian 

motion at room temperature to that of a protein undergoing 

electrophoresis (suggested by J. Baygents, personal com-

munication), we can see that random diffusional motion is 
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actually much more energetic. First the two are equated: 

(90) 

For hemoglobin at pH 5, for example, the protein's charge is 

approximately 50. The interface is approximately 1 (10)-9 m 

thick. Evaluating kT at 298 K, it turns out that in order to 

impart equivalent electrical energy to the hemoglobin, an 

external field of over 500,000 VIm would have to be applied. 

This is far greater than practical due to the amount of heat 

that would be generated. Random thermal motion is unable to 

overcome the energy barrier and cause uniform distribution of 

hemoglobin throughout the system - the best it can do is 

eventually reach the equilibrium distribution. The electric 

fields that can realistically be applied cannot overcome this 

energy barrier either. 

stability and Convergence of the Complete simulations 

Earlier papers on the model for electrophoresis in single 

phase systems (Palusinski et al., 1986, Mosher, Saville, and 

Thormann, 1992) have addressed the question of stability for 

these complex simulations. The usual criterion for stability 

for a five point finite difference formula such as the Runga-
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Kutta Fehlberg method employed in the complete simulations is 

A= At 
(Ax) 2 

<2-
16 

(91) 

However, this has proved inadequate to describe the behavior 

of even the single phase model. It has been demonstrated that 

cases with A greater than 3/16 can yield a stable solution. 

Furthermore, solutions generated with different values of ~t 

and ~x which gave the same value of A could be either stable 

or unstable. Unstable numerical behavior usually manifests 

itself as undamped oscillation of the solution near areas 

where the concentration is changing rapidly, such as at the 

interface. I have used the same empirical method as employed 

in the earlier works to overcome this problem. Based on 

experience acquired in earlier simulations, a mesh size is 

chosen for a simulation attempt, along with a starting time 

step size. The simulation is then run for a short time as a 

trial. If undamped oscillations occur, the spacial mesh is 

made finer until an acceptable solution is obtained. This is 

demonstrated in the two simulations shown in Figure 4.10. 
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The Effect of Grid Size on the stability of 
the Complete Numerical Simulation 

Concentration profile for hemoglobin for two different column 
lengths is compared. Only HbG is partitioned. For coarse 
grid, solution domain is 0.005 m divided into 200 gridpoints. 
For fine grid, domain is 0.002 m. Equilibrium at interface, 
with K = 0.41 (electrophoresis is from preferred phase a 
towards non-preferred phase b). One minute is simulated, with 
initial time step 1 (10) -4 min. 20 A/m2 constant current 
applied. Parameters for the 10 roM ammonium acetate pH 5 
buffer are given in Table 5.2, and for HbG, Table 5.4. 
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RESULTS FROM SIMULATION OF TWO-PHASE ELECTROPHORESIS 

In this chapter, simulation results from the complete 

models for electrophoresis in aqueous two-phase systems are 

presented. Only one component, the one of interest, is 

considered to be partitioned at the interface; All the other 

components in the simulation behave as though electrophoresis 

is taking place in a bulk phase. This simplifies the 

interpretation of the results. Since the partition 

coefficient of small salts is usually close to 1, this 

provides a good approximation. 

Results from the equilibrium boundary condition model are 

emphasized, as it is the simplest of the two developed. As 

demonstrated earlier, it is a special case of the mass trans

fer boundary condition model. First, MBE is examined, to 

simUlate the U-tube experiments. The effect of changing the 

supporting buffer from the pH 7 case to the experimentally 

studied 10 roM ammonium acetate pH 5 is explored. The 

remainder of the simUlations are run using this pH 5 buffer, 

as much of the experimental work was conducted in it. The 

model is tested to determine if inverting the partition 

coefficient has an equivalent effect to that of reversing the 

current flow. A simUlation is run for an extended time, and 

the behavior at long times is noted. Changes in the value of 

the partition coefficient are shown to have an important 
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effect, as was demonstrated in the experimental work. 

MQre complicated cases are then studied. The effect of 

the solute having differing mobilities in the two bulk phases, 

as is usually the case in PEG - Dextran systems is simulated. 

The effect of changing the ionic nature of the solute is 

examined by modeling the behavior of a weak base and a 

protein. Finally, a simulation is run in which the 

concentration of the partitioned solute is close enough to 

that of the buffering ions to have a significant effect on 

them. This causes variations in the pH and conductivity 

profiles, which leads to further effects. 

The behavior of the mass transfer resistance model under 

MBE conditions is explored to a much smaller extent. As was 

demonstrated 

identical to 

in the previous section, 

the equilibrium one if 

this model becomes 

the mass transfer 

coefficient becomes large enough. The effect of varying the 

coefficient is shown to affect transport as expected, with 

smaller transfer coefficients leading to increased 

concentrations near the interface. 

Zone electrophoresis is also simulated for comparison 

with the results obtained in gelled two-phase systems. Only 

equilibrium at the interface was studied by modeling. For 

this case, the model predicts dilution upon electrophoresis 

from preferred towards non-preferred phase, and concentration 

in the opposite direction. These results are opposite of 
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those obtained for MBE. They correctly reflect the phenomena 

observed in the actual ZE gels. 

simulations of MBE with Equilibrium Boundary Condition 

The first simulations discussed examine the effect of 

some simple changes in the parameters for the model. 

changing the Supporting Buffer 

The effect of changing the nature of the supporting 

buffer is examined in Table 5.1. A comparison is made between 

simulations in which a strong base is the partitioned 

component. In one case the supporting buffer is cacodylate

Tris, pH 6.89, and in the other ammonium acetate, pH 5. All 

other parameters in the simulation are equivalent. The 

compositions and parameters used to simulate these buffers are 

given in Table 5.2. The pH 6.89 simulation demonstrates a 

larger, sharper zone of the partitioned base concentrating at 

the interface compared with the pH 5 case. This result can be 

attributed to the lower conductivity of the pH 6.89 buffer, 

0.0377 Sim compared with 0.0647 Sim for pH 5. since current 

in both simulations is controlled at 1 rnA, the voltage 

gradient in the pH 6.89 simulation is higher. This results in 

more partitioned base being transported to the interface, 

causing the larger concentration peak. 
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Comparison of Equilibrium MBE Simulations of 
Strong Base with Tris-cacodylate pH 6.89 
buffer or Ammonium Acetate pH 5 Buffer - One 
component Partitioned 

Distance from pH 6.89 Buffer pH 5.00 Buffer 
Interface Concentration Concentration 

(10)2 m (10)2 mole/m3 (10)2 mole/m3 

Phase a 

-0.0125 21. 32 21.90 

-0.0100 22.38 22.91 

-0.0075 24.25 24.41 

-0.0050 27.55 26.62 

-0.0025 33.33 29.82 

0.0000 43.48 34.46 

Phase b 

0.0000 17.83 14.13 

0.0025 17.47 13.65 

0.0050 17.10 13.18 

0.0075 16.70 12.69 

0.0100 16.26 12.22 

0.0125 15.79 11. 75 

Parameters for buffers are given in Table 5.2. output is at 
1 minute, with the initial time step 1 (10)-4 min. Solution 
domain is 0.005 m divided into 200 gridpoints, with 20 A/m2 
constant current applied. K is 0.41. 
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Table 5.2. Parameters for Buffers used in simulations 

mobility 
concentration factor 

ion (moljm3 ) pK (m2jV-sec) 

10 roM ammonium acetate, pH 5 

OAc- 1 (10) -5 . 4.76 4.12(10)-8 

NH/ 6.337(10)-6 9.25 6.39 (10) -8 

10 roM Tris-cacodylate, pH 6.89 

cacodylate- 1(10)-5 6.21 2.31 (10) -8 

Tris+ 8.6 (10) -6 8.30 2.41(10-8 

The buffering solutions were simulated by the above components 
with the properties given. 
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Comparing Reversing the Electric Field with the Effect of 
Inverting the Partition Coefficient 

It was theorized that comparing simulations with the 

partition coefficient and its reciprocal would be equivalent 

to comparing simulations with a single partition coefficient, 

one with positive current flow, the other negative. This was 

tested in the simulation reported in Table 5.3. The normal 

orientation features the anode on the left at minus infinity, 

and a K of 0.41. The cathode is on the left at minus infinity 

for reverse orientation, and K is set to 2.439 (1/0.41). The 

result is evaluated by comparing concentration at -2.5 (10)-5 

m in the normal orientation with that at 2.5 (10)-5 m in the 

reversed orientation, for example. The two simulations differ 

by 0.14 % at the most, near the interface. They will be 

considered equivalent for the purposes of this dissertation. 

In all the simulation work which follows, evaluating 

simulations with the reciprocal of K ,.,ill be employed in place 

of reversing current flow. 

Extended simulation Time 

Most simulations presented in this dissertation are 

allowed to run for one minute of simulated electrophoresis 

time. At this time point, the effects occurring are usually 

well developed enough to interpret, but the influence of the 

boundary conditions imposed at the ends of the simulation 
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Table 5.3 simulation of Normal and Reversed orientations for 
Moving Boundary Electrophoresis 

Reverse 
Distance from Normal orientation orientation 

Interface Concentration Concentration 
(10)2 m (10) 2 mole/m3 (10)2 mole/m3 

Phase a 

-0.0125 21.90 11. 76 

-0.0100 22.91 12.22 

-0.0075 24.41 12.70 

-0.0050 26.62 13.17 

-0.0025 29.82 13.65 

0.0000 34.46 14.11 

Phase b 

0.0000 14.13 34.43 

0.0025 13.65 29.81 

0.0050 13.18 26.61 

0.0075 12.69 24.41 

0.0100 12.22 22.91 

0.0125 11. 75 21.90 

otherwise identical simulations were run to determine if a 
value of l/K gave comparable results to one in which current 
flow was reversed. For the normal orientation, K = 0.41, 
current is 20 A/m2. For reversed orientation, K = 2.439, 
current is -20 A/m2. output is at 1 minute, with the initial 
time step 1 (10)-4 min. solution domain is 0.005 m divided 
into 200 gridpoints. Parameters for buffer are given in Table 
5.2. 
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space have not yet caused disturbances in behavior at the 

interface. The results therefore correctly approximate the 

infinite nature of the separation space needed to model moving 

boundary or zone electrophoresis. Figure 5.1 presents 

concentration profiles from a simulation which was allowed to 

progress for a longer time, 20 minutes. Data at times 0, 0.1, 

0.5, 1, 5, and 10 minutes are shown. A close up of the 

interfacial region is superimposed in the upper right hand 

corner of Figure 5.1. It is obvious that the polarized region 

near the interface grows larger with increasing time, but the 

rate of growth slows at longer times. This result is 

emphasized in Figure 5.2, where the concentration at the grid 

point to the left of the interface is plotted as a function of 

time. The peak height grows at a large rate initially, but by 

20 minutes, the height of the peak no longer increases, to the 

value of the fourth significant digit as calculated by the 

computer. The reason for this pattern becomes ..::pparent when 

the flux values near the interface are examined, as in Table 

5.4. At 0.1 minutes simulated, the fluxes on either side of 

the interface are quite different from those further away in 

the bulk fluid. Because flux across the interface is smaller 

than that in the preferred bulk phase, solute concentrates to 

the left of the interface. By the time 1 minute has been 

simulated, flux across the interface and in the non-preferred 

phase has grown to more closely approach flux in the preferred 
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concentration Profiles for 10 Minute MBE 
simulation One Component Partitioned, 
Equilibrium B.C. 

Concentration profiles for a strong base with n = 1 (10) -8 m2/V
sec are displayed at 0,0.1,0.5,1,5, and 10 minutes simulated. 
The initial time step is 1 (10) -4 min. Sol ution domain is 
0.005 m divided into 200 gridpoints, with 20 A/m2 constant 
current applied. K is 0.41. Parameters for the 10 roM 
ammonium acetate pH 5 buffer are given in Table 5.2. A close
up of the interfacial region is shown in the upper right hand 
corner. 
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Figure 5.2 Concentration at Interface in MBE Simulation 
- One Component Partitioned, Equilibrium B.C. 

The concentration in the preferred phase at the grid point 
next to the interface of a strong base with n = 1(10)-8 m2/V
sec is plotted as a function of time. The initial time step 
1(10)-4 min. Solution domain is 0.005 m divided into 200 
gridpoints, with 20 A/m2 constant current applied. K is 0.41. 
Parameters for the 10 roM ammonium acetate pH 5 buffer are 
given in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.4 simulation of Flux Near the Interface at Various 
Time Points during MBE - One Component Partitioned, 
Equilibrium B.C. 

( 105 ) Distance ( 109 ) Flux (mole/m2-sec. ) 
from Interface 

(m) Time = 0.1 Time = 1.0 Time = 20 
(min. ) (min. ) (min. ) 

-10.0 6.071 5.781 6.183 

-7.5 5.893 5.632 6.183 

-5.0 5.527 5.441 6.183 

-2.5 4.911 5.181 6.183 

0.0 3.927 4.876 6.183 

2.5 3.520 4.762 6.183 

5.0 3.178 4.618 6.183 

7.5 2.902 4.473 6.183 

10.0 2.721 4.322 6.183 

The flux near the interface of a strong base with n = 1(10)-8 
m2/V-sec is shown at various times. The initial time step is 
1(10)-4 min. Solution domain is 0.005 m divided into 200 
gridpoints, with 20 A/m2 constant current applied. K is 0.41. 
Parameters for the 10 roM ammonium acetate pH 5 buffer are 
given in Table 5.2. 
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phase. Finally, at 20 minutes, all the fluxes near the 

interface are approximately equal. The concentration of 

solute to the left of the interface has grown large enough to 

force enough solute across to keep up with bulk 

electrophoresis. No further concentration changes therefore 

take place near the interface, so a type of steady state has 

been reached here. Far away from the interface, the moving 

boundary of solute must continue to migrate towards the 

boundary located at positive infinity. 

Magnitude of the Partition Coefficient 

The absolute size of the partition coefficient effects 

the concentration profile which develops in the equilibrium 

boundary condition simulations, as is demonstrated by Figure 

5.3. Two different values of K are examined. In both cases, 

phase a is the preferred phase, so that electrophoresis is 

from preferred into non-preferred phase. Material in both 

these simulations tends to concentrate on the preferred phase 

side of the interface. As the partitioning between the phases 

becomes greater (the partition coefficient decreases from a 

value of 1), the observed polarization increases. This can be 

predicted by evaluating equation (88) for transport from 

preferred towards non-preferred phase. It also agrees with 

the experimental results for free fluid electrophoresis as 

shown by comparing Figures 3.7 and 3.9. K was decreased from 
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Effect of the Magnitude of the Partition 
Coefficient in MBE simulation - One Component 
Partitioned, Equilibrium B.C. 

Concentration profiles for a strong base with n = 1(10)-8 m2/v-
sec are displayed for K = 0.41 and K = 0.082. Electrophoresis 
is from preferred phase a towards non-preferred phase b. One 
minute is simulated, with initial time step 1 (10) -4 min. 
Solution domain is 0.005 m divided into 200 gridpoints, with 
20 A/m2 constant current applied. Parameters for the 10 roM 
ammonium acetate pH 5 buffer are given in Table 5.2. 
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approximately 1 in Figure 3.9 to 0.134 in Figure 3.7, and a 

concentrated zone appears near the interface, in the right leg 

of the U tube in preferred phase. 

Changing Preferred Phase to Non-Preferred Phase 

Figure 5.4 also demonstrates the results of simulations 

where K is varied. For the simulation where K is 0.41, the 

solute is being transported from preferred to non-preferred 

phase, and concentration is predicted near the interface. If 

K is changed to 2.439 (1/0.41), the solute is electrophoresed 

from non-preferred to preferred phase. In this case, this 

model predicts a small dilution to occur at the interface. 

Finally, if K is set equal to 1, neither phase is preferred, 

and the solute is evenly distributed between the phases at 

equilibrium. The model predicts that the interface has no 

observable effect on the transport of the solute under these 

conditions and no polarization is calculated for the 

interface. This result could also be predicted from equation 

(88) • 

The experimental result for K less than 1, demonstrating 

transport from preferred towards non-preferred phase is shown 

in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 in the right leg of the U tube. The 

model predicts the visible concentration seen in the preferred 

phase. It also predicts that concentration must rise in the 

non-preferred phase near the interface. This result was not 
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Simulation of Changing the Preferred Phase in 
MBE - One Component Partitioned, Equilibrium 
B.C. 

Concentration profiles for a strong base, n = 1(10)-8m2/v-sec 
for K = 0.41 (electrophoresis from preferred phase a towards 
non-preferred b), K = 2.439 (electrophoresis from non
preferred a towards preferred b), and K = 1 (neither 
preferred) . 1 minute simulated, with initial time step 1 
(10)-4 min. Solution domain is 0.005 m divided into 200 
gridpoints, with 20 A/m2 constant current. Parameters for the 
10 roM ammonium acetate pH 5 buffer are given in Table 5.2. 
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noted experimentally. Instead, some wisps of solute move away 

from the interface. These can be seen in Figure 3.7 B above 

5.2 cm in the right hand leg and in Figure 3.8 B below 3.2 cm. 

The difference could be the result. of convective mixing not 

accounted for by the simulation. 

The experimental result for K greater than I, demon

strating transport from non-preferred towards preferred phase 

is shown in the left leg of the U tube in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. 

In both experiments, the moving boundary of solute can be seen 

migrating into the bulk of the non-preferred phase, as 

predicted by the simulations. The small dilution that the 

model predicts at the interface can also be seen in Figure 

3.8. The width of this dilute zone is affected by the change 

in mobility across the interface, as discussed in the 

experimental section. If this dilution does occur in Figure 

3.7, it would remain undetected because of the low 

concentration everywhere in the non-preferred phase. 

Bulk Phase Mobility Differences 

A more complex situation is examined in Figures 5.5 and 

5.6, where the partitioned species has one half the mobility 

in phase a compared with phase b. A mobility difference 

between the bulk phases is quite common, due to the dissimilar 

viscosities. This difference in and of itself is enough to 

cause polarization, as demonstrated in Figure 5.5. These 
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Effect of Bulk Phase Mobility Difference with 
K = 1 on UBE simulation - One Component 
Partitioned, Equilibrium B.C. 

Concentration profiles for a strong base are displayed. In 
one simulation, n is 1 (10) -8 m2/V-sec in both phases, in the 
other, it is doubled in phase b. Neither phase is preferred. 
One minute is simulated, with initial time step 1 (10)-4 min. 
Solution domain is 0.005 m divided into 200 gridpoints, with 
20 A/m2 constant current applied. Parameters for the 10 roM 
ammonium acetate pH 5 buffer are given in Table 5.2. 
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Effect of Bulk Phase Mobility Difference with 
K = 0.41 on MBE simulation - One Component 
Partitioned, Equilibrium B.C. 

Concentration profiles for a strong base are displayed. In 
one simulation, n is 1(10)-8 m2/v-sec in both phases, in the 
other, it is doubled in phase b. K = 0.41, so electrophoresis 
is from preferred phase a towards non-preferred b. One minute 
is simulated, with initial time step 1 (10)-4 min. Solution 
domain is 0.005 m divided into 200 gridpoints, with 20 A/m2 

constant current applied. Parameters for the 10 roM ammonium 
acetate pH 5 buffe~ are given in Table 5.2. 
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simulations were run with a partition coefficient of 1, so 

that partitioning had no effect on the outcome. still, 

because the flux is lower in phase a than in b, a dilution 

occurs at the transition into b because material is leaving 

faster than it can be replaced in the region. In Figure 5.6, 

K is decreased to 0.41 for both curves. This causes material 

to concentrate at the interface because of partitioning 

considerations. However, the amount of polarization at the 

interface decreases with increased mobility in phase b, as 

would be expected from the result of Figure 5.5. 

other Solutes - Weak Bases and Proteins 

Ionization behavior effects the concentration profiles 

which develops near the interface. A weak base with a pK of 

5 and a mobility of 1(10)-8 m2/V-sec. is compared with a strong 

base with equivalent mobility in Figure 5.7. Because the pH 

of the mixture is 5, only one half of the weak base is 

dissociated into ionized form. Compared with the strong base, 

only one half is undergoing electrophoresis, and consequently, 

the amount polarized at the interface is approximately one 

half of the strong base case. 

Behavior of the protein hemoglobin is examined in Figure 

5.8. The properties of hemoglobin used to model its behavior 

are found in Table 5.5. A run made with a strong base, with 

a mobility of 1 (10) -8 m2/V-sec is provided for comparison. 
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comparison of Weak and strong Bases as 
Partitioned Solute in MBE simulation - One 
Component Partitioned, Equilibrium B.C. 

Concentration profiles for a strong base with n = 1(10)-8 m2/v-
sec are compared with a weak base with the same n and a pK of 
5. K is 0.41 (electrophoresis is from preferred phase a 
towards non-preferred phase b). One minute is simulated, with 
initial time step 1 (10)-4 min. solution domain is 0.005 m 
divided into 200 gridpoints, with 20 A/m2 constant current 
applied. Parameters for the 10 mM ammonium acetate pH 5 
buffer are given in Table 5.2. 
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Comparison of Hemoglobin and strong Base as 
Partitioned Solute in MBE simulation - One 
Component Partitioned, Equilibrium B.C. 

Concentration profile for hemoglobin is compared with a strong 
base with n = 1(10)-8m2/v-sec. K is 0.41 (electrophoresis is 
from preferred phase a towards non-preferred phase b). One 
minute is simulated, with initial time step 1 (10) -4 min. 
Solution domain is 0.005 m divided into 200 gridpoints, with 
20 A/m2 constant current applied. Parameters for the 10 roM 
ammonium acetate pH 5 buffer are given in Table 5.2. The 
information for HbG is in Table 5.4. 
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Table 5.5 Parameters Used in the simulation of the Behavior 
of Hemoglobin 

pH charge z 

3.0 68.5 

3.5 43.5 

4.5 25.5 

6.0 10.25 

8.0 -10.25 

9.0 -20.5 

10.0 -30.75 

11. 0 -50.0 

11. 5 -63.5 

The GENTRANS Version 7 package requires the diffusion 
coefficient and the charge vs. pH behavior to use the 
Linderstrom-Lang approximation for the effect of ionic 
strength on protein mobility. The diffusion coefficient for 
HbG was specified as 6.8 (10) -11 m2/sec. Titration data was 
originally reported by Cohn, Green, and Blanchard. It has 
been linearized and is presented above. 
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Behavior of Hemoglobin as Partitioned Solute; 
The Effect of Grid Size - One Component 
Partitioned, MBE, Equilibrium B.C. 

Concentration profile for HbG for two different column lengths 
is compared. For coarse grid solution domain is 0.005 m 
divided into 200 gridpoints. For fine grid, domain is 0.002 
m. K is 0.41 (electrophoresis is from preferred phase a 
towards non-preferred phase b). One minute is simulated, with 
ini tialtime step 1 (10) -4 min. 20 A/m2 constant current 
applied. Parameters for the 10 roM ammonium acetate pH 5 
buffer are given iO Table 5.2, and for HbG, Table 5.4. 
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For both simulations, K is set at 0.41. The protein is also 

predicted to concentrate at the interface, when electro

phoresis is from preferred to non-preferred phase. The 

irregularity to the left of the concentrated zone is due to 

the difficulty in numerically simulating the sharp gradient in 

concentration in that neighborhood, when the strong base and 

the HbG are compared with otherwise identical simulation 

parameters. This irregularity can be eliminated by using a 

finer spacial grid, as shown in Figure 5.9. 

As this model system is the closest to that studied in 

the u-tube experiments with hemoglobin as the solute, the 

simulation results can be compared with the actual system. 

The concentration at the interface is predicted to more than 

double in one minutes time. The width of the concentrated 

zone is less than half a millimeter wide. We know from the 

simulation which was allowed to carryon for an extended time 

(Figures 5.1, 5.2 and Table 5.4) that the width and magnitude 

of the high concentration zone will not be predicted to 

increase much further and a time-invariant state will be 

reached near the interface. In the experimental system, after 

15 minutes of electrophoresis with conditions similar to the 

simulation, the width of the concentrated zone is ap

proximately 1 mm wide (result not shown). The concentration 

has increased, but the amount of gain is difficult to judge. 

The width of this zone only grows to about 2 mm. over the 
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course of 2 hours (Figure 3.7 B). This agreement is 

quantitatively quite good, within the limitation of the 

crudeness of measurement in the experimental system. 

Additionally, the model does not account for convection in 

these systems, which surely is a factor when polarized zones 

such as this develop in real world situations. 

High Solute Concentration Interactive systems 

The remaining MBE simulation presented in this section 

demonstrate the interactions which occur when the concen

tration of partitioned solute is similar to that of the 

buffering salts. The partitioned component was initially over 

1000 times more dilute than the next lowest concentration 

component in results reported above. Even when it polarized 

near the interface, the change in concentration was not enough 

to much affect the pH or conductivity profiles. There was 

consequently minimal interaction between components. Figure 

5.10 gives results from a simulation in which the partitioned 

component concentration has been increased to nearly one third 

that of the next most dilute component. Here, because the 

partitioned strong base increases in concentration near the 

interface, the like charged ammonium ion is depleted while the 

oppositely charged acetate increases slightly. This, along 

with pH change, maintains local electroneutrality. The pH 

change near the interface is shown in Figure 5.11. Because 
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Figure 5.10 concentration Profile for Interactive MBE 
simUlation of strong Base Behavior - One 
component Partitioned, Equilibrium B.C. 

The concentration of the strong base with n = 1 (10) -8 m2/v-sec 
is increased so it affects the other two components 
measurably. K is 0.41 (electrophoresis is from preferred 
phase a towards non-preferred phase b). One minute is 
simulated, with initial time step 1 (10) -4 min. Solution 
domain is 0.005 m divided into 200 gridpoints, with 20 A/m2 

constant current applied. Parameters for the 10 roM ammonium 
acetate pH 5 buffer are given in Table 5.2. 
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pH profile for the simulation described in Figure 5.10. 
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Conductivity profile for the simulation described in Figure 
5.10. 
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the pH changes, the ionization of the \",eak acetate and 

ammonium ions is affected. Figure 5.12 demonstrates that 

conductivity is predicted to decrease near the interface, 

because of the changes in pH and ion concentration near the 

interface. This causes the electrophoretic fluxes of all 

components to be elevated in this region. 

Results from Moving Boundary Electrophoresis simulations with 
Mass Transfer Boundary Condition 

Behavior of the mass transfer coefficient model is 

presented in this section. These results are de-emphasized in 

comparison with those from the equilibrium model. The mass 

transfer model was shown earlier to reduce to the equilibrium 

model as the mass transfer coefficient was increased towards 

infinity. Because we do not have reliable values for these 

coefficients, we must make estimates of them. If the estimate 

is increased enough, the equilibrium model behavior is 

produced. We therefore have concentrated on modeling 

equilibrium, and have run simulations for the only case for 

which the mass transfer resistance model provides unique 

results. These simulations involved varying the mass transfer 

coefficient. 

Magnitude of the Mass Transfer Coefficient 

In Figure 5.13, concentration profiles from simulations 

which use a mass transfer resistance model at the interface 
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simulation of the Effect of Magnitude of the 
Mass Transfer Coefficient on MBE One 
Component Partitioned, Mass Transfer B.C. 

Concentration profiles for a strong base, n = 1 (10) -8 m2/v-sec, 
for two simulations, one with a = 2.29(10)-7 m/sec, the other 
with a = 2.29(10)-6Jn/sec. Output is at 1 minute, with the 
initial time step 1 (10)-4 min. Solution domain is 0.005 m 
divided into 200 gridpoints, with 20 A/m2 constant current 
applied. K is 0.41. Parameters for the 10 roM Tris
cacodylate, pH 6.89 buffer are given in Table 5.2. 
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are shown. Two sets of values for these coefficient are 

compared, a low interfacial mass transfer rate and a high 

rate. As expected, the case with a lower mass transfer rate 

demonstrates a greater concentration of the strong base at the 

interface for equivalent electric fields applied for the same 

amount of time. The mass transfer coefficient (a) for the low 

transport case corresponds with the value measured by Shanbhag 

for human met-hemoglobin in a two-phase systems similar to 

that in which experiments were performed (see Table 2.1). 

simulation of Zone Electrophoresis with Equilibrium Boundary 
Condition 

simulations were run in which the initial and boundary 

conditions were changed to reflect those corresponding to ZE, 

for comparison with the results obtained experimentally in 

gels. Figure 5.14 shows the results of a simulation in which 

the partitioned solute is introduced in the preferred phase in 

a zone to the right of the interface located at position 2.5. 

The applied current induces electromigration toward the 

interface and the non-preferred phase. K is 0.41. As the 

solute reaches the interface, it is diluted to the 

concentration required by the equilibrium. Migration in the 

non-preferred phase then continues in a normal fashion. The 

net result is then migration across the interface, with 

dilution. 

These simulation results may be compared with the results 
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simulation of ZE of a strong Base from 
Preferred to Non-Preferred Phase One 
component Partitioned, Equilibrium B.C. 

The concentration profile of the strong base with n = 1(10)-8 
m2/v-sec initially approximates a zone with Gaussian 
distribution. It is crossing the interface 2 minutes later, 
moving into non-preferred phase (K is 0.41). The initial time 
step is 1 (10)-4 min. Solution domain is 0.005 m divided into 
200 gridpoints, with 20 A/m2 constant current applied. 
Parameters for the 10 roM ammonium acetate pH 5 buffer are 
given in Table 5.2. 
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simulation of ZE of a strong Base from Non
Preferred to Preferred Phase - One Component 
Partitioned, Equilibrium B.C. 

The concentration profile of the strong base with n = 1(10)-8 
m2/v-sec initially approximates a zone with Gaussian 
distribution. It is crossing the interface 2 minutes later, 
moving into preferred phase (K is 2.439). The initial time 
step is 1 (10)-4 min. solution domain is 0.005 m divided into 
200 gridpoints, with 20 A/m2 constant current applied. 
Parameters for the 10 roM ammonium acetate pH 5 buffer are 
given in Table 5.2. 
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from the gel displayed in Figure 3.11, where K is less than 1 

and electrophoresis is from preferred towards non-preferred 

phase. As predicted by the model, the concentration of the 

solute drops as the zone migrates across the interface. 

Figure 5.15 examines the results when electrophoresis 

results in transport of the zone from non-preferred towards 

preferred phase. Initial conditions and migration direction 

are in the same direction as in the previous simulation, but 

the value of K is 2.439 here. The equilibrium requires that 

the concentration of solute rises across the interface, so a 

concentration is seen in this case on the preferred side of 

the interface. 

These simulation results should be compared with the gel 

shown in Figure 3.12, where K is greater than 1 and migration 

is from non-preferred phase towards preferred. A con

centration occurs as predicted, but it takes place in the non

preferred phase, well before the interface is reached. The 

reason for this is unknown. It may be related to a migration 

of the phase forming polymers or buffers within the gel. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This dissertation has explored electrophoresis of solutes 

in aqueous two-phase systems and the effect of the interface 

on this. Similar interfaces exist in electrochromatography 

columns, iontophoresis, and living cells. Movement of charged 

solutes across these interfaces is electrokinetic in nature. 

Aqueous two-phase systems provide a simple system to study 

these more complex examples of transport. 

The experiments conducted have defined some of the 

important characteristics of some PEG-Dextran systems. Moving 

boundary electrophoresis in the U-tube apparatus and zone 

electrophoresis in gels have demonstrated the polarization 

effects which can occur at the interface of these systems. 

These arise with proteins as well as small molecular weight 

dyes in a variety of buffers over the range of pH which was 

studied. Further experimentation has shown that this 

polarization is not just the result of differing 

electrophoretic velocities for a solute in the two phases. 

Instead, the special properties of the interface alone may 

also cause polarization. What we therefore see in the 

experiments is at minimum a summation of these two effects. 

We also demonstrated experimentally that the polarizations do 

not appear to be caused by radical changes in the pH near the 

interface. 
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~10 types of models, a simplified and a more complete 

one, have been developed from first principles to explain the 

behavior of these systems. In each of these models, the 

separation space throughout which electrophoresis occurs is 

divided into two regions representing the bulk phases, with 

separate constitutive equations written for each. The 

equations are tied together by applying the proper boundary 

conditions at the interface. A further choice was explored 

between two possible sets of boundary condi tions at the 

interface, either instantaneous equilibrium or mass transfer 

resistance. Therefore, a total of four models were developed. 

All four models can simulate a characteristic effect 

manifested in the experimental work, concentration at the 

interface when electrophoresis is from a phase strongly 

preferred at equilibrium towards the less preferred phase in 

a moving boundary system. Furthermore, the complete model 

employing instantaneous equilibrium as a boundary condition at 

the interface also predicts a small dilution to occur at the 

interface when moving boundary electrophoresis is in the 

opposi te direction. Both these effects were noted in a 

minimum of 23 out of 33 experimental systems in which it might 

reasonably be expected to occur. This model also predicts 

that polarization effects will occur as well in the case of 

zone electrophoresis. These concentrations have a dependence 

on direction that is opposite in its sense from that of moving 
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In zone electrophoresis, concen-

tration is predicted to occur when transport is from non

preferred towards preferred phase. Dilution is predicted with 

electrophoresis from preferred towards non-preferred phase. 

This result is borne out by the zone electrophoresis ex

periments performed in gels. That the model correctly 

predicts such different physical manifestations of polar

izations at the interface with MBE and ZE conditions is a 

strong indication that it provides a reasonable picture of 

these systems. 

The quantitative accuracy of these simulations is more 

difficult to assess. Our attempts to use the Tiselius 

electrophoresis apparatus to measure concentrations in two

phase systems as a function of position and time were not 

successful. We are therefore dependent on visual observation 

of the polarizations of colored solutes. Accurate quan

tification of the magnitude of concentration or dilution is 

not possible due to the non-linearity of human sight. The 

length of the strongly concentrated zone can be judged 

reasonably well and compared with the model predictions. 

simulations are hampered by a lack of electrophoretic mobility 

data for solutes in these complex polymer systems. Further

more, bulk convection, which surely occurs near the polarized 

zone, is not accounted for by the model. Employing mobilities 

for solutes in buffers \vhich do not contain polymers, the 
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model predicts the width of the concentrated zone to be a 

factor of two to ten times smaller than was actually observed. 

Also, it predicts that the width of the zone should grow 

quickly over the first 15 minutes of electrophoresis, and 

should reach a steady state around this time. This sort of 

time dependence is observed. These agreements are quite good 

considering that the model is based on first principles and 

the limitations of the simUlations. 

The numerical simUlations of behavior allow many process 

variables to be quickly studied to alert the researcher to 

real systems which may be of interest for further inves

tigation. Changing buffering solutions is shown to affect the 

solute mainly by altering the conductivity and field strength, 

as well as the pH if the charge of the solute is changed by 

this. The amount of the solute which is ionized, if it is a 

weak ion, impacts the amount transported by electrophoresis 

and therefore the magnitude of polarization. Differing 

mobilities for the same solute in the two phases will cause 

differences in the electrophoretic flux. Finally, if the 

interface causes a large enough polarization of a charged 

species, the concentration distributions of the other charged 

species must react to preserve electroneutrality. Analogues 

to these results are all well known in single-phase systems. 

In order to further this work, it would be most useful if 

mobilities could be obtained for small molecule solutes in the 
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bulk phases of these systems. This data could then be input 

into the existing model, to yield a more accurate prediction 

of events at the interface. In conjunction with this, a new 

apparatus suited to measure solute concentration as a function 

of position and time in two phase systems should be built to 

replace the Tiselius apparatus. One possible device is 

described in Appendix 2. This would provide quantitative data 

to compare model predictions with and might enable a choice to 

be made between the mass transfer resistance and equilibrium 

models. Apart from the main body of work, further in

vestigation of the direction of electromigration for 

Bromphenol Blue stained albumin or myoglobin as a function of 

pH by zone electrophoresis in gels would clarify their 

behavior observed here in MBE. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Electrochromatography and Aqueous Two-Phase Systems 

Electrochromatography is a process by which mixtures of 

charged molecules, such as proteins, may be separated in a 

column containing a slurry of gel filtration resin in a 

buffering solution. The driving force is provided by an 

externally applied electric field along the axial length of 

the column. Theoretical modeling of this process has had 

limited success in the past. We wished to investigate 

similarities between the step where solute is transported from 

mobile buffer phase into stationary gel phase and compare this 

with transfer of solutes across the interface in an aqueous 

two-phase system. 

A chemical similarity was noted between Dextran, a phase 

forming polymer used in our aqueous system experiments, and 

Sephadex (Pharmacia Fine Chemicals AB, Uppsala, Sweden), a 

commercially available gel filtration medium often used in 

electrochromatography. In fact, Sephadex is prepared by 

cross-linking Dextran with epichlorohydrin. We therefore 

conducted all of these experiments with Sephadex. 

It was found that Sephadex G-200 could form a system with 

solutions of polyethylene glycol that was comparable to 

aqueous two-phase Dextran-polyethylene glycol systems. The 

mixture of resin and aqueous PEG would partition human 
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hemoglobin into the gel phase in 10 roM ammonium acetate buffer 

at pH 5. This was indicated by the red color associated with 

the Dextran. In the same buffer at pH 11.5, the gel would 

return to its usual white color, and the red hemoglobin would 

be associated with the aqueous PEG. This is exactly analogous 

to the behavior noted in the Dextran-PEG system. 

Systems containing sephadex and buffer only were also 

found to partition hemoglobin in the same manner, although not 

to as great an extent as when PEG was present. 

Our next experiment was designed to observe electro

phoresis in U-tubes containing Sephadex G-200 and PEG in 10 roM 

ammonium acetate buffer at pH 5 or 11.5 versus controls 

containing only Sephadex and buffer. Upon setting up these 

experiments, we noted Sephadex G-200 swelled to a much larger 

volume in solutions of buffer only compared with equal dry 

weights of resin in systems with both PEG and buffer. This is 

probably due to the large PEG molecules being excluded from 

the interior volume of the Sephadex bead. Therefore 

electrophoresis experiments involving Sephadex and PEG can 

only take advantage of the surface of the bead. This 

introduces an additional variable into experiments which would 

compare this system to ones containing only buffer. Because 

of this uncertainty, these experiments were discontinued. 

Even without performing a direct test, we still 

hypothesize that solute polarizations may occur at the 
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interface between mobile and resin phase in electro

chromatography columns. This effect would be dependent upon 

some partitioning of the solute between these phases, which do 

not usually contain other polymers. Polarizations may help 

explain some of the unusual results reported in electro

chromatography experfments. 
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APPENDIX 2 

Quantification of Solute Concentration in Two-Phase Systems 
Using the Tiselius Electrophoresis Apparatus 

A lengthy effort was made to utilize a Beckman/spinco 

Model H Tiselius apparatus (Beckman Instruments, Palo Alto, 

CA) to quantify concentration of solutes undergoing 

electrophoresis within two-phase systems. The machine was 

tested and found to give good results with single phase 

systems. Concentration of the solute hemoglobin could be 

measured as a function of position and time using the 

schlieren cylindrical lens method. The electrophoretic 

mobility could also be determined. However, many attempts to 

make these same measurements in two-phase systems failed due 

to the poor quality of the data obtained. Three of the main 

problems encountered are described below. 

The first problem was caused by difficulties in loading 

a system into the apparatus in which both phases were 

perfectly in equilibrium with each other. The system could be 

slightly displaced from equilibrium, by a temperature change, 

for example. This can eventually cause one of the phases to 

become opaque. The opacity is caused by an emulsion of tiny 

droplets forming as the system adjusts to the new equilibrium 

concentration. The schl ieren method employed by the Spinco is 

based on measuring changes in index of refraction across the 

boundary between a solvent and the solute-solvent mixture. 
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Light scattering disrupts the measurement. This means crystal 

clear liquids are required. It was apparent from working with 

the Tiselius apparatus that when one phase became opaque, the 

schlieren pattern in that phase was destroyed. Furthermore, 

even when both phases were transparent to the naked eye, a 

similar loss of the schlieren pattern could occur in one phase 

only. I suspect that this was also due to micro-heterogeneity 

in that phase because of displacement from the equilibrium 

state. 

The Spinco is equipped with a large, accurately 

controlled thermostatic bath to control temperature during 

electrophoresis. The problem is not in maintenance of 

constant temperature in this bath, but in creating a two-phase 

system at equilibrium, at a temperature which matched that of 

the bath closely enough. The normal experimental procedure 

was to mix the components of the system, followed by centri

fugation to disengage the equilibrium phases. This was not 

adequate for systems which were destined to be introduced into 

the Spinco because temperature control within the centrifuge 

rotor is not very precise, and one can only approximately know 

the equilibrium temperature of the system formed. Therefore, 

the Spinco bath temperature cannot be set accordingly. 

Because of this, a number of different methods were tried to 

form the phase system. 

In one alternative method, systems were made up of 
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components equilibrated in the bath. They were then allowed 

to disengage there by settling under unit gravity. Up to six 

days of disengagement was needed to produce two clear phases. 

Remixing of the phase would occur when the separated phases 

were introduced into the measuring cell of the apparatus. No 

good data was obtained in repeated attempts of this method. 

Another variation on this approach was to allow the system to 

disengage in the Spinco bath overnight, then to separate the 

impure phases and try to remove the opacity by centrifugation. 

This method was not successful. A final variation on this 

sort of technique was to allow the phase system to disengage 

while in the measurement cell immersed in the Spinco bath. 

This was unsuccessful because the greased ground glass joints 

of the cell invariably leaked during the many days required 

for phase disengagement. The leaks contaminated the phase 

system with coolant, rendering it worthless for experiments. 

Another approach to obtaining two transparent phases was 

to attempt to very carefully match the temperature of the 

rotor to that of the bath, by trial and error setting of the 

centrifuge thermostat. After disengaging the phases in the 

centrifuge, they were quickly loaded into the Tiselius 

apparatus, utilizing the sliding cell arrangement to keep the 

two phases isolated. Immediately prior to switching on the 

power supply, the sliding cell sections were joined together, 

contacting the phases. A zero time schlieren pattern was 
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obtained, and electrophoresis was started. This method also 

failed to produce good data. 

Several experimental runs were also tried in which the 

system was disengaged in a centrifuge which was deliberately 

kept colder than the bath in the Tiselius apparatus, by as 

much as 16°C. It was hoped that with the large temperature 

increase, the droplets of new phase formed in the Spinco would 

be soluble and would not affect the clarity of the liquid. 

This method" was intermittently successful in creating systems 

in which both phases would produce useful schlieren patterns. 

A second problem was discovered in those systems for 

which schlieren patterns were obtained during electrophoresis. 

The pattern obtained seemed to degrade quickly with time as 

long as current was applied to the system, making accurate 

measurements impossible. This is perhaps related to the 

problem described above. Additional displacement from 

equilibrium may be occurring because of local heating of the 

solution by passage of current. Another explanation could be 

concentration changes induced by electrophoresis, causing the 

phase equilibrium to be disturbed. 

The best results obtained from these experiments was 

either from the system which was held in the Spinco bath for 

six days, or from one of the runs which had deliberate warming 

after centrifugation. In these systems, the third major 

obstacle to making measurements was discovered. A single peak 
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was expected in the schlieren pattern at the interface, due to 

the change in the refractive index there. However, this peak 

was always split down the middle into a "doublet" in the two

phase systems. This same problem was noted in one of the 

schlieren patterns obtained for a single phase system. It may 

be due to misalignment in the optical system of our Tiselius 

apparatus. We were unable to correct this problem by 

performing routine calibration. Any needed repairs were 

beyond the capacity of our lab to perform. Our instrument is 

at least 20 years old, and it was impossible for us to find or 

afford outside help to fix it. We therefore had to abandon 

our attempt to use it for measurement of concentration 

profiles. 

Currently, the Center for Separation science is seeking 

funding for a proposal to build a new moving boundary 

electrophoresis device for the measurement of solute 

concentration changes during electrophoresis in two-phase 

systems. This system will employ a video monitor to record 

polarizations of colored solutes. The image will then be 

digitized, and concentration profiles calculated as a function 

of position and time. This should avoid the problems 

described above, encountered because of the schlieren optical 

system. 
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APPENDIX 3 

Polymer composition Data 

The chemical composition of most commercially available 

polymers varies from lot to lot, because production conditions 

cannot be controlled closely enough. A distribution of 

species of varying molecular weight is obtained, which 

reflects differences in the degree of polymerization for each 

molecule. This distribution varies between the batches. 

This appendix presents molecular weight information 

provided by the manufacturers for the polymers employed in the 

experiments performed. Figure A.1 presents molecular weight 

distributions for the four lots of Dextran T-500 used. Table 

A.1 gives weight and number average molecular weight. 

Individual lot analysis is not available for the polyethylene 

glycol. Figure A.2 gives a molecular weight distribution for 

an "average" lot, provided by Union Carbide, the original 

source of the material. 
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Figure A.l Dextran T-500 Molecular Weight Distribution 

The molecular weight distribution was calculated from gel 
filtration data by Pharmacia Fine Chemicals, Uppsala, Sweden. 
It is provided with each lot purchased. 
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Table A.1 Molecular Weight Data for Dextran T-500 

Weight Average Number Average 
Molecular Weight Molecular Weight 

Lot Number (Daltons) (Daltons) 

03572 487,000 174,300 

05164 539,000 186,300 

06905 497,000 180,300 

11346 503,000 170,300 

Data is provided by the manufacturer of the Dextran T-500, 
Pharmacia Fine Chemicals, Uppsala, Sweden, for ea~h lot 
purchased. The weight average molecular weight (Mw) is 
calculated from light scatt~ring measurements. The number 
average molecular weight (M) is determined by end group 

• n 
analysJ.s. 
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The weight percent distribution of oxide units per polymer 
molecule was calculated by computer and confirmed by gel 
permeation chromatography by its original manufacturer, Union 
Carbide, for a typical lot. Data adapted from Carboylax 
Polyethylene Glycols, Union Carbide corporation, Danbury, CT. 
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APPENDIX 4 

Listing of FORTRAN Code for Program EQUAL. FOR 

The following pages contain a copy of the program 

EQUAL. FOR. This FORTRAN code was written for the simple model 

of electrophoresis of solutes in two-phase systems with 

equilibrium at the interface. The boundary conditions given 

reflect moving boundary electrophoresis. Details of this 

model are found in Chapter 4. 
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C PROGRAM EQUAL.FOR 
C BY MARK LEVINE 
C FEBRUARY 5, 1992 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM IS A SIMPLE SIMULATION OF THE ELECTROPHORESIS OF SOLUTES 
C IN TWO-PHASE SYSTEMS WITH EQUILIBRIUM AT THE INTERFACE. 
C ONLY ONE SOLUTE IS CONSIDERED. 
C THE ELECTROPHORETIC VELOCITY IS TREATED AS A CONSTANT. 
C EULER'S METHOD IS USED FOR INTEGRATION. 
C REFERENCE: CARNAHAN, LUTHER, & WILKES, APPLIED 
C NUMERICAL METHODS, 1969, PP. 429-530. 
C 
C FUNCTION F(DIST) DEFINES THE INITIAL CONCENTRATION DISTRIBUTION 
C IN G/CC. 
C FUNCTIONS GO & G1 DESCRIBE THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS @ -INFINITY 
C AND +INFINITY, RESPECTIVELY 
C 
C DATA FILES CONTA I N THE T I ME I NCREMENT (SEC.), NUMBER OF SPAC I AL 
C SEGEMENTS, PRINTOUT FREQUENCY, PARTITION COEFFICIENT, 
C & MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT IN FORWARD & REVERSE 
C DIRECTIONS (CM/SEC.), ELECTROPHORETIC VELOCITIES IN PHASE 
C A & B (CM/SEC), DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS IN PHASE A & B 
C (SQ. CM/SEC.), TOTAL NUMBER OF TIME STEPS, AND TOTAL 
C LENGTH OF SOLUT ION SPACE (CM). 
C 
C OUTPUTS: FILE CPRO.DAT SHOWS CONCENTRATIONS AS A FUNCTION OF 
C TIME AND POSITION (G/CC.) 
C FILE TABLE.DAT SHOWS CONCENTRATIONS AS A FUNCTION 
C OF TIME AND POSITION NEAR THE INTERFACE (G/CC.) 
C FILE FLUX.DAT SHOWS FLUXES AS A FUNCTION OF TIME AND 
C POSITION NEAR THE INTERFACE (G./CC.-SEC.) 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

C 

C 

INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

FUNCTION F (D 1ST) 

IF (D I ST .LE. 0.25) THEN 
F=20.0 

ELSE 
F=8.2 

END IF 

RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION GO(TIME) 
GO=20.0 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION G1 (TIME) 
G1=8.2 
RETURN 
END 



C READ AND CHECK DATA 
C 

REAL K 

DIMENSION COLD (20l) ,CNEW(201) ,FLUX(200) ,X(20l) ,OUTPUT(20I,12) 

OPEN(I,FILE='EQTAB',STATUS='NEW',CARRIAGE CONTROL='LIST') 
OPEN(4,FILE='CPRO',STATUS='NEW',CARRIAGE CONTROL='LIST') 
OPEN(3,FILE='TABLE',STATUS='NEW',CARRIAGE CONTROL='LIST') 
OPEN(9,FILE='FLUX',STATUS='NEW',CARRIAGE CONTROL='LIST') 

DATA DTAU, M, IF REQ, K, H LU, HULl. 1 ,200,60,0.41 ,9. 389E -6,2. 29E -SI 

DATA VELTOP,VELBOT/7.01ge-4,7.01ge-41 
DATA DIFTOP,DIFBOT/2.567e-6,2.S67e-61 
DATA ISTEPS,DOMAIN/600,O.SI 

C READ *,DTAU,M,IFREQ,K,HLU,HUL 
C READ *,VELTOP,VELBOT 
C READ ,", I STEPS, DOMA I N 

C 

INT=M/200 
FLOATM=M 
DX=DOMAIN/FLOATM 
RATIO=DTAU/(DX*DX) 
MOVER2 = M/2 

WRITE(4,203)DTAU,K,HLU,HUL,Z,VELTOP,VELBOT,VGRDT,VGRDB,DOMAIN 
WRITE(4,204)M,IFREQ 

DRATIO = RAT10/3.89E5 
IF(DRATIO.LT.O.S) GO TO 10 

WRITE (5, 100) 
10 CONTINUE 

C SET AND PRINT INITIAL CONCENTRATIONS 
C 

C 

MP1=M+l 
DO 2 1=1, MP 1 

FLOATI=I 
X (I) = (FLDATI-l .0) IFLOATM 
COLD(I)=F(FLOATI*DX) 

2 CONTINUE 

C CHECK FOR EQUILIBRIUM STARTING CONDITIONS 
C 
C 
C EQTEST = COLD (MOVER2+1) ICOLD (MOVER2) 
C IF (EQTEST.EQ.K) GO TO 17 
C WRITE(5,101) 
C 17 CONTINUE 

C 

TAU = 0.0 
ICOUNT = 0 
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C PRINT COMMAND FOR TABULAR OUTPUT 
C 

WRITE (3,2071 
WRITE (3,20S) TAU, (COLo(I), I=MOVER2-3,MOVER2+4) 

WR I TE (9,208) 
WRITE(9,20S) TAU, (FLUX(I), I=MOVER2-3,MOVER2+4) 

C 
C PRINT SET UP FOR GRAPHICAL OUTPUT 
C 

C 

WHERE = -00MAIN/2 

00 7 1=I,MPl 
FLOATI = 1-1 
OUTPUT(I,l) = WHERE+FLOATI*oX 
OUTPUT(I,2) = COLoCI) 

7 CONTINUE 

J = 2 

C COMPUTE CONCENTRATIONS AT SUCCESSIVE TIME STEPS 
C 

00 3 ICOUNT=l,ISTEPS 

TAU = REAL(ICOUNT) ,'c oTAU 

C 
C DETERMINE IF TOP OR BOTTOM PHASE AND CALCULATE NORMAL 
C ELECTROPHORESIS 
C 

C 

o041=1,M 

IF (I .LE. MOVER2) THEN 
VELELC VELBOT 
01 F CON 0 I F BOT 

ELSE 
VELELC VELTOP 
01 F CON 0 I FTOP 

END IF 

FLUX(I)=(VELELC/2+oIFCON/oX)*COLo(l) 
& +(VELELC/2-ol FCON/oX) ,"COLO (1+1) 

4 CONTINUE 

00 44 1=2,M 

CNEW(I) 

44 CONTINUE 

COLO (I) -oTAU/oX"c (FLUX (I) -F LUX (I -1» 

C CORRECT CONCENTRATIONS FOR EQUILIBRUIM @ INTERFACE 
C 
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C 

CNEW (MOVER2) 
& 
& 

CN EW (MOVER2+ I) 

(COLD(MOVER2)+COLD(MOVER2+1))/(I+K) 
+DTAU/DX*(FLUX(MOVER2-1) -FLUX(MOVER2+1)) 
/ (I+K) 

Kl'(CNEW (HOVER2) 

C CORRECT FLUX TO ACCOUNT FOR EQUILIBRIUM CONDITION 
C 
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FLUX (MOVER2) 
& 
& 

DX*COLD(MOVER2)/DTAU - DX*(COLD(MOVER2)+COLD(MOVER2+1)) 
/DTAU/ (I+K) - (FLUX (MOVER2-1) -FLUX (MOVER2+I)) / (I+K) 
+ FLUX(MOVER2-1) 

C 
C SUBSTITUTE NEW CONCENTRATIONS IN OLD 
C 

00 5 1=2.M 
5 COLD(I)=CNEW(I) 

C 
C SET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
C 

C 

COLO (I) =GO (TAU) 
COLO (MP I) =G I (TAU) 

C PRINT SET UP FOR GRAPHIC OUTPUT 
C 

6 

C 

IF ((ICOUNT/IFREQ)l':IFREQ ,NE. ICOUNT) GO TO 3 

PR I NT l'(. TAU 

J = J + I 

00 6 I = I. MP I 
OUTPUT (I • J) 

CONTINUE 
COLO (I) 

C PRINT COMMAND FOR TABULAR OUTPUT 
C 

C 

WRITE (3,205) TAU, (COLD(I), I=MOVER2-3,MOVER2+4) 

WRITE(9,205) TAU, (FLUX(I), I=MOVER2-3,MOVER2+4) 

IF(ICOUNT.EQ.ISTEPS) THEN 
WRITE (1 ,l'() TAU 
WRITE(I,7071 (COLD(I). 1=I,MPl) 

ENDIF 
707 FORMAT(IX,5F9.3) 

C INCREMENT TIME STEP IF APPROPRIATE 



C 

3 CONTINUE 

C 
C PRINT COMMAND FOR GRAPHIC OUTPUT 
C 

C 

DO 66 I = I • MP 1 
WRITE(4,202) (OUTPUT(I.J). J=1.12) 

66 CONTINUE 

C CLOSE UP SHOP 
C 

C 

CLOSE (1) 
CLOSE (3) 
CLOSE (4) 
CLOSE (9) 

STOP 

C FORMATS FOR INPUTS AND OUTPUTS 
C 

100 FORMAT(lX.21HCHECK FOR CONVERGENCE) 
101 FORMAT(lX.30HWARNING! NON-EQUILIBRIUM I.C.!) 

202 FORMAT ( 1 X • E 1 0 . 3, ' • ' , 1 1 (F 8 . 3. ' • ' ) ) 

203 FORMAT(lX.F8.5, '.') 
204 FORMAT(lX,18,'.') 

205 FORMAT(lH .F7.3/(lH .5X.9E9.2)) 

207 FORMAT(lX,23HTABLE OF CONCENTRATIONS) 
208 FORMAT(lX,15HTABLE OF FLUXES) 

END 
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APPENDIX 5 

Listing of FORTRAN Code for Program RESIST. FOR 

The following pages contain a copy of the program 

RESIST. FOR. This FORTRAN code was written for the simple 

model of electrophoresis for solutes in aqueous two-phase 

systems with mass transfer resistance at the interface. The 

boundary conditions given reflect moving boundary electro

phoresis. Details of this model are found in Chapter 4. 
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C 
C PROGRAM RESIST.FOR 
C BY MARK LEVINE 
C FEBRUARY 5. 1992 
C 
C THIS PROGRAM IS A SIMPLE SIMULATION OF THE ELECTROPHORESIS OF SOLUTES 
C IN TWO-PHASE SYSTEMS WITH MASS TRANSFER RESISTANCE AT THE INTERFACE. 
C ONLY ONE SOLUTE IS CONSIDERED. 
C THE ELECTROPHORETIC VELOCITY IS TREATED AS A CONSTANT. 
C EULER'S METHOD IS USED FOR INTEGRATION. 
C REFERENCE: CARNAHAN. LUTHER. & WILKES. APPLIED 
C NUMERICAL METHODS. 1969, PP. 429-530. 
C 
C FUNCTION F(DIST) DEFINES THE INITIAL CONCENTRATION DISTRIBUTION 
C IN G/CC. 
C FUNCTIONS GO & GI DESCRIBE THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS @ -INFINITY 
C AND +INFINITY. RESPECTIVELY 
C 
C DATA FILES CONTA I N THE T I ME I NCREMENT (SEC.), NUMBER OF SPAC I AL 
C SEGEMENTS. PRINTOUT FREQUENCY. PARTITION COEFFICIENT, 
C & MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT IN FORWARD & REVERSE 
C DIRECTIONS (CM/SEC.). ELECTROPHORETIC VELOCITIES IN PHASE 
C A & B (CM/SEC), DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS IN PHASE A & B 
C (SQ. CM/SEC.). TOTAL NUMBER OF TIME STEPS. AND TOTAL 
C LENGTH OF SOLUT ION SPACE (CM). 
C 
C OUTPUTS: FILE CPRO.DAT SHOWS CONCENTRATIONS AS A FUNCTION OF 
C TIME AND POSITION (G/CC.) 
C FILE TABLE.DAT SHOWS CONCENTRATIONS AS A FUNCTION 
C OF TIME AND POSITION NEAR THE INTERFACE (G/CC.) 
C FILE FLUX.DAT SHOWS FLUXES AS A FUNCTION OF TIME AND 
C POSITION NEAR THE INTERFACE (G./CC.-SEC.) 
C 

C 
C INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
C 

C 

FUNCTION F (DIST) 

IF (DIST .LE. 0.25) THEN 
F=2.0el 

ELSE 
F=8.2 

END IF 

RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION GO(TIME) 
GO=2.0el 
RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION Gl (TIME) 
Gl=8.2 
RETURN 
END 



C READ AND CHECK DATA 
C 

REAL K 

DIMENSION COLD(201) .FLUX(200) ,X(201) ,OUTPUT(201,12) 

OPEN(I,FILE='RESTAB',STATUS='NEW' ,CARRIAGE CONTROL='LIST') 
OPEN (3, F I LE=' TABLE' ,STATUS=' NEW' ,CARR I AGE CONTROL=' LIST') 
OPEN(4,FILE='CPRO' ,STATUS='NEW',CARRIAGE CONTROL='LIST') 
OPEN(9,FILE='FLUX' ,STATUS='NEW',CARRIAGE CONTROL='LIST') 

DATA DTAU.M. IFREQ,K.HLU,HUL/. 1,200,30,o.41,9.389E-6,2.29E-5/ 

DATA VELTOP,VELBOT/7.02e-4,7.02e-4/ 
DATA DIFTOP,DIFBOT/2.567e-6,2.567e-6/ 
DATA ISTEPS,DOMAIN/300.0.5/ 

C READ )",DTAU.M, IFREQ,K,HLU,HUL 
C READ *,VELTOP,VELBOT 
C READ *,ISTEPS,DOMAIN 

C 

INT=M/200 
FLOATM=M 
DX=DOMAIN/FLOATM 
RATIO=DTAU/(OX*DX) 
MOVER2 = M/2 

WRITE(4,203)DTAU,K,HLU,HUL.Z,VELTOP,VELBOT,DIFTOP,DIFBOT,DOMAIN 
WRITE(4,204)M,IFREQ 

DRATIO = RATI0/3.89E5 
IF(DRATI0.LT.0.5) GO TO 10 

WRITE(5,100) 
10 CONTINUE 

C SET ANO PRINT INITIAL CONCENTRATIONS 
C 

C 

MP1=M+l 
D021=I,MPI 

FLOATI=I 
X (I) =(FLOATI-l.O) /FLOATM 
COLD (I) =F (FLOATI,"OX) 

2 CONTINUE 

C TEST FOR EQUILIBRIUM INITIAL CONDITIONS 
C 
C 
C EQTSTI = COLO (MOVER2+1)/COLD(MOVER2) 
C EQTST2 = HLU/HUL 
C EQTST3 = ABS(EQTSTI - EQTST2) 
C IF (EQTST3.LT.0.1) GO TO 17 
C WR I TE (5, 101) 
C 17 CONTINUE 

TAU = 0.0 
ICOUNT = 0 
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C 
C PRINT COMMAND FOR TABULAR OUTPUT 
C 

WRITE 0.207) 
WRITEO.20S) TAU. (COLD(I). I=MOVER2-4.MOVER2+4) 

WR I TE (9.208) 
WRITE(9.20S) TAU, (FLUX(I), I=MOVER2-4.MOVER2+4) 

C 
C PRINT SET UP FOR GRAPHICAL OUTPUT 
C 

C 

WHERE = -DOMAIN/2 

D071=1.MPl 
FLOATI = I-I 
OUTPUT(I.l) WHERE + FLOATl,'cDX 
OUTPUT(I,2) COLD(l) 

7 CONTINUE 

J = 2 

C COMPUTE CONCENTRATIONS AT SUCCESSIVE TIME STEPS 
C 

DO 3 ICOUNT=l,ISTEPS 

TAU = REAL (I COUNT) ,', DTAU 

C 
C DETERMINE IF TOP OR BOTTOM PHASE AND CALCULATEFLUXES 
C 

C 

DO 4 l=l,M 

IF (I .LE. MOVER2) THEN 
VELELC = VELBOT 
DIFCON DIFBOT 

ELSE 
VELELC VEL TOP 
01 F CON 0 I FTOP 

END IF 

4 FLUX(I)=(VELELC/2+DIFCON/DX)*COLD(I) 
& +(VELELC/2-DIFCON/DX)*COLD(I+l) 

C FLUX ACROSS INTERFACE 
C 

FLUX(MOVER2)=HLU*COLD(MOVER2)-HUL*COLD(MOVER2+1) 

& + VELINT*(COLD(MOVER2)+COLD(MOVER2+1))/2 

C 
C CALCULATE NEW CONCENTRATIONS 
C 
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00 19 1=2 ,M 

19 COLO (I) =COLD (I) -DTAU/DX'" (F LUX (I) -F LUX (1-1) ) 

C 
C SET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
C 

C 

COLD (J) =GO (TAU) 
COLD (MP 1) =G 1 (TAU) 

C PRINT SET UP FOR GRAPHIC OUTPUT 
C 

C 

IF ((ICOUNT/IFREQ):':IFREQ .NE. ICOUNT) GO TO 3 

PRINT {:,TAU 

J = J + 1 

DO 6 I=I,MPI 
OUTPUT(I,J) = COLD(I) 

6 CONTINUE 

IF (I COUNT. EQ. I STEPS) THEN 
PRINT ,':,TAU 
WRITE(I,404) (COLD(I), 1=I,MP1) 

ENDIF 
404 FORMAT(IX,SF10.3) 

C PRINT COMMAND FOR TABULAR OUTPUT 
C 

C 

WRITE (3,20S) TAU, (COLD(I), I=MOVER2-4,MOVER2+4) 

WRITE (9,20S) TAU, (FLUX(I), I=MOVER2-4,MOVER2+4) 

C INCREMENT TIME STEP IF APPROPRIATE 
C 

3 CONTINUE 

C 
C PRINT COMMAND FOR GRAPHIC OUTPUT 
C 

00 66 I = I,MPI 
WRITE (4,202) 

66 CONTINUE 

C 
C CLOSE UP SHOP 
C 

CLOSE (3) 
CLOSE (4) 

(OUTPUT (I ,J) , J=l , 12) 
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C 

CLOSE (9) 

STOP 

C FORMATS FOR INPUTS AND OUTPUTS 
C 

100 FORMAT(IX.21HCHECK FOR CONVERGENCE) 
101 FORMAT(IX.30HWA~NING! NON-EQUILIBRIUM 

202 FORMAT (1 X. E 10.3. ' • ' • I 1 (F 8.3. ' • ' ) ) 

203 FORMAT(IX.F8.4.'. ') 
204 FORMAT(IX.IIO.'. ') 

205 FORMAT(lH .F7.2/(IH .5X.9F8.2) ) 

207 FORMAT(IX.23HTABLE OF CONCENTRATIONS) 
208 FORMAT(lX.15HTABLE OF FLUXES) 

END 
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APPENDIX 6 

Listing of FORTRAN Code for Files Modified from the GENTRANS 
simulation Package to Model Two-Phase Systems with Equilibrium 
at the Interface 

The following pages contain a copy of files encompassing 

subroutines INITAL, DIFEQ1, and INTRGX, and the common block 

GLOBALS.CMN. The FORTRAN code of these subroutines was 

modified from the GENTRANS Version 7 package, in order to 

enable simulation of electrophoresis of solutes in aqueous 

two-phase systems with equilibrium at the interface. The 

files must replace the original ones of the same name in the 

version 7 GENTRANS package before the executable code is 

generated, in order to provide the complete, new simulation 

package. Details of this model are found in Chapter 4. 

In the copy of the code presented here, the partitioned 

component is the third one entered into the simulation 

package. It is a strong base. 



*fi Ie: globals.common 

*Modified by M. Levine for simulations of 2 phase systems 
* July 1992 
,'c 

implicit real (a-h,o-z) 
character mark*3,select(16)*7,flagm*1,ans*1,unform*30 
character,'c40 fph, fkap, ftot 
logical exit, rldone, fo, out, chkmsh, mshvar, conY, sm, varmob 
real machep 

c constant voltage added variables 
c cony - flag 
c cur - current - changes every time step 
c convol - constant voltage 
c avgkap - average conductivity 

common /convl/ conY, sm 
common /conv2/ cur, convol, reso, convse 

common /block2/ mark, select, flagm, unform, fph, fkap, ftot 
common /blockl/ time, nml, n, np 1, ncom, npoint, npout,relmax 
common /blockl/ absmax, xp 
common /blockl/ nf i 1 e, n 1 f i 1 e, iam, iaw, ibw, ias, ibs, ips 
common /blockl/ ipep 
common /blockl/ nflag, tal, machep, rlnlO, eta, a 
common /blockl/ delx, delxr, de12x, del2xr, addelx, ade12x 
common /blockl/ a2delx 
common /blockl/ ncoml, adelx3, irunno, t, tmax, tnext, dt, dtmax 
common /blockl/ dtmi n, emax, emin, sy (3S) , xlngth, toler, comint 

c Loop boundary values for time stepping that model boundary 
c conditions 
c iub(component) upper bound (right hand) = N+l for IEF, N for ITP 
c ilb(component) lower bound (left hand) = 1 for IEF, 2 for ITP 

common /bndry/ iub(I71, i lb(l7) 

common /flags/ exit, rldone, fo, out, chkmsh, mshvar, varmob 

common /charge/ wc(15,3) ,amc(15,2,3) ,awe(15,3) ,bwc(15,3) 
common /charge/ pepz(15,3) 
common /diss/ amk(l5,2) ,awk(15) , bwk(15), rkw 

common /henry/ numpt, ahen (25), bhen (25), chen (25), dhen (25) 
common /henry/ xhen(25) 

common /mob/ warne (15.2) ,wawc (15) ,wbwc (15) ,wamn (15) ,wawn (15) 
common /mob/ wbwn (15) ,wtas (15) ,wtbs (15) ,wwc( 15) ,wtps (15) 

************************************************************************* 
* * ,'c /vmob/ Variable mobi 1 ity variables, ,'( 

,'c iregbn(compnum, i) - fOI" component number compunum: ,'c 
,'c i = 1, boundary for region 1 and region 2 ,'c 
,'c 2, " " " " 2 and " 3 ,'c 
,'c ,'c 
,'c vmob (compnum, i) - mobil i ty for compnum in region i ,'c 
,'c shou 1 d a 1 ready be sea I ed ,'c 
************************************************************************* 
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,', common /vmob/i regbn (IS, 2), vmob (compnum, 3) 

,', common /mobt/ wamct(IS,2) ,wawct(IS) ,wbwct(IS) ,wamnt(IS) 
* common /mobt/ wawnt(IS) 
,', common /mobt/ wbwnt (IS) ,wtast (IS) ,wtbst (IS) ,wtpst (IS) 

common /neutrl/ amn(IS,3) ,awn(IS,3) ,bwn(IS,3) 

********************************************************************** ,', 
* This is the common block with the protein info. * 
,', pr tab (i ,j , k) - i is the prote in number, J I S he entry", 
,', k = I ph of j th entry for i th prot .,', 
,', 2 charge ,', 
* 3 number of protons removed * 
* per molecule at this ph * 
* 4 derivative of charge wrt ph * 
* used in dlen (Newton root srch* 
* S mean square charge * 
,', iprn(i) - number of entries in table for protein i ,', 
* zO(i) - charge on molecule when it contains al I prot * 
,', wps(i) - intrinsic mobility for protein ,', 
,', rad{i) - radius in meters for protein i ,', 
,', ilow(i) - contains last correct indices into table ,', 
,', 
,', 
,', 
,', 
,', 
'I, 

The fol lowing contain the cubic spl ine coefficients to 
interpolate the table above: 

phtab, vtab, v2tab, chtab, dchtab 

,', 
,', 
,', 
,', 
,', 
,', 

********************************************************************** 
common /prot/ pr tab (S, 2S, 10), i prn (2S), x I as tc (2S, 3) 
common /prot/ phtab(2S,3) 
common /prot/ wps(lS) ,zO(lS), i low(2S) ,v2tab(4,2S,3) ,rad(IS) 
common /prot/ chtab(4,2S,3), dchtab(4,2S,3) ,vtab(4,2S,3) ,dp(2S) 

common /peps/ na(S),nb(S), ak(lO,S), bk(lO,S), ac(IO, 5) 
common /peps/ bc(IO,S) 
common /peps/ aic(lO,S), ai2c(10,S) ,bic(lO,S) ,bi2c(IO,S) 
common /peps/ wpep(lS) ,wdpep(lS) 
common /peps/ nareal (5), nbreal (S), akreal (10,5) ,bkreal (10,5) 

************************************************************************* 
* * 
* common /fpep/ contains peptide table and cubicspl ine coefficients 
* for faster peptide information access * 
,', peptb I (numpep, i, j) ,', 
,', numpep - number of pept i de ,', 
,', i - indice into table, this indice wi II ,', 
,', corresond to a pH value, ie i = 4 ,', 
,', is the row for pH = 4.0 ,', 
* This enables one to bypass table * 
* searching since it is now a hash function 
* hence to interpolate for a ph value, * 
,', the lower bound is i == fix (ph) ,', 
,~ the higher bound is i lower + I ,', 
,', j - rows of the tab Ie'" 
,', I ==> charge of pep # numpep at ,', 
,', pH == fix ( i) ,', 
,', 2 ==> mean square charge ,', 
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,'c 
~.( 

= 3 ==> derivative of charge wrt pH 
NOTE this assumes that pH's are between 1 and 13 

~': 

,'c pchl i ,j ,k) ,pch2 (i ,j ,k) ,pdch (i ,j ,k) ,', 
* arrays of cubic spline coefficients for peptide charge * 
* mean square charge and der charge wrt pH for peptide k * 
,'c i = 1,2,3,4 coefficient number, indice corresponding ,'c 
,'c to i for peptb 1 ,'c 

* * 
************************************************************************* 

common /fpep/ peptbl (5,14,3) ,pchl (4,14,5) ,pch2(4,14,5) 
common /fpep/ pdch(4, 14,5) 

common /rect/ flux(15,3), dctrm(15,3) ,diffm(15,3) ,etaem(15,3) 

c Dimensions of up(a,b) should be a >= number of proteins 
c b >= number of points 
c up contains the corrected intrinsic mobil ity of protein a 

common /sclpar/ rk(201) ,ph(201) ,up(5,201) 

common /statel/ nordrl, nrow,ncol,y (201,17) ,gn (201,17) 
common /statel/ xpos(201) 
common /statel/ nstrt 
common / r k f 45/ gns (201 , 17) ,yo 1 d (201 , 17) ,pho 1 d (20 I) ,r k 1 (201 , 17) 
common /rkf45/ rk2(201,17), rk3(201,17), rk4(201,17),rk5(201,17) 

common /tot/ tam(15,3) ,taw(15,3) ,tbw(15,3) ,tas(15,3) ,tbs(15,3) 
common /tot/ tps (15.3) , tpep (15,3) 
common /tot/ tch(15,3) ,tph(15) ,rkr(15) ,gnr(15) ,tup(S,4) 
common /tot/ iptrs(3), damp(15) 

common /wgrad/ wdamn(15) ,wdawn(15) ,wdbwn(15) 
common /wgrad/ wdamc(15,2) ,wdawc(15) ,wdbwc(15) ,wdwc(15) 
common /wgrad/ wdtas(15) ,wdtbs(15) ,sum,wdtps(15) 

*Changes made by M. Levine for all 2-phase systems 
* The fol lowing values are held here for use by all sections of 
* the program. 
,'c 

common fluxrht,fluxlft,eqconst,nover2,no2pl 
common hlu,hul 
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subroutine inital 
************************************************************************* 

:': 

~.( 

:'( 

l'C 

in ita I 
this routine reads the initial conditions and 
is also where al I user inputted variables are 
located so as to be easi Iy changed 
a cal I is made to subroutine consnt to calculate 
the values of any time independent variables 

~ Modified for 2 phase systems by M. Levine: July 1992 
l'C 

************************************************************************* 
INCLUDE 'globals.cmn ' 

real,'c8 xx,yy(16) 
external len 
rea I I en 

c ------- read input parameters 

open (un i t= 3, f i I e= 1 [L E V IN E . USR. I NPUT] save. in ii, 
+ status=lold',err=IO) 

read o ,,'c) iversn 
if( iversn .ne. ]} then 

wr i te (,'c, l'C) 

write(*,*) 1 **********************************************' 
write("c,"c)1 incompatible save.int file for this version 1 
write(*,*) 1 rename save.int and rerun 
stop 
endif 

wr i te (I , ,'c) 
write(I,"c) 1 General ized Transient Electrophoresis Simulation 1 
write(I,"c) 1 Version 7 1 
wr i te (1, "c) 
wr i te (1 , l'C) 

read o ,,'c) ncom, n, npoint, tmax, xlngth, xj 
wr i te (,'c, ,'c) 
wr i te (1, ,',) 
wr i te (,'c, 701) 
wr i te (1 ,701) 

701 format(INcom l ,t8,' N l,tI6,IXlen l ,t26,' Xj l,t33,ITmax ' ) 

wr i te (,'c, 702) 
wr i te (1 ,702) 

702 forma t (' ---- 1 , t8, 1 - --- 1 , t 16, 1 ---- I , t26 , 1 - - -- 1 , t3 3, 1 __ - - 1 ) 

wr i te (,'c, I (i 4, t8, i 4, t 15, f 5.2, t2 3, f 7. 1 , t 33, f 5. 1) ') ncom, 
& n,xlngth,xj,tmax 

w r i t e ( I , 1 (i 4 , t 8, i 4 , t I 5 , f 5 • 2 , t 2 3 , f 7 • 1 , t 3 3 , f 5. I) ') n c om , 
& n,xlngth,xj,tmax 

read O,"c) iam, iaw, ibw, ias, ibs, ips, ipep 

wr i te ("', ,',) 
wr i te (I, ,'c) 

do 20 i :: I,iam 
read 0,"') amk (i ,I) ,amk (i ,2) ,wamn (i) ,warne (i ,1) ,warne (i ,2) 
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20 

wr i te U', ,',) , 
wr i te U', ,',) , 
wr i te (l", ,',) , 
wr i te U', ,',) , 
wr i te (,', , "') , 
wr i te (1 ,,',) , 
wr i te (1 ,,',) , 
wr i te (1 ,l',) , 
wr i te (1 ,l',) , 
wr i te (1 ,,',) , 

continue 

do 30 = 1, i aw 

Arnph # ',i 
K 1 " arnk (i , 1) 
K2 ',arnk (i ,2) 
Mob neut ',warnn (i) 
Mob chrg ',warnc (i, 1) ,warne (i ,2) 

Arnph # ',i 
K 1 ',arnk (i , 1) 
K2 ',arnk (i ,2) 
Mob neut ',wamn(i) 
Mob chrg ',wamc(i,l),warne(i,2) 

read(3,"')awk(i) ,wawn(i) ,wawc(i) 
wr i te (,", ,',) , Weak A ',i 
write(""",), K ',awk(i) 
write("",',), Mob neut ',wawn(i) 
write("",',) I Mob chrg ',wawe(i) 
wr i te (1 ,l',) , Weak A ',i . 
wr i te ( 1 ,,',) 1 K' ,awk (i) 
write(1,"')' Mob neut ',wawn(i) 
write(1,"'), Mob chrg ',wawc(i) 

30 continue 

do 40 = 1, i bw 
read (3, ,',) bwk (i) ,wbwn (i) ,wbwe (i) 
wr i te (i', ,") , Weak B ',i 
write("",',), K ',bwk(i) 
write (,'",',), Mob neut ',wbwn(i) 
write('~,,")' Mob chrg ',wbwe(i) 
wr i te (1 ,"') , Weak B ',i 
write(1,"'), K ',bwk(i) 
write(1,"'), Mob neut ',wbwn(i) 
write(1,"')' Mob chrg ',wbwc(i) 

40 continue 

do 50 

50 

do 60 

60 

do 70 

= 1, i as 
read (3, ,',) wtas (i) 
write(*,*)' Strong 
wr i te ("', ,',) , Mob 
wr i te (1, *)' Strong 
wr i te ( 1 ,,',) , Mob 
continue 

:: 1, i bs 
read (3, l~) wtbs (i) 
write(*,,~)' Strong 
wr i te (,'r, ,',) , /'Iob 
w r i t e (1 , ,',) , S t ron 9 
wr i te ( 1 ,l',) , Mob 
continue 

:: 1, ips 

A ' ' , I 

',wtas(i) 
A ' ' , I 

',wtas (i) 

B ',i 
',wtbs(i) 
B ',i 
',wtbs(i) 

read (3, ",) dp (i) , 
wr i te (,'t, ,'t) 

i prn (i) 

wr i te (1 ,,',) 
wr i te (,~, ,~) , 
wr i te (1 ,l',) , 
wr i te (1 ,l~) , 

Protein', i, 'Oiff p :: ',dp(i) 
Protein', i, 'Oiff P :: ',dp{i) 

Ph Charge' 
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70 

80 

81 
82 

do 82 

do 70 j = 1. i pr n (i) 
read (3.":) prtab (i.j.1). prtab (i.j .2) 
wr i te (1. ,'c) pr tab (i • j • 1) • pr tab (i • j ,2) 
continue 

1, i pep 
read(3,,'c)na(i), nb(i), wpep(i) 
wr i te (,'c, ,'c)' Pept i de " i , '# of ac i die pks = " na (i) , 

'# of basic pks = '.nb(i),'Mob = ',wpep(i) 
wr i te (1, ,'c)' Pept i de " i , '# of ac i die pks ' , na (i) , 

'# of basic pks = ',nb(i), 'Mob = ',wpep(i) 
do 80 j = 1, na (i) 

read (3, ,'c) ak U, i) 
wr i te (1 , ,'c)' Ac i d i c K num " j , , , , ak U , i) 
continue 

do 8 1 j = 1, nb ( i ) 
read (3, ,'c) bk (j, i) 
wr i te (1 , ,'c)' Bas i c K num " j , , 
continue 

continue 

, , bk (j , i) 

wr i te (,'c, ,'c) 
wr i te (1, ,'c) 
write(*,*)' Boundary Conditions' 
writc(I,*)' Boundary Conditions' 

do 90 i = l,ncom 
read (3,"c) i lb(i), iub(i) 
wr i te ("c, ,'c)' Comp', i " -> " i 1 b (i) , i ub (i) 
wr i te (1 , ,'c)' Comp', i .' -> " i 1 b (i) , i ub (i) 

90 continue 

wr i te (,~, ,'c) 
wri te(1 ,,'c) 

read (3, ,'c) rkw, wwc(J), wwc(2) 
read(3,*)nemax,ncomi ,ndtmax,ndtmin,nemin,nxmax 
read(3,*)dt,dtmax,dtmin,emax,emin,comint 

10 continue 
close(unit=3,status='keep') 

relmax = emax 
absmax = emin 

c ------- set number of communication intervals 
npout = npoint - 1 

c -------- constants used in seal ing 
wmo = 1. Oe-04 
xo = 1.0 
e = 9.65e+04 
omegao = 1.0e-07 
ph iO = 1.0 

c ------- Scale pKs 
do 100 i =1, iam 

do 100 j = 1,2 
100 amk (i , j) = 10. o,'c* (7. O-amk (i , j) ) 

do 200 i =1, iaw 
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200 awk (i)=10.0**(7.0-awk (i)) 
do 201 i = 1. i bw 

201 bwk (i) =10.0:',,'c (7 .O-bwk (i)) 
do 205 numpep = 1. ipep 

do 206 j = 1. na(numpep) 
206 ak( j. numpep) = 10.0:'o'c(-ak(j.numpep)) 

do 202 j = 1. nb(numpep) 
202 bk( j, numpep) = 10.0**(-bk(j,numpep)) 
205 continue 

do 203 numpep = 1, ipep 
203 call pihit(numpep) 

c ------- Scale mobil ities 
do 300 i =1, iam 

do 300 j = 1.2 
300 warne (i ,j) =1.0/omegao,'cwamc (i ,j) 

do 400 i = I , i aw 
400 wawc (i) =1. O/omegao"cwawc (i) 

do 401 i = 1, ibw 
40 I wbwc (i) = I .0/ omegao,'cwbwc (i) 

do 402 i = I, iam 
402 wamn (i) = 1 .0/ omegao,'cwamn (i) 

do 403 i = 1, iaw 
403 wawn (i) = I .0/ omegao,'cwawn (i) 

do 404 i = I, ibw 
404 wbwn(i)=I.O/omegao"cwbwn(i) 

do 405 i = I, ias 
405 wtas (i) == 1. O/omegao,'cwtas (i) 

do 406 i = I, ibs 
406 wtbs(i)==1.0/omegao icwtbs(i) 

do 408 i = I, ipep 
408 wpep (i) = 1 .0/ omegaoicwpep (i) 

c ------- Bui Id protein tables 
do 407 i = I, ips 

407 call gettab(i) 

c ------- Water charged species 
write{l'c,"c), Real water mobilities used.' 
write(J,"c)' Real water mobilities used,' 
wwc(I)=3.627e-07/omegao 
wwc(2)=1.987e-07/omegao 

c ------- use these values for symmetric water 
c write(*,*) I Symmetric water mobilities of 2.0e-7 used. I 

c write(l,ic) I Symmetric water mobilities of 2.0e-7 used.' 
c wwc(I)=2.0e-07/omegao 
c wwc(2)=2.0e-07/omegao 

c ------- Universal gas constant 
rt = 2.478e+03 

c ------- seal ing constants - see papers 
to = 60 
a == rt * omegao * to / (e * xo * xo) 
bb = phioice/rt 
rkw = 1.0 
eta == xo * xj / (omegao * wmo * rt) 
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c ------- Prote i n rad i us and mobil i ty 
do 2 II i = I, ips 

rad (i) = RT ,', l,e4 / 
(6.023e+23 ,', 6.0 ,', 4.0,"atan(1.0) ,', 8.95e-4 ,', dp(i)) 
wps(i) = 1.6e-19/ 

( 6.o,"4.0,"atan (1.0) ,', 8.95e-4 ,', rad (i) ) 
wps (i) = wps (i) ,', l.e+7 
dp(i) = E ,', dp(i) ,', l.e+3/ RT 

211 continue 

c ------- Get initial concentrations 

778 
870 
10000 

open (uni t=9, f i le=' [LEVINE .USR.INPUT] i ni ti a I .dat', 
+ status='old') 

read(9.870,end=10000) mark.time,tmpdt 
format(a3,lp2eI5.6) 

continue 

c ------- Check for continuation run 
if(time .ne. O.O)then 

nflag = I 
write(*.*)' continuation run' 
endif 

do 990 i = I.n + I 
read(9,' (lpI6eI5.6)',end=99I) xpos(i),(y(i,j).j = I,ncom) 

990 continue 
991 close(uni t=9) 

c ------- calculate constant terms 
delx = xlngth/n 
delxr :: I./delx 
del2x = delx * 2. 
del2xr 1./deI2x 
addelx a/delx 
adel2x a/del2x 
a2delx 2.0*a/delx 
adelx3 :: addelx/3.0 
ncoml ncom + I 
nml = n - I 
npl = n + I 
nordrl = npl*ncom 
ncol = ncom 
rlnlO = alog(IO.O) 

c ------- Find machine tolerance 
machep :: 1.0 

5 machep = machep/2.0 
if (1.0 + machep .gt. 1.0) go to 5 

c ------- Root finding tolerance for ph search 
to I = o. I ,"emax 
if (i ps • ge. I) to I :; 5. e- 3 

i, 

* check input mesh 
,', 
c ------- Check input mesh 

if(abs(xpos(1) + xpos(npl)) .gt. 10.O"'machep) then 
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wr i te (l',. l',) , nps = '. np I 
write(l"."'), xpos(l) = '.xpos(I),'xpos(npl) = ',xpos(npl) 

wr i te ("', "') 
& ',',,'d, inital: input mesh endpoints not symmetrical about 
& z e r 0 ,',,',,',' 

stop 
endif 
if(abs(xlngth + xpos(l) - xpos(npl» .gt. 10.O"'machep) then 

wr i te ("', ,',) , x I ngth = ',x I ngth, 'xpos (I) = ',xpos (I) 
write("","), xpos(npl) = ',xpos(npl) 

write("",',) , :'<:'0', inital: xlngth not equal to input mesh 
& I eng th ,'d,'Ie' 

stop 
endif 

irunno 0 

c ------- use zeroin for initial ph calc 
do 820 i = I, np I 

call get(i, I) 
ph(i) = zeroin(-7.0,7.0,len,1) 
call get(i, I) 
call param(l) 

820 call put(i,l) 

,', 
'leChange made by M. Levine for al I 2 phase systems 
'Ie Special parameters for 2 phase simulations are input here. 
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'Ie The location of the interface, at the center of the simulation space, 
'Ie is also calculated, as is one point to the right of center. ,', 

wr i te (,'t, ,'t) 
wr i te (it, ,',) , Wha tis Equ iIi br i um Cons tan t (Phase b/Phase a) 7' 
read (it, 'Ie) eqconst 

nover2 = n/2 
no2pl = nover2 + 

wr i te ("', ,':) 
wr i te ("', ,',) , 
wr i te ("', "') , 
read(,~,i')hlu 

What is Forward Mass Transfer Coefficient' 
(Phase a towards Phase b) 7' 

wr i te (,~, i') 
write(*,i')' What is Reverse Mass Transfer Coefficient 7' 
read ('Ie, i,) hu I 

wr i te ("', i') 
write(it,*)' Do you want smoothing 7 [y,nJ' 
read('Ie,' (a) ')ans 
if( ans .eq. 'y' .or. ans .eq. 'Y')then 

sm :: .true. 

else 

wr i te (,~, l',) , Smooth i ng used.' 
write(I,"')' Smoothing used.' 

sm :::: .false. 
wr i te (,~, ,',) , Smooth i ng not used.' 
write(I,"')' Smoothing not used.' 



end if 

wr i te (l'c, ,',) 
write("C,"C) , 00 you want contant voltage? [y,n]' 
read Uc,' (a) ') ans 
if ( ans ,eq. 'y' . or. ans • eq. 'Y') then 

conv == .TRUE. 
if ( nf I ag . eq. I) then 

write(*,*)' ***** Warning, continuation run, ' 
write("c,"')' ,',,'cido'c Input current should be last' 
write(*,*)' ***** current outputted.' 
end if 

reso = 0.0 
do 82 I i = I, n 

821 reso = reso + de I xl ( 

else 

return 
end 

((rk(i) + rk(i+l) )/2.0)) 

convo I eta ,'c reso 
convsc = convol*omegao*wmo*rt/(xo*9.65e-7) 

write(I,"') 
wr i te (I, ,'c)' ,',io'o'cidcic Cons tant Vo I tage Run ,'o'o'o~,'o'cic' 

write(I,*)' Constant Voltage Drop across column = ' 
convsc, ' V ' 

write(I,"c), Initial current density = ',xj,' A I (m"cm), 

write(I,l'C)' Initial column resistance = ',reso/9.65e-7, 
, Ohms ' 

wr i te (l'C, l'C) 
wr i te (l'C, l'C) , ,'o~iciClHCl~ Cons tant Vo I tage Run ,'ob'c**'~*' 

write(*,*)' Constant Voltage Drop across column = , 
convsc, ' V ' 

write("',l'C), Initial current density = ',xj,' A I (m*m) , 
write("',l',)' Initial column resistance = ',reso/9.65e-7, 
, Ohms ' 
wr i te (l", l'C) 

write(l,l'c) 'Constant imposed current' 
conv = .FALSE. 
endif 
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subroutine difeql 
************************************************************************* 
,;', 

* zero flux boundary conditions - fern formulation 
* this subroutine calculates the right hand side of 
* the galerkin equations calling appropriate subroutines 
* to perform specific calculations 

* authors: pat maynard,mike stock,aly graham 
* last revised 6/8/84 

* modified Oct. 87 DO ,', 
* modified from flux3.for to handle 2-phase systems by M. Levine 
,', in Augus t 1991 

************************************************************************* 
INCLUDE 'globals.cmn' 

integer point,~ntbck,pntfwd,pntlft,pntrht 

c ------- Remove negative concentrations with conservation of Mass 
if ( sm) ca 11 smooth 

c ------- if using constant voltage instead of constant current, 
c ------- calculate average conductivity 

if ( conv) then 

10 

reso => 0.0 
do 10 i = 1, n 

reso == reso + delx/ ((rk(i) + rk(i+l))/2.0) 

cur => convol / reso 
endif 

* calculate the species at the first 3 points along column 

* 

call get(l,l) 
call param(l) 

call get (2,2) 
call param(2) 

call c 1 cf 1 x (1 ,2, 1) 

* initalize storage pointers 

* 
* 

pntbck = 3 
point = 1 
pntfwd 2 
pntlft 2 
pntrht = 1 

do 200 1 = 2,n 

* update pointers 
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,', 

itemp = pntbck 
pntbck = point 
point = pntfwd 
pntfwd = itemp 
itemp = pntlft 
pntlft = pntrht 
pntrht = itemp 

cal I get(1 + I,pntfwd) 
cal I param(pntfwd) 

cal I clcflx(point,pntfwd,pntrht) 

* check for left boundary 

if(1 .eq. 2) then 
* calculate derivative at first point by direct method 

c 
cc 
c 

c 

105 
,', 

,', 

do 105 m = I,ncom 
Second order approx 
gnr(m) = (9.0"'flux(m,pntlft)-flux(m,pntrht)) 
,"ade I x3 

Fir s t order approx ( more s tab I e than second) 
gnr(m) = flux(m,pntlft)"'addelx'~2.0 
continue 

ca II putd (I) 

endif 

do 110 m = I,ncom 

*Changes made by M. Levine to handle 2-phase systems with equi I ibrium at 
* the interface. Fluxes on either side of the interface are stored 
,', in "g lobals.cmn" for use in calculation later, by any part of the 
,', program. 
,', 

,', 

110 

,', 

if(m.eq.3.and.l.eq.nover2) then 
fluxlft = flux(m,pntlft) 

flux(m,pntrht) = 0 

else if (m.eq.3.and.l.eq.no2pl) then 
fluxrht = flux(m,pntrht) 
flux (m, pn t 1ft) = 0 

endif 

gnr(m) = (flux(m,pntrht) - flux(m,pntlft)) 'It addelx 

ca II putd (1) 
call putv(I-I,pntbck) 

200 cont i nue 
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~': 

~ calculate derivatives at last point by direct method 
~ <note that boundary approximation is second order> 
~': 

do 220 m = I,ncom 
220 gnr(m) -flux(m,pntrht)"'addelx"'2.0 
c220 gnr(m) = (flux(m,pntlft) - 9.0:"flux(m,pntrht))"'adelx3 

call putd(npl) 

.* store boundary parameters 

,', 
cal I putv(n,point) 
ca II putv (np I, pntfwd) 

return 
end 

************************************************************************* ,', * subroutine clcflx(point,pntfwd,pntrht) 

* * 
************************************************************************* 
* * {, this calculates the gradients (times mobilities) of neutral and * 
* charged species. * 

* "" ************************************************************************* 
INCLUDE 'globals.cmn' 

d i mens i on peh (5) 
integer pntbek,point,pntfwd,pntrht 

e ------- water species 

e 

20 
& 

10 

e 

30 

e 

wdwe (J) = wwe (I)'~ (we (I ,pntfwd) -we (1, poi nt)) "'del xr 
wdwe (2) = wwe (2) i, (we (2, pnt flo/d) -we (2, po in t) ) ,"de I xr 

sum = wdwe(1)-wdwe(2) 

-------
do 10 j 

-------
do 30 j 

Ampholytes 
= 1, i am 
wdamn (j) = wamn (j) * (amn U ,pntfwd) -amn U ,po i nt)) ,"de I xr 
do 20 k = 1,2 

wdame (j ,k) = warne U ,k) ,', (arne U, k, pntfwd) 
-ame(j,k,point))*delxr 

sum = sum + (wdamc(j,1)-wdame(j,2)) 
continue 

Weak acid 
= 1, i aw 
wdawn U) = wawn {j)"" (awn U, pntfwd) -awn U ,poi nt)) "'del xr 
wdawe U) = wawe (j) ,~ (awe U ,pnt fwd) -awe U ,po in t) ) ,"de I xr 
sum = sum-wdawe(j) 
continue 

------- Weak base 
do 50 j =: I, ibw 
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50 

c 

70 

c 

90 

c 

100 

95 

c 

-------
do 70 j 

-------
do 90 j 

wdbwn (j) = wbwn (j) ,', (bwn (j , pn t fwd) -bwn (j , po in t) ) "'de I xr 
wobwc(j) = wbwc(j) * (bwc(j ,pntfwd)-bwc(j,point))~delxr 
sum = sumTwdbwc(j) 
continue 

Strong acid 
= 1, i as 

wdtas (j) = wtas (j) ,', (tas (j , pntfwd) - tas (j , po i nt)) ,"de I xr 
sum = sum-wdtas(j) 
con t i nue 

Strong bases 
= 1, i bs 
wdtbs(j) = wtbs(j),"(tbs(j,pntfwd)-tbs(j,point))"'delxr 
sum = sum+wdtbs(j) 
continue 

avph = (tph(pntfwd) + tph(point))/2.0 
------- Proteins 
do 100 j = 1, ips 

wdtps (j) = wps (j) ,', (tps (j ,pntfwd) -tps (j ,point)) 
)"de I xr 
pch (j) = f i ndch (avph, j) 
sum = sum + wdtps(j) ,', pch(j) 
continue 

------- peptides 
do 95 j = I, ipep 

wdpep (j) = wpep (j) ,', (tpep (j , pn t fwd) - tpep (j • po in t) ) ,"de I xr 
chofp = pepch(avph,j) 
if(chofp**2.0 .Ie •. 001) chofp = 0.0 

sum = sum + chofp*wdpep(j) 
continue 

------- Calculate the "voltage" 
if ( conv ) then 

else 
dphi = -(cur+sum)/((:-kr(point) + rkr(pntfwd))/2.0) 

dohi = -(eta+sum)/((rkr(point) + rkr(pntfwd))/2.0) 
endif 

c Calculate the flux 

j " 0 

c 
do 110 

110 

Ampholytes 
i = I, i am 
j = j+ I 
avgp = (amc(i,l,point) + amc(i,l,pntfwd))/2.0 
avgm = (amc(j,2,point) + amc(i,2,pntfwd))/2.0 
flux{j,pntrht) = (wamc(i,I)"'avgp 
-wamc(i ,2) *avgm) *dphi 
+wdamc (i • I) +wdamc (i ,2) +wdamn (i) 
continue 

c ------- weak acid 
do 120 i = I, iaw 
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120 

j = j+ 1 
avgm = (awc(i,point) + awc(i,pntfwd))/2.0 
flux (j ,pn trh t) = -wawc (i) :"avgm,'cdph i +wdawc (i) +wdawn (i) 
continue 

c ------- weak base 
do 130 i = I, ibw 

j = j+1 
avgp = (bwc(i,point) + bwc(i,pntfwd))/2.0 
flux (j ,pntrht) = wbwc (i) ,'cavgp,'cdph i +wdbwc (i) +wdbwn (i) 

130 continue 

c 

140 

c 

150 

c 

do 140 

do 150 

Strong Acids 
i = 1, i as 
j = j+ 1 
avgm = (tas(i,point) + tas(i,pntfwd))/2.0 
flux{j,pntrht) = -wtas(i)"cavgmicdphi+wdtas(i) 
continue 

Strong Base 
i = I, i bs 
j = j+1 
avgp:: (tbs(i,point) + tbs(i,pntfwd))/2.0 
flux{j,pntrht) = wtbs(i)"cavgp"cdphi+wdtbs(i) 
continue 

Proteins 
do 155 i :: I, ips 

j :: j+1 
avgp:: (tps(i,point) + tps(i,pntfwd))/2.0 
avtup = (tup(i,point) + tup(i,pntfwd))/2.0 
flux{j,pntrht) = pch(i»'cavtupicavgpicdphi + wdtps(i) 

155 continue 

c 

160 

do 160 

return 
end 

Peptides 
i = I, i pep 
j = j + I 
avgp:: (tpep(i,point) + tpep(i,pntfwd))/2.0 
flux (j ,pn tr h t) :: pepch (avph, i) ,'cwpep (i) ,'cavgp*dph i 

+ wdpep(i) 
continue 

subroutine putd(index) 
INCLUDE 'globals.cmn' 

integer point, index 

do 10 i = I,ncom 
10 gn(index,i) :: gnr(i) 

return 
end 

subroutine putv(index,point) 
INCLUDE 'globals.cmn' 

integer point, index 
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ph (i ndex) = tph (po i nt) 
rk (j ndex) = rkr (po i nt) 

do 10 i = 1, ips 
10 up(i,index) = tup(i,point) 

return 
end 
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249 

subroutine intrgx 

~**************************************************************************** 

,', program. intrgx subroutine 
;': 

,', type of program. runge-kutta-fehlberg (4.5) variable step integration 
rule for integrating ordinary differential 
equations. 

;': 

& author. john v. wai t 
* electrical engineering department 
* university of arizona 
* tucson. arizona 85721 
j'e 

:', mod if. 
j', 

:'e 
j', 

of error control logic. olgierd a. palusinski 
dept. of control and information engineering 
technical universi ty of si lesia 
44-100 gl iwice. poland 

may 1977 

:', modif. from r.k.m. integration rule to r.k.f. rule with locally 
* optimal error control. 
~', 

* by aly graham 
* biophysics technology laboratory 
:', u. of a •• tucson. az. 
,', april 23. 1984 

* language. ansi standard fortran 77 
j'e 

,', abstract. 
,', 
* see - computer methods for mathematical computations by 
,', forsyth. malcolm and moler. prentice-hall. 1977: 
,', englewood cl i ffs, n. j. 
,', 
j', 

:': 

:': 

:', 
j', 

j', 

,', 
,', 
,', 
,', 

,', 
,', 

see -
step size control in o.d.e. solvers by 
herman a. watts in 
transactions of scs 
vol. 1. no. I, pp. 15-25 

error control description: 
dt is chosen to maintain error in a slot = [errl*relmax.erru*relmax] 
where 0.0< errl < erru < 1.0. 
1. if the estimated error on a step is >= relmax, a corrected dt is 
calculated and step is repeated. 
2. if the estimated error is in slot. step is accepted and dt remains 
the same for next step. 
3. if the estimated error is less than relmax, but not in slot, 
step is accepted and dt is predicted for next step. 

the dt is always chosen to produce an error = sqrt(errl*erru)*relmax, 
i.e. the geometric ratio, which is in the slot. 
errl and erru may be set by sy(]) and sy(8) respectively. 
the default values are: 

er r I :I O. 1 
erru = 0.5 

the defaults are used if there is an input error. 
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,', the error estimator is a weighted relative error estimate, the 
:" weight is provided by absmax which determines the smallest state 
,', value of interest. 
;': 

* by aly graham 
* biophysics technology laboratory 
;'( u. of a .. tucson, az. 
,', augus t 12, 1984 
:': 

* Modified 11/87 D. Dewey 
:'( 

* Modified 7/91 by M. Levine from fi Ie rkf45.for to handle 
* Aqueous Two-Phase systems with equi 1 ibrium @ interface. 
,', 
***************************************************************************** 

,', 

INCLUDE 'globals.cmn' 
save safety, errl, erru 

if(t .eq. 0.0) then 

irunno = irunno + 
if (0.0 .1 t. sy (]) .and. sy (]) .1 t. sy (8) .and. sy (8) 

&.1 t. 1.0) then 
errl sy(]) 
erru sy (8) 

else 
err 1 0.1 
erru = 0.5 

endif 
safety = sqrt(errl*erru) 

***************************************************************************** 
,~ 

* only for transient electrophoresis 
,', 
***************************************************************************** ,', 

,', 

,', 
;': fa 
;t, 

90 

,', 

sy(2) = relmax 
write{l",' (I,lx,a) ') , output dt info.1 [y,n] , 
read (,~, ' (a) ') ans 
if(ans .eq. 'Y' .or. ans .eq. 'y') then 

out .true. 
else 

out = .false. 
endif 

endif 

flags step to tnex t sma I I er than d t 

fo '" t .1 t. tnext .and. tnext .1 t. 
dtem = dt 
if (fo) dt = tnext - t 
ch '" dt/4.0 
oldtim '" t 

t + dt 

* difeql was cal led before entry 

* if (r 1 done) then 



10 
~', 

do 10 j = I. nco I 
do 10 i = i I b (j). i ub (j) 

yo I d (i . j) = y (i • j) 
gns (i .j) = gn (i .j) 
continue 
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****************************************************************************~ 
,', 
* only for transient electrophoresis 

do 100 i = I. N+I 
pho I d (i) ph (i) 

100 cont i nue 
~.( 

***************************************************************************** 
:', 

endif 

* first rkf stage 

rldone = ,false. 
do 20 j = I,ncol 

do 20 i = i I b (j). i ub (j) 
y (i ,j) = yold (i ,j) + chi'gns (i ,j) 

20 cont i nue 

,', 
*Modification made by M. Levine for two-phase systems 
* Special formula for concentrations on either side of the 
* interface are appl ied for the first 5 rkf stages. The final 
* calculation is made before subroutine intrgx is exited. 
,~ 

y(nover2,3) = yold(nover2,3) 
& - (dt/de I x/6 .48E6),~ (f I ux If t-f I uxrht) / (I+eqconst) 

y (n02p 1,3) = y (nover 2,3) "'eqcons t 

c y (n02p I .3) = 0 
c y (nover 2,4) = 0 

,', 

,', 
t = oldtim + ch 
ca I I d i feq I 

* second rkf stage 

ch 0.09375,"dt 
do 30 j = I, nco I 

do 30 i = i I b (j) I i ub (j ) 
rkl(i,j) = gn(i,j) 

y(i,j) = yold(i,j) + chi'(gns(i,j) + 3.0"'rkl(i,j» 
30 continue 
,~ 

,', 
*Modification made by M. Levine for two-phase systems ,', 



y(nover2,3) = yold(nover2,3) 
& - (dt/delx/6.48E6)"c(fluxlft-fluxrht)/(I+eqconst) 

y (no2p 1,3) = y (nover 2,3) ,'ceqcons t 

c y(no2pl,3) = 0 
c y(nover2,4) = 0 

,'c 

t = oldtim + 0.375*dt 
ca 11 d i feq 1 

* third rkf stage 
,'c 

ch = dt/2197.0 
do 40 j = l,ncol 

do 40 i = i I b U), i ub U) 
rk2(i,j) = gn(i,j) 
y(i,j) = yold(i,j) + ch"c(1932.0"cgns(i,j) + 

& (]296.0,'crk2(i ,j) - 7200.0,'crkl (i ,j))) 
40 continue 
,'c 

,'c 

*Modification made by M. Levine for two-phase systems 
,'c 

y(nover2,3) = yold(nover2,3) 
& - (dt/delx/6.48E6),'c(fluxlft-fluxrht)/(I+eqconst) 

y (no2p 1 ,3) = y (nover 2,3) ,'ceqcons t 

c y (no2pl,3) = 0 
c y(nover2,4) = 0 

,'c 

t = oldtim + 12.0/13.0*dt 
call difeql 

* fourth rkf stage 
,'c 

ch = dt/4104.0 
do 50 j '" I, nco I 

do 50 i = i I b U), i ub U) 
rk3(i,j) = gn(i,j) 
y(i,j) yold(i,j) + ch,'c((8341.0,'cgns(i,j) -

& 845.0"crk3(i,j)) + (29440.0"crk2(i,j) 
& - 32832.0,'crkl (i ,j))) 

50 continue 
,'c 

,'c 

*Modification made by M. Levine for two-phase systems 
,'c 

y(nover2,3) = yold(nover2,3) 
& - (dt/delx/6.48E6)*(fluxlft-fluxrht)/(I+eqconst) 

y(no2pl,3) = y(nover2,3)*eqconst 
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c y (n02p 1,3) = 0 
c y(nover2,4) = 0 

t = oldtim + dt 
call difeql 

* fifth rkf stage 
,', 

ch = dt/20520.0 
do 60 j = I, nco I 

do 60 i = i I b U), i ub (j ) 
rk4(i,j) = gn(i,j) 
y (i ,j) = yold (i ,j) + ch", ((-6080.0:·'gns (i ,j) + 

& (9295.0'·'rk3(i,j) - 5643.0'·'rk4(i,j))) + 
& (41040.0'·'rkl (i,j) - 28352.0'·'rk2(i,j))) 

60 continue 
,', 
,', 
*Modification made by M. Levine for two-phase systems 
,', 

y (nover 2,3) = yo I d (nover 2,3) 
& - (dt/delx/6.48E6)*(fluxlft-fluxrht)/(I+eqconst) 

y (n02p 1,3) = y (nover 2,3) ,"eqcons t 

c y (n02p 1,3) = 0 
c y(nover2,4) = 0 

,', 
t = oldtim + dt/2.0 
cal I di feql 

,', sixth rkf stage (calculation of new y) 
,', 

ch = dt/7618050.0 
do 70 j = I, nco I 

do 70 i = i I b U), i ub U) 
rk5(i,j) = gn(i,j) 

y(i,j) = yold(i,j) + ch"'((902880.0"'gns(i,j) + 
& (3855735.0'·'rk3(i,j) - 1371249.0'·'rk4(i,j))) + 
& (3953664.0'·'rk2 (i ,j) + 277020.0'·'rk5 (i ,j))) 

70 continue ,', 

,', 
t = oldtim + dt 
ch = dt1752400.0 

* do relative error check 
,', 

eratio = 0.0 
do 80 j = I,ncol 

do 80 i = i I b (j), i ub U) 
est = abs(ch'·'((-2090.0"'gns(i,j) + (21970.0'·'rk3(i,j) -

& 15048.0'~rk4(i,j))) + (22528.0"'rk2(i,j)-
& 27360.0'·'rk5 (i ,j)))) 

tau = 0.5"'relmax'·' (abs (y (i ,j)) + abs (yold (i ,j))) 
& + absmax 

eratio = max(eratio,est/tau) 
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80 con t i nue 
if ( er3tio .eo. 0.0) eratio I. e-IO 

:': 

0', tes terror 

if(eratio .ge. 1.0) then 
~': 

* error is too large 
~'c 

if(dt .Ie. dtmin) then 
;'( 

* step cannot be decreased: increase relmax. accept step and return 
:'( 

relmax = eratio*relmax 
write(l'(.IOOO) relmax.t.dt 
sy(2) = relmax 
rldone = .true. 

*Modification made by M. Levine for two-phase systems 
* Properly modified concentrations on ei ther side of the 
* interface are wri tten over the bulk phase values at the 
l'( following 3 possible exit points from subroutine intrgx. 
l'( 

y (nover 2.3) = yo I d (nover 2.3) 
& - (dt/delx/6.48E6)l'«(fluxlft-fluxrht)/(I+eqconst) 

y (n02 pl. 3) = y (nover 2. 3) l~eqcons t 

c y (n02 pl. 3) = 0 
c y(nover2.4) = 0 
l'( 

l'( 

~.( 

call difeql 
return 

else 

* correct dt by locally optimal formula and repeat step 

l'( 

t = oldtim 
if (Fo) dt = dtem 
dt = max((safety/eratio)**0.2*dt.dtmin) 
if (out) then 

write(l~,1010) dt.t 
endif 
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***************************************************************************** 
l'( 

* only for transient electrophoresis 
:': 

110 
l'( 

do 110 i = I. N+l 
ph ( i) = pho I d (i) 
continue 

***************************************************************************** 

go to 90 
l'( 

endif 
l't 



end if 

if (fo) then 
;': 

,', sma I I s teo was taken to rna tch commun i ca t i on in terva I, i tis thus 
,', meaningless to increase step on small error. restore old dt. 
:': 

j'C 

dt = dtem 
rldone = ,true. 

~Modification made by M. Levine for two-phase systems 
~ Modified values written over bulk phase values. 
;', 

y(nover2.3) = yold(nover2.3) 
& - (dt/delx/6.48E6)*(fluxlft-fluxrht)/(I+eqconst) 

y (n02p 1.3) = y (nover 2.3) ,"eqcons t 

c y (n02p I • 3) = ° 
c y(nover2.4) = ° 
~'c 

,', 
,', 

call difeql 
return 

endif 
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~**************************************************************************** ,', 
* only for transient electrophoresis 
,', 
,', 

:'c 

va II 
valu 
vals 

errl 
erru 
safety 

if(eratio .It. vall ,or. eratio .gt. valu) then 

* error is acceptable for this step, but is not in slot. accept step 
~ and predict new dt for next step by locally optimal formula 
,', 

dt = (vals/eratio),'o"O.2,"dt 
,', 
***************************************************************************** ,', 

t, 

,', 

,', 

dt = max(dt.dtmin) 
dt = min(dt.dtmax) 
if (out) then 

write(i'.I020) dt.t 
enoif 

endif 

*Modification made by M. Levine for two-phase systems 
* Modified values written over bulk phase values. 



y(nover2.3) = yold(nover2.3) 
& - (dt/delx/6.48E6)*(fluxlft-fluxrht)/(I+eqconst) 

y (no2p I ,3) = y (nover 2,3) )'ceqcons t 

c y (no2p I ,3) = 0 
c y(nover2,4) = 0 

)'C 

,'c 

,'c 

1000 
& 

1010 
1020 
~', 

call difeql 
rldone =: .true. 

return 

format(' *** intrgx: deadlock - error = ',lpeI5.6, 
" t =: " lpeI5.6.', dt = " Ipe 15.6) 
format(' corrected dt = " IpeI5.6,', t " Ipe15.6) 
format(' predicted dt = " IpeI5.6,', t = " IpeI5.6) 

end 
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APPENDIX 7 

Listing of FORTRAN Code for Files Modified from the GENTRANS 
simulation Package to Model ~vo-Phase Systems with Mass 
Transfer Resistance at the Interface 

The following pages contain a copy of files encompassing 

subroutines INITAL, DIFEQ1, and RESIST, and the common block 

GLOBALS.CMN. The FORTRAN code of these subroutines was 

modified from the GENTRANS Version 7 package, in order to 

enable simulation of electrophoresis of solutes in aqueous 

two-phase systems with mass transfer resistance at the 

interface. The files must replace the original ones of the 

same name in the version 7 GENTRANS package before the 

executable code is generated, in order to provide the 

complete, new simulation package. Details of this model are 

found in Chapter 4. 

In the copy of the code presented here, the partitioned 

component is the third one entered into the simulation 

package. It is a strong base. 



":fi Ie: globals,common 

~': 

*Modified by M. Levine for simulations of 2 phase systems 
* July 1992 
:', 

implicit real (a-h,o-z) 
character mark*3,select(16)*7,flagm*l,ans*l,unform*30 
character,',40 fph, fkap, ftot 
logical exit, rldone, fo, out, chkmsh, mshvar, conY, sm, varmob 
real machep 

c constant voltage added variables 
c cony - flag 
c cur - current - changes every time step 
c convol - constant voltage 
c avgkap - average conductivity 

common /convl/ cony, sm 
common /conv2/ cur, convol, reso, convsc 

common /block2/ mark, select, flagm, unform, fph, fkap. ftot 
common /blockl/ time, nml, n, np I, ncom. npoint, npout,relmax 
common /blockl/ absmax, xp 
common /blockl/ nf i Ie, n If i Ie, iam, iaw, ibw. ias, ibs, ips 
common /blockl/ ipep 
common /blockl/ nflag, to I, machep, r In 10, eta, a 
common /blockl/ delx, delxr, del2x, del2xr, addelx, adel2x 
common /blockl/ a2delx 
common /blockl/ ncoml, adelx3. irunno, t, tmax, tnext, dt, dtmax 
common /blockl/ dtmi n, emax, emin, sy(3S) , xlngth, toler, comint 

c Loop boundary values for time stepping that model boundary 
c conditions 
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c iub(component) upper bound (right hand) = N+I for IEF, N for ITP 
c ilb(component) lower bound (left hand) = I for IEF, 2 for ITP 

common /bndry/ iub(I?), i Ib(l?) 

common /flags/ exit, rldone, fo, out, chkmsh, mshvar, varmob 

common /charge/ wc(lS,3) ,amc(15,2,3) .awc(lS,3) ,bwc(IS,3) 
common /charge/ pepz(15,3) 
common /diss/ amk(lS.2) ,awk(lS). bwk(lS), rkw 

common /henry/ numpt, ahen (25), bhen (25), chen (25), dhen (25) 
common /henry/ xhen(25) 

common /mob/ wamc(15,2) ,wawc(l5) ,wbwc(15) .wamn(15) ,wawn(15) 
common /mob/ wbwn(15) ,wtas(15) ,wtbs(15) ,wwc(15) ,wtps(15) 

************************************************************************* ,', 
,', 

,', 
,', 
,,: 

/vmob/ Variable mobil ity variables, 
iregbn(compnum, i) - for component 

i = I, boundary for region 
2 t II II II II 

number compunum: 
I and region 2 
2 and " 3 

,', 
~.( 

;, 

,', 
,', 
,', 

,', vmob (compnurn, i) mobil i ty for compnum in reg i on i ,', 
,', shou I d a I ready be sca I ed ,', 
************************************************************************* 
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,', common /vmob/i r egbn (15,2), 'lmob (compnum, 3) 

,', common /mobt/ wamct (15,2) ,wawct (IS) ,wbwct (IS) ,wamnt (IS) 
* common /mobt/ wawnt(15) 
,', common /mobt/ wbwnt(15) ,wtast(IS) ,wtbst(IS) ,wtpst(IS) 

common /neutrl/ amn(IS,3) ,awn(IS,3) ,bwn(IS,3) 

********************************************************************** 
.... , 

* This is the common block with the protein info. * 
,', prtab(i,j,k) - i is the protein number, j is he entry", 
,', k = I ph of j th entry for i th prot .,', 
,', 2 charge ,', 
* 3 number of protons removed * 
,', per molecule at this ph ,', 
* 4 derivative of charge wrt ph * 
,', used in d I en (Newton root srchi, 
* S mean square charge * 
,', iprn(i) - number of entries in table for protein i ,', 
,', zO(i) - charge on molecule when it contains all prot ,', 
,', wps(i) - intrinsic mobility for protein i ,', 
,', rad(i) - radius in meters for protein i ;, 
,', ilow(i) - contains last correct indices into table ,', 
,', 
,', 
,', 
,', 
,', 
,', 

The fol lowing contain the cubic spl ine coefficients to 
interpolate the table above: 

phtab, vtab, v2tab, chtab, dchtab 

,', 
,', 
,', 
,', 
,', 

********************************************************************** 
common /prot/ prtab(S,2S,10), iprn(2S), xlastc(2S,3) 
common /prot/ phtab(2S.3) 
c ammo n / pro t / w p s ( IS) ,z 0 ( I 5) , i I ow (2 S) ,v 2 tab (4, 2 S , 3) ,r ad ( IS) 
common /prot/ chtab(4,2S,3), dchtab(4,2S,3) ,vtab(4,2S.3) ,dp(2S) 

common /peps/ na (S) • nb (S). ak (10, S), bk (10, S), ac (10, S) 
common /peps/ bc(IO,S) 
common /peps/ aic(IO,S), ai2c(IO,S) ,bic(IO,S) ,bi2c(IO,S) 
common /peps/ wpep(IS) ,wdpep(IS) 
common /peps/ nareal (S), nbreal (S). akreal (IO,S) ,bkreal (IO,S) 

************************************************************************* 
* * * common /fpep/ contains peptide table and cubicspl ine coefficients 
* for faster peptide information access * 
,', peptb I (numpep, i, j) ,', 
-I, numpep - number of pept i de ,', 
,', indice into table, this indice wi II ,', 
* corresond to a pH value. ie i = 4 * 
,', is the row for pH ::: 4.0 ,', 
* This enables one to bypass table * * searching since it is now a hash function 
* hence to interpolate for a ph value, * 
,', the lower bound is i = fix (ph) ,', 
,', the higher bound is i lower + I ,', 
* j - rows of the table * * I =:::> charge of pep # numpep at * 
,', pH ::: fix ( i) ,', 
* 2 ==> mean square charge * 



:', 

~.( 

= 3 ==> derivative of charge wrt pH 
NOTE this assumes that pH's are between I and 13 
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:': 

:': 

,', pchli.j.k).pch2(i.j.k).pdch(i.j.k) ,', 
* arrays of cubic spline coefficients for peptide charge * 
* mean square charge and der charge wrt pH for peptide k * 
,', i = 1.2.3.4 coefficient number. indice corresponding ,', 
,', to i for peptb I ~, 
:': 

************************************************************************* 
common /fpep/ peptbl (S.14.3) .pchl (4.14.5) .pch2(4.14.S) 
common /fpep/ pdch(4. 14.S) 

common /rect/ flux(15.3). dctrm(IS.3) .diffm(15.3) .etaem(15.3) 

c Dimensions of up(a.b) should be a >= number of proteins 
c b >= number of points 
c up contains the corrected intrinsic mobil ity of protein a 

common /sc I par / rk (20 I) • ph (201) • up (S, 20 1) 

,', 

common /statel/ nordrl. nrow.ncol.y(201,17).gn(201.ln 
common /statel/ xpos(201) 
common /statel/ nstrt 
common Irk f 45/ gns (20 I. In. yo I d (20 I. In. pho I d (20 I) • rk I (20 I. In 
common /rkf4S/ rk2(201,ln. rk3(201.ln. rk4(201.ln,rkS(201.ln 

common /tot/ tam(IS.3) .taw(IS.3) .tbw(IS.3) .tas(IS,3) ,tbs(15,3) 
common /tot/ tps(IS,3),tpep(IS,3) 
common /tot/ tch{IS,3) ,tph{IS) ,rkr (IS) ,gnr{IS) ,tup(S,4) 
common /tot/ i ptrs (3). damp (IS) 

common /wgrad/ wdamn(IS) ,wdawn(IS) ,wdbwn(IS) 
common /wgrad/ wdamc(IS,2) ,wdawc(IS) ,wdbwc(IS) .wdwc(IS) 
common /wgrad/ wdtas(IS) .wdtbs(IS) ,sum,wdtps(IS) 

*Changes made by M. L~vine for al I 2-phase systems 
* The fol lowing values are held here for use by al I sections of 
* the program. 

common fluxrht,fluxlft,eqconst,nover2,n02pl 
common hlu,hul 
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subroutine ini tal 
************************************************************************* 
~.( 

~.( 

~': 

~.( 

,', 
,', 

in ita I 
this routine reads the initial conditions and 
is also where all user inputted variables are 
located so as to be easi Iy changed 
a cal I is made to subroutine consnt to calculate 
the values of any time independent variables 

~ Modified for 2 phase systems by M. Levine; July 1992 
~'( 

************************************************************************* 
INCLUDE 'globals.cmn' 

real*8 xx,yy(16) 
external len 
real len 

c ------- read input parameters 

open (un i t=3, f i I e=' [LEV I NE. USR. I NPUT] save. in i ' , 
+ status='old' ,err=IO) 

read (3,"') iversn 
if( iversn .ne. 7l then 

wr i te ("', ,',) 
write(*,*)' **********************************************' 
write("',"')' incompatible save.int fi Ie for this version' 
write(*,*)' rename save.int and rerun 
stop 
endif 

wr i te (I ,,',) 
write(I,"')' Generalized Transient Electrophoresis Simulation' 
write(I,"')' Version 7 ' 
wr i te (1 , ,',) 
wr i te (I, ,',) 

read(3,*)neom, n, npoint, tmax, xlngth, xj 
wr i te ("', ,") 
wr i te (1, ,',) 
wr i te ("',70 J) 
wr i te (1 ,70 J) 

701 format('Neom',t8,' N ',tI6,'Xlen',t26,' Xj ',t33,'Tmax') 

wr i te ("',702) 
wr i te (1,702) 

702 forma t (' ---- , , t8, ' - --- , , t 16, ' - --- , , t26 , ' - - -- , , t 33, ' - - - - , ) 

w r i t e ("', ' (i 4 , t 8, i 4 , t 1 5 , f 5 . 2 , t 2 3 , f 7 • 1 , t 3 3 , f 5. J) ') n e om, 
& n,xlngth,xj,tmax 

w r i t e ( 1 , ' (i 4 , t 8 , i 4 , t 1 5 , f 5 . 2 , t 2 3 , f7 . 1 , t 3 3 , f 5. J) ') n e om , 
& n,xlngth,xj,tmax 

read (3, ,',) i am, i aw, i bw, i as, i bs, ips, i pep 

wr i te ("', "') 
wr i te (1 , ,'c) 

do 20 i = l,iarn 
read (3, "c) amk (i , 1) ,amk (i ,2) ,warnn (i) ,warne (i , 1) ,warne (i ,2) 



20 

do 30 

30 

do 40 

40 

do 50 

50 

do 60 

60 

do 70 

wr te (,'c, ,'c) , 
wr te ("c, ,'c) , 
wr te (,'c, ,'c) , 
wr te (,':, ":) , 
wr te ("', ,',) , 
wr te (I, ,'c) , 
wr te (I, ,',) , 
wr te (I, ,',) , 
wr te (I, :':) , 
wr te (I, :':) , 

Amph # ',i 
K 1 ',amk (i , 1) 
K2 ',amk (i ,2) 
Mob neut ',warnn (i) 
Mob chrg ',warnc (i, I) ,warnc (i ,2) 

Arnph # ',i 
K 1 ',arnk (i , I) 
K2 ',arnk(i,2) 
Mob neut ',warnn (i) 
Mob chrg ',warnc(i,I),wamc(i,2) 

continue 

= I, i aw 
read(3,"c)awk(i) ,wawn(i) ,wawc(i) 
wr i te (,'c, :',) , Weak A ',i 
wr i te ("', ,'c) , K' ,awk (i) 
write{l'c,":)' Mob neut ',wawn(i) 
write(",,:,,), Mob chrg ',wawc(i) 
wr i te (1 ,:':) , Weak A ',i 
write(I,":)' K ',awk(i) 
write(I,:':)' !Iob neut ',wawn(i) 
write(I,:':)' Mob chrg ',wawc(i) 
continue 

= I, ibw 
read (3, ,',) bwk (i) ,wbwn (i) ,wbwc (i) 
wr i te ("', ,'c)' Weak B ',i 
write(""",), K ',bwk(i) 
write("",',), Mob neut ',wbwn(i) 
write("",',), Mob chrg ',wbwc(i) 
write(I,*)' Weak B ',i 
wr i te ( 1 ,,',) , K' ,bwk ( i) 
write(I,"')' Mob neut ',wbwn(i) 
write(I,"')' Mob chrg ',wbwc(i) 
continue 

= 1, i as 
read (3, ,',) wtas (i) 
wr i te ("', :':) , Strong 
wr i te ("', :',) , Mob 
wr i te (1, :',) , Strong 
wr i te (I , ,',) , Mob 
continue 

= I, i bs 
read (3, ,',) wtbs (i) 
write(*,*)' Strong 
wr i te ("', ,',) , Mob 
wr i te (1, ",) , Strong 
wr i te (I, ,',) , Mob 
continue 

A ' ' , I 

, ,wtas (i) 
A ' ' , I 

, ,wtas (i) 

B ' ' I I 

',wtbs(i) 
B ' ' , I 

',wtbs(i) 

= 1 lips 
read(3,"')dp(i) I 

wr i te (,~ I ,'c) 
i prn (i) 

wr i te (I , ,',) 
wr i te ("'I ,',) , 
wr i te (I ,,'c) , 
wr i te (I, ,',) , 

Protein' I i I 'Diff P = ',dp(i) 
Protein', i I 'Diff p = ',dp(i) 

Ph Charge' 
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70 

80 

81 
82 

do 82 

do 70 j = 1, i pr n (i) 
read U,;:) prtab (i ,j, 1), prtab (i ,j ,2) 
wr i te (1 ,,'0) pr tab (i ,j , 1) ,pr tab (i ,j ,2) 
continue 

1, i pep 
readU,,'o)na(i), nb(i), wpep(i) 
writeUo,":), Peptide ',i,'# of acidic pks = ',na(i), 

, # of basic pks = ',nb(i), 'Mob = ',wpep(i) 
write(I,"'), Peptide ',i,'# of acidic pks ',na(i), 

'# of basic pks ',nb(i) ,'Mob = ',wpep(i) 
do 80 j = 1, na (i) 

read (3, ,'c) ak U , i) 
wr i te (I ,,'0)' Ac i d i c K num ',j,' , ,ak U , i) 
continue 

do 8 I j = 1, nb (i) 
read (3, ,'c) bk U , i) 
wr i te (I ,,'0)' Bas i c K num ',j,' , ,bk U , i) 
continue 

cont i nue 

wr i te U', "0) 
wr i te (1, "0) 
write(*,*)' Boundary Conditions' 
write(I,*)' Boundary Conditions' 

do 90 i = l,ncom 
read (3,"') i lb(i), iub(i) 
wri te("""o) , Comp', i,' -> " i lb (i), iub (i) 
wr i te (1 , ,',) , Comp', i " -> " i 1 b (i) , i ub (i) 

90 continue 

wr i te ("', "0) 
write(I,"') 

read (3,"0) rkw, wwc(l) , wwc(2) 
read(3,*)nemax,ncomi,ndtmax,ndtmin,nemin,nxmax 
read(3,*)dt,dtmax,dtmin,emax,emin,comint 

10 continue 
close(uni t=3,status='keep') 

relmax = emax 
absmax = emin 

c ------- set number of communication intervals 
npout ~ npoint - I 

c -------- constants used in seal ing 
wmo = 1 .Oe-04 
xo = 1.0 
e = 9.65e+04 
omegao = 1.0e-07 
phiO=I.O 

c ------- Scale pKs 
do 100 i = 1 , i am 

do 100 j = 1 ,2 
100 amk (i ,j) =10.0",* (7 .O-amk (i ,j)) 

do 200 i =1, iaw 
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200 awk (i) = 1 0.0:'::" (7. O-awk (i) ) 
do 201 i = I, ibw 

201 bwk (i) = 1 0.0:'0" (7 . O-bwk (i) ) 
do 205 numpep = 1, ipep 

do 206 j = 1, na(numpep) 
206 ak{ j, numpep) = 10.0:'o"{-ak{j,numpep)) 

do 202 j = 1, nb(numpep) 
202 bk( j, numpep) = 10.0:'o"(-bk{j,numpep)) 
205 continue 

do 203 numpep = I, ipep 
203 cal I pinit{numpep) 

c -------Scalemobilities 
do 300 i =1, iam 

do 300 j = 1,2 
300 wamc ( ,j) =1.O/omegao"'wamc (i ,j) 

do 400 i = 1 i aw 
400 wawc( )=1.0/omegao*wawc(i) 

do 401 i = ,ibw 
401 wbwc ( ) =1.0/omegao,"wbwc (i) 

do 402 i = ,iam 
402 wamn( )=1.0/omegao*wamn(i) 

do 403 i = ,iaw 
403 wawn( )=1.0/omegao*wawn(i) 

do 404 i = I, ibw 
404 wbwn (i) =1.0/omegao"'wbwn (i) 

do 405 i :: I, ias 
405 wtas(i)::I.O/omegao*wtas(i) 

do 406 i = I, ibs 
406 wtbs (i)=I.O/omegao>'cwtbs (i) 

do 408 i = I, ipep 
408 wpep (i) = I .01 omegao>"wpep (i) 

c ------- Build protein tables 
do 407 i = I, ips 

407 call gettab(i) 

c ------- Woter charged species 
write(",,:',), Real water mobilities used.' 
wr i te (I ,,',) , Rea I wa ter mobil i ties used.' 
wwc(I)=3.627e-07/omegao 
W'v-/C (2) =1 .987e-07/omegao 

c ------- use these values for symmetric water 
c write("',,~)' Symmetric water mobilities of 2.0e-7 used.' 
c write(I.*)' Symmetric water mobilities of 2.0e-7 used.' 
c wwc(I)=2.0e-07/omegao 
c wwc(2)=2.0e-07/omegao 

c ------- Universal gas constant 
rt = 2,478e+03 

c ------- scal ing constants - see papers 
to = 60 
a:: rt * omegao * to I (e * xo * xo) 
bb :: ph i o,"el r t 
rkw 1.0 
eta = xo * xj I (omegao * wmo * rt) 
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c ------- Protein radius and mobil i ty 
do 2 Iii = 1, ips 

r ad (i) = RT ,', 1. e4 / 
(6.023e+23 ,', 6.0 ,', 4.0,"atan(1.0) ,', 8.95e-4 ,', dp(i)) 

wps (i) = 1. 6e- 19/ 
( 6.0,"4.0"'atan(1.0) ,', 8.95e-4 ,', rad(i) ) 

wps (i) = wps (i) ,', 1. e+7 
dp(i) = E ,', dp(i) ,', 1.e+3/ RT 

211 continue 

c ------- Get initial concentrations 
open(unit=9,fi le=' [LEVINE.USR.INPUT] initial.dat ' , 

778 
870 
10000 

+ status='old ' ) 

read (9,870,end=10000) mark,time,tmpdt 
format(a3,lp2e15.6) 

continue 

c ------- Check for continuation run 
if(time .ne. O.O)then 

nflag = 1 
wri te("",',) I continuation run I 

endif 

do 990 i = l,n + 1 
read(9,' (lpI6e15.6) l,end=991) xpos(i),(y(i,j),j = l,ncom) 

990 continue 
991 close(unit=9) 

c ------- calculate constant terms 
delx = xlngth/n 

c 

5 

delxr = 1./delx 
de12x = delx * 2. 
de12xr = 1./deI2x 
addelx a/delx 
adel2x a/del2x 
a2delx = 2.0*a/delx 
adelx3 addelx/3.0 
ncom 1 ncom + 1 
nml = n - 1 
npl = n + 1 
nordrl = npl*ncom 
ncol = ncom 
rlnl0 = alog(10.0) 

------- Find machine 
machep 1.0 
machep = machep/2.0 
if(1.0 + machep , gt. 

tolerance 

1.0) go to 5 

c ------- Root finding tolerance for 
tol = O. l1'emax 
if (i ps .ge. 1) tol = 5.e-3 

,~ 

* check input mesh ,', 
c ------- Check input mesh 

ph search 

if(abs(xpos(l) + xpos(npJ)) .gt. 10.0"'machep) then 
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write("",',), nps = ',npl 
write("c,)'c), xpos(l) = ',xpos(I),'xpos(npl) = ',xpos(npl) 

wr i te (,', , )',) 
& ,',,',,'c inital: input mesh endpoints not symmetrical about 
& zero ,'Il',,'c' 

stop 
endif 
if(abs(xlngth + xpos(l) - xpos(npl)) .gt. 10.0'·'machep) then 

write("c,",), xlngth = ',xlngth,'xpos(l) = ',xpos(l) 
write("c,",), xpos(npl) = ',xpos(npl) 

wr i te ()·c, )'c) , ,'::,,,', in i ta I: x I ng th no t equa I to i npu t mesh 
& I eng th ,'cio'c' 

stop 
endif 

irunno 0 

c ------- use zeroin for initial ph calc 
do 820 i = I,npl 

call get(i,l) 
ph(i) = zeroin(-7.0,7.0,len,l) 
call get(i,l) 
call param(l) 

820 cal I put (i ,I) 

,'c 

*Change made by M. Levine for al I 2 phase systems 
it Special parameters for 2 phase simulations are input here. 
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* The location of the interface, at the center of the simulation space, 
it is also calculated, as is one point to the right of center. 
)'c 

,'c 

wr i te (,·c, )'c) 
wr i te ()'c, "c) , Wha tis Equ iii br i um Cons tan t (Phase b/Phase a) ?' 
read(*,*)eqconst 

nover2 = n/2 
n02pl = nover2 + I 

wr i te (ic, "c) 
wr i te (ic, "c) , 
wr i te (,·c, "c) , 
read (,·c, "c) hi u 

What is Forward Mass Transfer Coefficient' 
(Phase a towards Phase b) l' 

wr i te (ic, )'c) 
write(*,"c)' What is Reverse Mass Transfer Coefficient l' 
read ()·c, "c) hu I 

wr i te (,·c, "c) 
wr i te ()·c, "c) , Do you want smooth i ng 1 [y, n] , 
read (,·c, , (a) ') ans 
if( ans .eq. 'y' .or. ans .eq. 'Y')then 

sm = .true. 

else 

write(*,*)' Smoothing used.' 
write(I,"c)' Smoothing used.' 

sm '" .false. 
wr i te Uc, "c) , Smooth i ng not used.' 
wr i te (I, "c) , Smooth i ng not used.' 



endif 

wr i te ("'. ,',) 
write(*.*)' Do you want contant voltage? [y,n]' 
read ("', , (a) ') ans 
if( ans .eq. 'y' .or. ans .eq. 'Y')then 

conv = .TRUE. 
if( nflag .eq. I)then 

wri te(*,*)' ***** Warning, continuation run, , 
write(*,*)' ***** Input current should be last' 
write(*,*)' ***** current outputted.' 
endif 

reso = 0.0 
do 82 I i = I, n 

821 reso = reso + delxl ( 

else 

return 
end 

convol 
convsc 

((rk(i) + rk(i+l) )/2.0» 

eta ,', reso 
convol*omegao*wmo*rt/(xo*9.65e-7) 

wr i te (I, ,',) 
wr i te (I, ,',) , ~d,jci,,'dd, Cons tant Vo I tage Run ,'ddddd,'/,' 

write(I,*)' Constant Voltage Drop across column = ' 
convsc, , V ' 

write(I,"')' Initial current density = ',xj,' A I (m"'m)' 

write(I,"'), Initial column resistance = ',reso/9.65e-7, 
, Ohms ' 

wr i te ("', ,',) 
wr i te ("', ,',) , ,',****,~* Cons tant Vo I tage Run ,',*,/,****' 
write(*,*)' Constant Voltage Drop across column = ' 

convsc, , V ' 
writeU',"'), Initial current density'" ',xj,' A I (m,"m), 
write{l',,"'), Initial column resistance = ',reso/9.65e-7, 
, Ohms ' 
wr i te U', ,',) 

write(I,"') 'Constant imposed current' 
conv = .FALSE. 
endif 
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subroutine difeql 
************************************************************************* 
~', 

* zero flux boundary conditions - fem formulation 
* this subroutine calculates the right hand side of 
* the galerkin equations call ing appropriate subroutines 
* to perform specific calculations 
,', 
* authors: pat maynard,mike stock,aly graham 
* last revised 6/8/84 

* modified Oct. 87 DO 
,', 
* modified to handle two-phase systems. with mass transfer 
* resistance at the interface by M. Levine July 91 

************************************************************************* 
INCLUDE 'globals.cmn' 

integer point,pntbck,pntfwd,pntlft,pntrht 

c ------- Remove negative concentrations with conservation of Mass 
if( sm) call smooth 

c ------- if using constant voltage instead of constant current, 
c ------- calculate average conductivity 

if ( conv) then 
reso => 0.0 
do 10 i => 1, n 

10 reso = reso + delx/ ((rk(i) + rk(i+l»/2.0) 

cur = convol / reso 
endif 

* calculate the specie~ at the first 3 points along column 

,', 

,', 

call get(l,1) 
call param(l) 

ca II get (2,2) 
ca 11 param (2) 

ca I I c I cf I x (1 ,2, I) 

* initalize storage pointers 

* ,', 

pntbck = 3 
point = 1 
pntfwd = 2 
pntlft=>2 
pntrht = 1 

do 200 I = 2,n 

* update pointers 



,', 

itemp'" pntbck 
pntbck = point 
point = pntfwd 
pntfwd = itemp 
itemp = pntlft 
pntlft = pntrht 
pntrht'" itemp 

cal I get(l + I,pntfwd) 
cal I param(pntfwd) 
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*Changes made by M. Levine to model two-phase systems w/transport resistance 
* Subroutine resist is selected when interfacial flux is to be 
* calculated. Otherwise, subroutine clcflx is choosen, and bulk 
* phase flux is calculated. 
,', 

,', 

if (l.eq.nover2) then 
cal I resist(point,pntfwd,pntrht) 

else 
cal I clcflx(point,pntfwd,pntrht) 

endif 

* check for left boundary 

if(l .eq. 2) then 
* calculate derivative at first point by direct method 

c 
cc 
c 

c 

105 
,', 

do 105 m '" I,ncom 
Second order approx 
gnr(m) ,. (9.0"'flux(m,pntlft)-flux(m,pntrht)) 
'~ade I x3 

Fir s t order approx (more s tab I e than second) 
gnr(m) '" flux(m,pntlft)*addelx*2.0 
continue 

call putd(l) 

endif 

do 110m '" I, ncom 
110 gnr(m) '" (flux(m,pntrht) - flux(m,pntlft)) i, addelx 

call putd (I) 
cal I putv(I-I,pntbck) 

,', 
200 con t i nue 

* calculate derivatives at last point by direct method 
* <note that boundary approximation is second order> 

do 220 m '" l,ncom 
220 gnr(m) '" -flux(m,pntrht)i'addelx*2.0 
c220 gnr(m) '" (flux(m,pntlft) - 9.0*flux(m,pntrht))*adelx3 

ca II putd (np I) 



* store boundary parameters 

,', 
call putv(n,point) 
call putv(npl,pntfwd) 

return 
end 
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************************************************************************* ,', ,', 
subroutine clcflx(point,pntfwd,pntrht) 

,', ,', 
************************************************************************* 
* * ,', this calculates the gradients (times mobil i ties) of neutral and ,~ 
* charged species. * 

* * ************************************************************************* 
INCLUDE 'globals.cmn' 

dimension pch(5) 
integer pntbck,point,pntfwd,pntrht 

c ------- water species 

c 

20 
& 

10 

e 

30 

c 

50 

e 

70 

wdwc (1) .. wwc (1) ,~ (wc (1 ,pn tfwd) -wc (I , po in t) ) "'de I xr 
wdwe (2) .. wwc (2) t, (we (2, pntfwd) -we (2, po i nt)) *de I xr 

sum" wdwe(I)-wdwc(2) 

-------
do 10 j 

-------
do 30 j 

-------
do 50 j 

-------
do 70 j 

Ampholytes 
.. I, iam 
wdamnU) .. wamnU)*(amnU,pntfwd)-amnU,point))*delxr 
do 20 k .. 1,2 

wdamc U ,k) = warne U ,k) * (arne U ,k, pn t fwd) 
-amc(j,k,point))*delxr 

sum" sum + (wdamc(j,I)-wdamc(j,2)) 
continue 

Weak acid 
.. I, iaw 
wdawn(j) .. wawnU)*(awnU,pntfwd)-awnU,point))*delxr 
wdawc(j) .. wawcU)*(awcU,pntfwd)-awcU,point))*delxr 
sum" sum-wdawc(j) 
continue 

Weak base 
.. I, ibw 
wdbwn U) = wbwn U)'~ (bwn U, pntfwd) -bwn U ,po i nt)) *de I xr 
wdbwc(j) .. wbwc(j)*(bwc(j,pntfwd)-bwcU,point))*delxr 
sum" sum+wdbwc(j) 
continue 

Strong acid 
'" 1, i as 
wdtasU) .. wtasU)*(tasU,pntfwd)-tasU,point))*delxr 
sum"" sum-wdtas(j) 
continue 



c 

90 

do 90 j 
Strong bases 
= I, i bs 
wdtbs (j) = wtbs (j) fc(tbs (j ,pntfwd) -tbs (j ,point)) ,'cdelxr 
sum = sum+wdtbs(j) 
continue 

avph:: (tph(pntfwd) + tph(point))/2.0 
c ------- Proteins 

do 100 j :: I, ips 
wdtps(j) = wps (j),'c(tps {j,pntfwd)-tps (j,point)) 
,'cde I xr 
pch (j) = f i ndch (avph, j) 
sum = sum + wd tps (j) ,'c pch (j) 

100 continue 

c ------- peptides 
do 95 j :: I, i pep 

wdpep(j) = wpep(j)*(tpep{j,pntfwd)-tpep{j,point))*delxr 
chofp = pepch(avph,j) 
if(chofp**2.0 .Ie .. 001) chofp .. 0.0 

sum" sum + chofpicwdpep (j) 
95 continue 

c ------- Calculate the "voltage" 
if( conv ) then 

else 
dphi :: -(cur+sum)/«rkr(point) + rkr(pntfwd))/2.0) 

dphi = -(eta+sum)/«rkr(point) + rkr(pntfwd))/2.0) 
endif 

c Calculate the flux 

j :: 0 

c 
do 110 

110 

c 
do 120 

120 

c 
do 130 

Ampholytes 
i = I, i am 
j = j+1 
avgp" (amc(i, I,point) + amc(i, l,pntfwd))/2.0 
avgm" (amc(i ,2,point) + amc(i ,2,pntfwd))/2.0 
flux (j , pntrht) = (wamc (i , 1) *avgp 
-wamc(i,2)*avgm)*dphi 
+wdamc (i , I) +wdamc (i ,2) +wdamn (i) 
continue 

weak acid 
i = I, i aw 
j :: j+1 
avgm:: (awc(i ,point) + awc(i ,pntfwd))/2.0 
flux (j , pntrht) = -wawc (i) icavgm*dph i +wdawc (i) +wdawn (i) 
continue 

weak base 
i = I, ibw 
j :: j+1 
avgp:: (bwc(i ,point) + bwc(i ,pntfwd))/2.0 
flux (j , pn tr h t) :: wbwc (i) *avgp*dph i +wdbwc (i) +wdbwn (i) 
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130 

c 
do 140 

140 

c 
do ISO 

ISO 

c 
do ISS 

ISS 

c 
do 160 

160 

return 

continue 

Strong Acids 
i = I, i as 
j = j+1 
avgm = (tas(i,point) + tas(i,pntfwd))/2.0 
flux(j,pntrht) = -wtas(i)"avgm)"dphi+wdtas(i) 
continue 

Strong Base 
i = I, ibs 
j = j+1 
avgp = (tbs(i ,point) + tbs(i ,pntfwd))/2.0 
flux (j ,pntrht) = wtbs (i) )"avgp)"dphi+wdtbs (i) 
continue 

Proteins 
i = I, ips 
j = j+1 
avgp = (tps(i ,point) + tps(i ,pntfwd))/2.0 
avtup = ( tup(i,point) + tup(i,pntfwd))/2.0 
flux(j,pntrht) = pch(i)*avtupitavgp*dphi + wdtps(i) 
continue 

Peptides 
i = I, i pep 
j = j + I 
avgp = (tpep(i ,point) + tpep(i ,pntfwd))/2.0 
flux (j ,pntrht) = pepch (avph, i) )"wpep (i) )"avgp*dph i 

+ wdpep (i) 
continue 
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end 
************************************************************************* 

subroutine resist(point,pntfwd,pntrht) 

************************************************************************* 

* this calculates the gradients (times mobil ities) of neutral and 
* charged species. 

it Modi ifications made by M. Levine to model two-phase systems 
* w/ transport resistance at interface. 

* Resist is only cal led at the interface of the system. Fluxes 
it across the interface are then calculated by a mass transport 
it expression instead of in the usual manner. 

* it The dimensional or non dimensional nature of the variables 
* at the point which the program is at is taken into account 
,', 
)~ July, 1991 
)~ 

************************************************************************* 
INCLUDE 'globals.cmn' 

dimension pch (5) 



integer pntbck,point,pntfwd,pntrht 

c ------- water species 

c 

20 
& 

10 

c 

30 

c 

50 

c 

70 

c 

wdwc(l) = wwc(l))'«(wc(I,pntfwd)-wc(I,point)))'cdelxr 
wdwc (2) = wwc (2) )'( (wc (2, pntfwd) -wc (2, po in t) ) )'cde 1 xr 

sum = wdwc(I)-wdwc(2) 

-------
do 10 j 

-------
do 30 j 

-------
do 50 j 

-------
do 70 j 

-------
do 90 j 

Ampholytes 
= I, i am 
wdamn(j) = wamnU)*(amnU,pntfwd)-amnU,point»*delxr 
do 20 k = 1,2 

wdamc U ,k) = wamc U ,k) )'( (amc U ,k, pnt fwd) 
-amcU,k,point»*delxr 

sum = sum + (wdamc U , 1) -wdamc U ,2) ) 
continue 

Weak acid 
= 1, i aw 
wdawn(j) = wawn(j)*(awnU,pntfwd)-awnU,point»*delxr 
wdawc(j) ::: wawcU)*(awcU,pntfwd)-awcU,point»*delxr 
sum::: sum-wdawc(j) 
continue 

Weak base 
= I, ibw 
wdbwnU) ::: wbwnU)*(bwn(J,pntfwd)-bwnU,point»*delxr 
wdbwc U) ::: wbwc (j) * (bwc U ,pntfwd) -bwc U ,po i nt» )'(de 1 xr 
sum::: sUm+wdbwc(j) 
cont i nue 

Strong acid 
::: 1, i as 
wdtasU) ::: wtasU)*(tasU,pntfwd)-tasU,point»*delxr 
sum ~ sum-wdtas(j) 
cont i nue 

Strong bases 
= I, ibs 
wdtbsU) ::: wtbsU)*(tbsU,pntfwd)-tbsU,point»*delxr 
sum::: sUm+wdtbs(j) 

90 continue 

avph::: (tph(pntfwd) + tph(point»/2.0 
c ------- Proteins 

do 100 j ::: I, ips 
wdtpsU) ::: wpsU)*(tpsU,pntfwd)-tps(j,point» 
)'cde lxr 
pch(j) = findch(avph,j) 
sum::: sum + wdtps U) )'C pch U) 

100 continue 

c ------- peptides 
do 95 j ::: 1, i pep 

wdpep(j) = wpepU)*(tpepU,pntfwd)-tpepU,point»*delxr 
chofp::: pepch(avph,j) 
if(chofp**2.0 .le .. 001) chofp::: 0.0 

sum::: sum + chofp*Wdpep(j) 
95 continue 
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c ------- Calculate the "voltage" 
if ( conv ) then 

else 
dphi = -(cur+sum)/((rkr(point) + rkr(pntfwd))/2.0) 

dphi = -(eta+sum)/((rkr(point) + rkr(pntfwd))/2.0) 
endif 

c Calculate the flux 

j = 0 

c ------- Ampholytes 
do 110 i = I,iam 

j => j+1 
avgp = (amc(i,I,point) + amc(i,I,pntfwd))/2.0 
avgm:::r (amc(i,2,point) + amc(i,2,pntfwd))/2.0 
flux{j,pntrht) => (wamc(i,l)'~avgp 
-wamc(i ,2) *avgm) *dphi 
+wdamc(i, 1)+wdamc(i ,2)+wdamn(i) 

110 cont i nue 

c ------- weak acid 
do 120 i = I,iaw 

j => j+l 
avgm:::r (awc(i ,point) + awc(i,pntfwd))/2.0 
flux (j ,pn trht) => -wawc (j) "(avgm*dph i +wdawc (i) +wdawn (i) 

120 continue 

c ------- weak base 
do I 30 i ~ I, i bw 

j => j+l 
avgp:::r (bwc(i,point) + bwc(i,pntfwd))/2.0 

130 continue 

c 
do 140 

140 

c 
do ISO 

,'( 

Strong Acids 
i => I, i as 
j = j+l 
avgm = (tas(i,point) + tas(i,pntfwd))/2.0 
flux{j,pntrht) ::.I -wtas(i) i(avgm*dphi+wdtas (i) 
cont i nue 

Strong Base 
i => I, i bs 
j => j+l 
avgp => (tbs (i ,point) + tbs(i ,pntfwd))/2.0 

*Modification made by M. Levine 
* The mass transfer expression is used to calculate interfacial 
* flux for a strong base solute. 
'Ie 

& 
flux{j,pntrht) => -10/2.S67e-6*(hlu*yold(nover2,j) 

-hul*yold(no2pl,j)) 
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ISO continue 

c ------- Proteins 

,', 

do 155 i = I, ips 
j = j+1 
avgp = (tps(i,point) + tps(i,pntfwd))/2.0 
avtup = ( tup(i,point) + tup(i,pntfwd))/2.0 

*Modification made by M. Levine 
* The mass transfer expression is used to calculate interfacial 
* flux for a protein solute. 
,', 
,', 
,', 
,', & 
,', 
,', 

155 

c 

160 

do 160 

return 
end 

flux(j,pntrht) = -10/2.567e-6*(hlu*yold(nover2,j) 
-hul*yold(no2pl,j)) 

continue 

Peptides 
i = 1, i pep 
j = j + I 
avgp = (tpep(i,point) + tpep(i,pntfwd))/2.0 
flux(j,pntrht) pepch(avph, i)*wpep(i)*avgp*dphi 

+ wdpep(i) 
continue 

subroutine putd(index) 
INCLUDE 'globals.cmn' 

integer point, index 

do 10 i = 1,ncom 
10 gn(index,i) = gnr(i) 

return 
end 

subroutine putv(index,point) 
INCLUDE 'globals.cmn' 

integer point, index 

ph (i ndex) = tph (po i nt) 
rk(index) = rkr(point) 

do 10 i = 1, ips 
10 up(i,index) = tup(i,point) 

return 
end 
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Nomenclature 

c 

e 

f 

g 

H 

h 

I 

K 

k 

n 

P 

Q quantity 

quantity 

quantity 

s 

T 

t 
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molar concentration 

molar charge (Faraday's constant) 

molar flux 

Gibbs free Energy 

enthalpy 

mass transfer coefficient 

current density 

Partition coefficient 
or ionic equilibrium constant in eqn. (44) 

Boltzmann's constant 

forward reaction rate constant 

reverse reaction rate constant 

no. of solvent molecules in Flory-Huggins theory 

pressure 

defined in diffusional transport, equation (27) 

defined in diffusional transport, equation (32) 

defined in diffusional transport, equation (33) 

rate of production of species i or gas constant 

entropy 

temperature 

time 

transference number for species i 

electrophoretic velocity 
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W # of distinguishable ways of setting segments on lattice 

w energy per contact in Flory-Huggins theory 

x spatial position or mole fraction 

z charge or no. of lattice sites in Flory-Huggins theory 

Greek Letters and Symbols 

ex dimensionless group, RTnr/ex/kr 

ex i mass transfer coefficient for component i 

f3 dimensionless group, €RT/e2xch2cch 

Yi l/ex i 

€ permittivity of solvent (€ = €o€w) 

€o permittivity of vacuum 

€w dielectric constant of water 

e dimensionless current 

A stability parameter for finite difference formulae 

M electrophoretic mobility 
or standard deviation in equation (82) 

a mean in equation (82) 

~ field strength 
or fraction of lattice sites in Flory-Huggins theory 

X Flory interaction parameter 

n mobility factor 

Subscripts 

a phase a 



b 

ch 

f 

i 

1 

r 

u 

+ 

Superscripts 

E 
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phase b 

characteristic reference quantity 

forward 

ith component 

lower phase (phase a) 

reverse 

upper phase (phase b) 

positively charged ion 

negatively charged ion 

excess 

, dimensional quantity or quantity calculated @ next step 
forwa.rd in time in finite difference approximation 

Abbreviations 

HbG hemoglobin 

IEF isoelp.ctric focusing 

ITP isotachophoresis 

MBE moving boundary electrophoresis 

ODE ordinary differential equation 

PDE partial differential equation 

PEG polyethylene glycol 

ZE zone electrophoresis 
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